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SUMMARY
Decentralized renewable energy generation possibilities are now common within the
built environment with increasing effort towards electrical grid modernization at low voltage
(LV) and medium voltage (MV) levels. These developments may be sources of instability
within the electrical grid. Consequently, there is now an increasing need for integration of
building-based demand side resources as a way of providing power flexibility. The goal of
this study was to investigate the potential of office buildings as demand side power
flexibility resources with a view to defining boundaries of usage, implications to building
occupants, associated potential and developing sustainable framework for coordination in the
context of power grid. The use of office buildings as demand side power flexibility resource
may however lead to conflicts between comfort and energy use optimization strategies. Thus
it must be undertaken without compromising indoor comfort and safety.

The study used a combination of comprehensive literature review and case based field
experiments. The comprehensive literature review established the state of practice and
research, as well as performance characteristics for demand side power flexibility using
office buildings. Two series of field experiments were conducted in an average-sized office
building, the experiments incorporated the use of existing load groups (that is: cooling
system and components of the air handling unit), and additional on-site installed photovoltaic
electricity (PV) generation and electrical energy storage (EES) systems. The field
experiments were aimed at definition and evaluation of demand-side power flexibility
potential for office building with limitation to power grid support services of less than one
hour durations.

The first series of experiments evaluated cooling system and ventilation fan in the air
handling unit as demand side power flexibility resources. The results established demand
v

side power flexibility usage boundaries and associated potentials in terms of building
specific performance parameters such as power demand, energy consumption, limits of
operational flexibilities, systems’ response times, indoor comfort, comfort recovery time and
availability. Results indicate that for the air supply fan, 30% to 60% reduction in peak power
requirements through duty cyclic activities was achieved continuously for a maximum of 120
minutes without compromising indoor air quality. Also, resetting zonal cooling set point
temperature by 2°C realized a maximum peak power reduction by up to 25% of the
maximum cooling power demand for up to approximately 20 minutes of continuous
operation. Similar range of power advantage is obtained for fixed schedule cooling duty
cycle albeit with more control and greater availability period possibility (15 to 60 minutes). It
is further indicated that the practicability and significance of demand flexibility potential
could be greater when harnessed for multiple buildings within an aggregation framework to
realize the scale of benefits practicable at power grid level. Most importantly direct polling
of occupants’ response reveal clear dissatisfaction with indoor comfort well before the
comfort code outlined limits are reached. In addition, for thermal based loads the possibility
of rebound or resurgent power demand as a result of delayed thermal comfort requirement
may be consequential. This holds if the length of duty cycle is not calibrated to match
ambient outdoor weather conditions with occupancy characteristics, thermal mass and
building plant characteristics .

The second series of field experiments evaluated the integration of PV generation and
EES systems with building loads. Specifically, emphasis was given to the practical
performance implications for strategies integrating PV based self-consumption, EES
operations and load limiting strategies. Results from the second series of field studies
indicate improvements in time and power characteristics for integrated demand flexibility
use of installed HVAC system components and operation of on-site EES system. Results
vi

indicated response time improvements from a maximum of 300 seconds to less than 10
seconds. In addition, it is demonstrated that integration of on-site EES system reduces
rebound demand by up to 10kW. Results of the second series of experiment also established
that where uniform discharge strategy of on-site electrical storage is employed for the entire
duration of demand flexibility activity, internal load characteristics of the building are
smoothened; this stabilizes the variable nature of participating loads thereby improving
overall reliability during demand flexibility. Using findings from field experiments a
coordination framework for demand flexibility in office buildings was proposed and
illustrated based on hypothetical simulated scenario analysis. It was concluded that the use of
office buildings as demand side power flexibility resources is tenable with the right
electricity pricing strategy and coordination framework. Under current electricity pricing
regime it was concluded that for average sized office buildings, self-consumption
optimization was preferable with limited energy export from buildings to grid.

Three main contributions are made. First, the study characterizes and quantifies demand
side flexibility of cooling and ventilation systems for a typically average Dutch office
building. This includes specifications of operational boundaries for using office buildings as
demand side power flexibility resources, an outline of associated effects and implications for
occupants’ comfort. Second, the effect of using on-site PV generation and EES systems to
augment demand side power flexibility potential is quantified for office buildings. Finally,
generalized method for empirical quantification of demand flexibility for office building is
proposed together with adept coordination using multi-agents systems. The proposal
improves functionality of existing proprietary web-based building management system by
addition of a multi-agents based layer for coordination of power grid/aggregators
requirements and building side compliance.
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CHAPTER ONE
This chapter explains the context, defines the problem, research questions and scope of the
study.

1

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background information
Design of buildings has evolved over centuries from simple islanded single system
structures meant for basic sheltering of occupants from harsh weather conditions to complex
multi-systems’ structures enabled for occupant’s comfort, safety, leisure and productivity.
The increased complexity in modern buildings together with population growth and
economic prosperity has a consequential high demand for energy use. Buildings account for
around nearly 40% of all energy use. It is noted that even though global building energy
intensities have improved since 1990 from an initial approximate level of 310 kWh/m2 to the
current level of 220 kWh/m2 for office buildings, the continued rise in building floor area has
ensured a steady rise in global building energy consumption (from 90 EJ in 1990 to above
120 EJ currently) [1]. In the Netherlands, office buildings account for approximately 1420
MJ/m2 of energy per year compared to residential buildings which is 870 MJ/m2 [2]. The
high-energy use associated with office buildings has consequential carbon dioxide (CO 2)
emissions which must be grappled with. Besides reducing the overall energy demand and use
of renewable resources, it is prudent to increase the quest for improved energy flexibility
management in office buildings.
Power systems infrastructure is one of the critical utility network connected to modern
buildings. Power systems infrastructure is undergoing changes as a result of the drive for
reduced energy related carbon dioxide emissions and technological breakthroughs in control
science, information and communication technology[3]. Subsequently, power grids are now
becoming smarter and greener at low voltage (LV) and medium voltage (MV) levels [4].
Changes in utility infrastructural systems have impact on buildings making it necessary for
them to adapt physically and operationally for optimal performance. In the end, buildings as
auxiliary infrastructure to power grids might enable optimized interactions and performance.
2

The desire to sustainable energy solutions in the built environment has led to increased
variable renewable energy sources (VRES) through the adoption of the zero or nearly zero
energy buildings (nZEBs) and related policies [5]. In the Netherlands, nZEBs is traditionally
being implemented via the ‘trias energetica’ concept [6]. ‘Trias energetica’ emphasizes three
characteristics, that is [6]: reduction of energy demand via savings and waste avoidance, use
of sustainable energy resources, and responsible and efficient use of fossil based energy. The
need to incorporate comprehensive user behaviour and integrate energy flexibility from
various energy systems has led to an upgrade of ‘trias energetica’ to a ‘five-step method’ [11]
illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Comparative illustration of ‘trias energetica’ and the ‘five steps approach’ [7]

Comprehensive user behaviour is incorporated in the ‘five-step method’ through smart
building designs and controls; this improves both indoor comfort and productivity with
realization of optimal energy management. Also included in the ‘five steps method’ are
possibilities to exchange energy flexibility of energy storage between various systems and
infrastructures.
Though well intentioned the intermittent nature of resulting local VRES generations
have likelihood of introducing grid imbalance and if unchecked some instability due to their
stochastic nature [8]–[10]. Subsequently, extra control burden is imposed on the power
3

infrastructure as it tries to deal with the resulting imbalances [11]. The result is a rise in
demand for flexible distributed energy resources (FDER) driven by the need to integrate
VRES[12]. An important component of FDER are building-based resources such as
connected thermostatic loads and behind the meter electrical energy storages that may be
viably used to service power systems flexibility [13], [14]. The inclusion of comprehensive
user behaviour and energy exchange and use of storage in ‘five steps method’ is
subsequently relevant considering inter-relationship between the changing power grid and
energy management in the building.
The present study deals with the potential of office buildings as power flexibility
resources with a view to defining boundaries of usage, associated potential and developing
sustainable framework for coordination in the context of smart grid developments. In this
study, smart grids refer to power networks that intelligently integrate connected entities (endusers, producers, prosumers) using comprehensive information and communication
infrastructure [4], [15].
The smart grid developments can be traced back to concerns for energy sustainability in
the built environment that was heralded by the Brundtland Report [16]. The Brundtland
Report defined and emphasized the need for sustainability as a resource utilization and
development concern thereby triggering tremendous increase in decentralized energy
production mostly in form of renewable energy sources (RES) as a way of decarbonizing
world economy. As a testimony, by 2014 installed global renewable power capacity stood at
1 829 GW and was 1 000 GW higher than in 2000 [17]; global renewable energy generation
further increased by 161 GW between 2014 to 2016 [18]. Second, developed and giant
economies such as Germany, China, United States, Japan, Denmark amongst others account
for the greatest portion of energy production from renewable energy sources [17].
Further increase in VRES production is forecasted in the near future with countries like
Denmark and Germany aiming for over 80% to 100% of national total energy demand by
4

2050 and renewable electricity market share already accounting for over half of new power
plant investments in the EU [14]. The resultant RES must be optimally integrated in existing
energy infrastructure without disruption to service for end users. Evolution of smart grids at
LV and MV levels have thus emerged in response to the changes in electrical power
infrastructure as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: An illustration of changes in electricity supply chain infrastructure for the built environment[19]

Distinguishing characteristics of smart grids compared to conventional power system are
associated digitized nature, multi-directional high flow of information and power between
actors and components and reliance on pervasive and intensive control system that is
critically time bound (almost real time) amongst other characteristics. Specifically shown in
Figure 2 (in terms of arrows in the diagram from user), power flow direction in the smart
grids is from the user upwards towards the medium voltage and horizontally to other users;
this is contradictory to the centralized energy systems where the flow is mono-directional
from centralized generators towards the user. Specific advantages associated with smart grid
include: ability to be greener as a result of better and higher level of RES integration,
increased quality of market interactions with connected infrastructure, reduced investments
on grid reinforcement, accelerated power outage restoration and dynamic energy balancing to
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achieve operational efficiency[20]. The main components of the smart grid includes [20],
[21]:
i.

Distributed power generators, load and supply abstraction points,

ii.

Intelligent power metering, monitoring and control system,

iii.

Electricity markets,

iv.

Communication infrastructure (including an elaborate software system and
hardware),

v.

Centralized generation plants and

vi.

Physical infrastructure for load connections and generation feed-in.

Subsequently, buildings have been transformed from consumers to prosumers with
electrical power grid transformation. A prosumer is an electricity end user who can generate
some electricity, has diverse load profile and possess an intelligent control system to enable
power exchange with the grid network [22]. Availability of storage capacities in the
prosumer also increases value in its interactions with electrical power grid.

Prosumer

buildings may not only offer supplemental energy supply to the grid in terms of peak
clipping, valley filling, dynamic energy management, load shifting and strategic load growth
[22] but also additional storage and self-generation.
As a means of improving performance of the new role as prosumer, energy storage in
buildings has been identified as crucial. Specifically, the use of energy storage may lead to
increased operational flexibility between various energy infrastructures in buildings by
improving on ability for load pattern modification [23]–[25]. In addition energy storage
system may offer an alternative to conventional network reinforcement to power grids apart
from providing additional opportunity for facility level cost effectiveness given price
differentials between peak and off-peak supply increase within the framework of dynamic
tariff [26]–[28].
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Taken that demand side management (DSM) encompasses all of the mentioned
components, it therefore follows that its implementation provides an opportunity for easier
transition to smart grid. DSM describe all undertakings on the demand side of an energy
system undertaken in close collaboration of the consumers and power system utilities in
efforts to alter load pattern using incentives, subsidies or cash benefits [29]. However,
operation of DSM schemes are greatly affected by physical and informational uncertainties
[30], [31]. Subsequently, a two way flow of information and power between the end users
and utility grid is mandatory [32]. Power systems flexibility is the ability to continually
balance electricity supply and demand with negligible disruption to service for connected
loads often in response to variability in RES based generation [33]. Power systems flexibility
can be derived from supply-side or demand-side resources (refer to Figure 3).

Figure 3: Domains in power flexibility studies
7

Supply side power flexibility entail use of dedicated conventional power plants or supply
side storage to balance electricity production and demand within systems’ operations
guidelines [14]. Sources of supply side flexibility include supply side energy storage, power
transmission curtailment and dedicated power response plants. Storage could offer flexibility
to both the supply and demand side; in addition, they may be used to bridge gaps in energy
balances across various temporal time based and spatial distribution [34][35]. Curtailment of
VRES production entails the act of trashing associated power to maintain transmission
system reliability [36].
Fossil based plants such as combined heat and power plants, combined gas cycles and
turbines and internal combustion power plants have been traditionally used to provide supply
side flexibility. The fossil based plants are very reliable in terms of ramping speeds (that is,
ramping speeds of 5 – 20%/min , 1,5 %/min, 2%/min and 100 %/min for combined heat and
power plants, coal based power plants, combined gas cycles and turbines and internal
combustion power plants and internal combustion engine plants respectively [37]. However,
inhibitive operational costs, scale of infrastructure improvements and associated emission
footprints make the use of traditional supply side flexibility sources questionable [37].
Demand side flexibility (DSF) refers to the use of demand side installations (such as
storage after the traditional power meter and other connected loads) to intelligently balance
power demand and available supply without diminishing design intended functionality [14].
For the Netherlands, whereas at present there is substantial power flexibility (mainly derived
from gas-fired power plants, CHP plants and cross-border interconnections), it is expected
that demand side flexibility options may be more appealing especially with envisaged roll out
of smart metering infrastructure [38].
DSF is currently under the spotlight due to two main benefits associated with it. First,
the use of DSF is more cost effective as it forestalls investment in new standby power plants
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and limits operational expenses for existing ones by flattening load profiles and reducing
peak loads [39], [40]. Second, DSF is associated with resultant high energy sustainability as
it allows for greater efficiency of available resources whilst also enabling use of RES [40].
There are three sources of DSF, namely: residential buildings, industrial buildings and
non-residential buildings (including offices) as shown in Figure 3. However, despite
significant energy consumption from the industrial sector [41], associated DSF potential
remains low. Realization of DSF from industrial sector must contend with two main
challenges. First, industrial processes need continuous and reliable power supply to prevent
heavy commercial losses and maintain safety [42]; therefore, their co-option as DSF resource
requires careful on-site management.
Secondly, industrial processes are very complex. For example some of the industrial
processes postponement tasks or sub-processes is impossible due to loss in value or safety
implications whilst others produce energy as a by-product [43]; this imposes additional
complexity in time characteristic management. For residential buildings, use as power
flexibility resources is hampered by requirement for elaborate information exchange
infrastructure associated with large number of load entities involved and their associated
relatively small size [44]. As a result, coordination of residential buildings for demand
flexibility is complicated taken that the process is hierarchically structured with stepwise
aggregations from local energy contractors, distribution and transmission service operators
[13]. Subsequently, office buildings are much more crucial as power system flexibility
sources hence the focus of the study.
The core role of buildings is to provide occupants with safe, comfortable and productive
environment. The definition of safety is straight forward and refers to unlikelihood of
occurrence of danger, risk, or injury. In particular, the link between occupants’ ill-health and
poor indoor air quality has been established in previous studies [45]–[47]. Comfort in
buildings is a sum of characteristics mainly defining indoor air quality, acoustic, visual and
9

thermal aspects. It is documented that providing an acceptable indoor thermal comfort,
indoor air quality and visual comfort jointly contribute to at least 70% of total energy
consumption in buildings[48]; this makes comfort as the core role of building to be of great
interest in this study.
Traditionally, thermal comfort in buildings is expressed in terms of the Predicted Mean
Vote (PMV) and Predicted Percentage Dissatisfied (PPD). PMV is a calculable variable
based on heat balance based on an assumed average human being and their thermal comfort
perception can be expressed on the basis of hot, warm, slightly warm, neutral, slightly cool,
cool and cold [49]. Thermal comfort rating relates air temperature, mean radiant temperature,
humidity and air velocity to relevant personal parameters (such as thermal insulation (via
clothing), and metabolic activity level) to form thermal environmental indices that quantify
subjective magnitude of thermal discomfort experienced by experimental subjects [49]. PPD
is the percentage of the number of indoor population that are dissatisfied with the indoor
climate [49]. Acceptable values for PMV and PPD are outlined in Table 1; further details are
available in appendix A.
Table 1 goes on to outline the concept of operative temperature in thermal comfort
evaluation for office buildings. Operative temperature measures thermal comfort in °C; for
buildings it is defined by an average of indoor air temperature and mean radiant temperature
[49]. Recommendations for operative temperature in Table 1 are adopted as the minimum
allowable for thermal comfort based when offering DSF service to the power grid. However,
when doing it is important to take cognizance of the need to avoid over estimation of
flexibility[50] and capacity for thermal comfort recovery[51]. In addition, it has been shown
that for office buildings, labour productivity and operative temperature have a polynomial
relationship [52].
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Table 1: Thermal comfort recommendations in office buildings[49][53]
Thermal
Percentage
Predictive
Operative
Operative
Relative Humidity
Comfort
People
Mean Vote
Temperature in
Temperature in
[%]
Category
Dissatisfied
(PMV)
Winter [°C]
Summer[°C]
(PPD)
High
<6%
21.0
25.5
0.2<PMV>+0.2
50% value
considered ideal;
Medium
<10%
20.0
26.0
no minimum value
0.5<PMV>+0.5
specified.
Basic
<15%
19.0
27.0
0.7<PMV>+0.7
Assumptions:
1. The clothing factor (clo) in PMV calculation for summer time is taken as 0.5; clo for winter time is taken as 1.0.
2. Metabolism value (met) in the office buildings is assumed to be 1.2.
4. Air speed should be a maximum of 0.15 m/s and 0.25 m/s during winter and summer respectively.

Guidelines on indoor air quality (IAQ) in Europe mainly rely on EN15251[53] and the
United States based ASHRAE 62 Standard [54]. Key aspects of these for office buildings are
outlined in Table 2.

Table 2: Some IAQ recommendations for office building[53][54]
Category

Minimum
ventilation rate for
occupants only
[l/s person]
EN1525
1

I

ASHRAE
62.1

10

II

7

III

4

Additional ventilation
for building [l/s. m2]

EN15251

Total ventilation
requirements
[l/s. m2]

ASHRAE
62.1

EN15251

2.0 */ 1.7#

1.0
2.5

0.7

ASHRAE
62.1

*

1.4 / 1.2

0.3

#

0.8*/ 0.7#

0.4

0.55*/
0.48#

CO2 conc.
[ppm]

Relative
humidity
[%]

ASHRAE
62.1

ASHRAE 62.1

Maximum
indoor
value of
1000ppm
is advised.

Value of less
than 65% is
advised.

Notes:
1. Recommended occupancy density for cellular and open plan offices are 0.1 persons per m 2 and 0.07 persons per
m2 respectively. Values marked * only apply for cellular offices; values marked # are applicable for open plan offices.
2. Details of CO2 concentration (conc.) are outlined in appendix A.
3. The percentage of occupants dissatisfied with indoor air quality (from 20-70%) is linearly related to and the
measured decrement in performance as indicated [55].

The main boundary for indoor air quality emphasized in Table 2 may be summarized in
terms of indoor Carbon Dioxide (CO2) concentration levels. It is desired that the indoor
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) concentration level remains less than 695 ppm above prevailing
outdoor CO2 concentration or a total of 1000 ppm in line with Table 2. Additional details on
IAQ are available in appendix A. At the same time it is noted that the percent of occupants
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dissatisfied (between 20% to 70%) with indoor air quality is linearly related to their
associated performance [55].
Occupants’ visual comfort is defined by a combination of lighting related characteristics
such as illuminance, illumination uniformity, luminance distribution, colour characteristics,
day lighting factors, room surface reflectance, glare and flicker rates [56]. For office
buildings, visual comfort may be summarized by a requirement of a minimum of 500 lux
illumination levels and a range of 60 to 80 lux colour rendering index [57]. However, visual
comfort is not tackled in this study.
The performance expectation for the core role of buildings thus hinges on attaining
healthy indoor conditions and comfort apart from providing access for appliances and
equipment to auxiliary networks such as the power and communication systems [58]. With
the development of smart grids, a supplementary role might be added to buildings in terms of
requirement to provide power network support in terms of providing power flexibility.
Subsequently, a shift in thinking for building operations and management is needed with
respect to two main issues. First, it is no longer only sufficient to be energy efficient in
building operations but also important to dynamically synchronize operations between
buildings (including VRES, building thermal mass, comfort systems and installed storage
systems) and power system domains to cooperatively gain optimal energy and comfort
performance [14], [59].
Second, participation of buildings in power grid support activities might at some point
conflict with dedicated core role of indoor comfort provision thus requiring innovative tradeoffs in control actions [60]. The mentioned trade-offs must be dynamic and should ideally
consider both prevailing states and anticipatory future states of energy and comfort demands.
Because of the new thinking required in operations and management during use of
buildings as power flexibility resources, acceptable boundaries of indoor comfort are
inevitable for demand-side flexibility scenarios in addition to innovative coordination
12

strategies of the ‘building’ and ‘power’ domains. Implementation of DSF without concern for
the primary function of associated resource may be complicated by underlying internal
reliability issues, and cost [61]. For office buildings, labour costs are almost eighty times
higher than electrical energy costs [62]. Therefore, keeping occupants comfortable and
productive is of utmost importance.

1.2. Aim, research questions and contributions
In response to the requirements imposed on buildings, this research aims to investigate
the potential of office buildings as a demand side power flexibility resource. Defining
boundaries of usage, associated potential and developing sustainable framework for
coordination in the context of power grid modernization. The study is motivated by concerns
that reported studies in DSF have mostly over-simplify the full implications or effects on
buildings should they be used for grid support activities. This present investigation
emphasizes building potential by defined performance characteristics such as room operative
temperature, indoor air quality, comfort systems recovery time, response time, availability
period and occupants acceptability.
In line with the aim of the study, the following research questions were set:
1.

What are the characteristics, potential and boundaries of usage of installed
HVAC systems in office buildings as a power flexibility resource?

2.

How does photovoltaic (PV) electricity generator and on-site electrical energy
storage (EES) system and impact on the use of office buildings as a power
flexibility resource?

3.

With respect to the core role of buildings and future energy planning agenda,
how can office buildings be coordinated for optimal delivery of power
flexibility?
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The study makes three main contributions. First, the study characterizes and quantifies
DSF of humidification, cooling and ventilation systems for a typically average Dutch office
building. Consideration of identified building performance characteristics is instrumental in
balancing local (building) demand and power grid support requirements [63]. This is an
improvement from the trend whereby DSF coordination frameworks emphasize power grid
performance at the expense of building performance. In addition, given the lack of empirical
studies mentioned by Siano [13], the study provides an important knowledge base for
specifications of operational boundaries for using office buildings as demand side power
flexibility resources and outlining associated effects and implications for occupants’ comfort.
Second, the effect of using PV generation and electrical energy storage (EES) systems to
augment demand side power flexibility potential is quantified for office buildings. This is
crucial taken that energy installations in buildings account for a significant portion of
distributed generations and energy storage systems [64].
Finally, adept coordination for using office buildings as DSF resources is proposed and
demonstrated as a way of innovatively managing complications related to informational and
building performance uncertainties, and acceptability. This is motivated by following:
1.

First, DSF potentials from buildings can only be meaningful when aggregated from
multiple buildings or within context of cooperative management [65]; this makes
coordination strategies crucial for power flexibility harvesting. Presently, guidelines for
flexibility management are available for DSF coordination [66]; however, the proposals
largely ignore building performance issues and related local details that are important for
successful coordination of DSF.

2.

Second, power flexibility in the wake of smart grid requires active participation at all
levels; that is, from the user, device, room, single building, multiple buildings and the
power grid control. The participation of multiple entities and diversity in operations in
DSF events is associated with various challenges [67]: ignorance of end user on the
14

operation of power markets, lack of technological application for real time performance
monitoring and, difficulties in informational flows amongst participants.
Effective DSF coordination strategies would alleviate some of these challenges. The proposal
improves functionality of existing proprietary web-based building management system by
addition of a multi-agents based layer for coordination of power grid/aggregators
requirements and building side compliance.

1.3. Scope and research approach
This study focusses on electricity based power flexibility of average sized office
buildings in the Dutch environment. The focus on electricity is motivated by the fact that its
use in Europe has been steadily increasing; for the non-residential buildings electricity use
accounted less than 30% in 1990 to 48% in 2012[48]. Further increase in electricity usage for
non-residential buildings is expected despite improvements in electrical energy density (in
terms of kWh/m2); this is attributed to continued increase in floor area [1].
The restriction to office building is motivated by three main reasons:
1.

Unlike non-residential buildings, the use of residential buildings for power flexibility is
hampered

by

consequential

requirement

for

elaborate

information

exchange

infrastructure as a result of large number of load entities involved and their associated
relatively small size [44]. As a result, DSF coordination for residential buildings
becomes complicated taken that the process is hierarchically structured with stepwise
aggregations from local energy contractors, distribution and transmission service
operators [13].
2.

Commercial buildings are mostly equipped with automation control systems which
makes it easy for

implementing additional control algorithms required for DSF

actuation[68].
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3.

Commercial buildings mostly have sign high thermal inertia that can be utilized as
energy reservoir for short periods of time [68].
The study used a combination of comprehensive literature review and case based field

experiments. Comprehensive literature review established the state of practice and research,
and performance characteristics for demand side power flexibility using office buildings.
Two series of field experiments were conducted in an average-sized office building
having a floor area of approximately 1500 m2 and actively in use for office purposes in the
Netherlands. Descriptive details of the test building and installations are available in chapter
3 of this thesis. The experiments incorporated existing load groups (that is: humidification,
cooling and ventilation), and additional on-site installed photovoltaic electricity (PV)
generation and electrical battery storage (BES) systems. The field experiments were aimed
at definition and evaluation of demand-side power flexibility potential for office building
with limitation to power grid support services of less than one hour durations.
The approach used in the study is illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: An illustration of the study approach

The first series of experiments evaluated humidification, cooling and ventilation systems
as demand-side power flexibility resources. The results established demand side power
flexibility usage boundaries and associated potentials in terms of building specific
performance parameters such as power demand, energy consumption, limits of operational
flexibilities, systems’ response times, indoor comfort, comfort recovery time and availability.
The second series of field experiments integrated PV generation and BES systems with
building loads. Specifically, emphasis was given to practical performance implications for
various use-case strategies during demand side power flexibility.
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1.4. Thesis structure
A brief description on the focus of the remaining 7 chapters are as follows:


Chapter 2: Literature review
The chapter presents a review of state of the art and practice on DSF with
respect to occupants and other building centric performance metrics.
Specific attention is given to the potential, characteristics, control and
coordination of DSF in office buildings.



Chapter 3: Methodology
Chapter 3 discusses the methodological details followed in the study. The
instruments and protocol are presented in this chapter



Chapter 4: HVAC systems in offices as power flexibility resources
The chapter reports on the potential of using HVAC systems in office
buildings as power flexibility resources based on the first series of field
experiments. Also covered are boundary conditions for using installed
HVAC systems in office buildings as power flexibility resources and
associated usage implications. At the end of the chapter a proposal is given
on coordination of demand flexibility.



Chapter 5: Power flexibility in office buildings with onsite storage and PV systems
Chapter 5 discusses results on the influence of photovoltaic generation
systems and on-site electrical storage and on power flexibility potential in
office buildings. The discussion is with respect to characteristics reported
from the second series of field experiments. The chapter also delves on
associated operational strategies for electrical storage and photovoltaic
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generation systems in office buildings to deliver optimal power flexibility
potential.


Chapter 6: Coordination of power flexibility for optimal value
Chapter 6 focusses on coordination of power flexibility activities in office
buildings for optimal value delivery for both building and the power grid
domains. It specifically outlines a proposal and considerations for utility
based coordination of office buildings for power flexibility activities with
emphasis on cost effectiveness at building level.



Chapter 7: Discussion of findings
The chapter discusses and reviews the contributions made by study.
Generalization of findings and limitations of the study are also presented in
the section.



Chapter 8: Conclusions and directions for future work
This final chapter presents the summary of research findings and
conclusions.
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CHAPTER TWO
This chapter reviews past studies on demand flexibility activities in office buildings. The
review is undertaken with a goal of unravelling performance characteristics, potential and
operational boundaries required for optimal coordination and harnessing of demand
flexibility in office buildings.

Parts of the chapter have been published and under

consideration for publication as follows:
1.

Labeodan, T., Aduda, K., Boxem, G., & Zeiler, W. (2015). On the application of multiagent systems in buildings for improved building operations, performance and smart
grid interaction–A survey. Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews, 50, 1405-1414.

2.

Aduda K. O., Labeodan T., Zeiler W. (2018). Towards critical performance
considerations for using office buildings as a power flexibility resource-a structured
review. Energy and Buildings, 159, 164-17.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Introduction
As mentioned in the previous chapter, increased variable renewable energy resources
(VRES) use has amplified the importance of demand flexibility with emphasis on office
buildings as a potential prime source. The potential of office buildings as power flexibility
sources is increased further by on-site photovoltaic (PV) electricity generators and electrical
energy storage (EES) systems[8]–[10]. Whereas office buildings seem promising as power
flexibility resources, their use is hampered by various uncertainties[30], [31]. The
uncertainties require adept risk management plan which is complicated by aggregation
requirements as a result of involvement of a large number of small loads [69] with multiple
response characteristics [70] during delivery of power systems flexibility service. The
mentioned numerous loads with diverse response characteristics are a result of the nature of
building installations. The building installations are not only small in size (in the order of kW
compared to total power system requirement in the order of MW) but also diverse in range
(for example office equipment, thermal loads and lighting). This makes aggregation of
multiple loads unavoidable. Consequently, clarity in understanding systems, processes
dynamics and associated performance considerations when using office buildings as power
flexibility resources is critical.
At the same time, quantification of power flexibility available in office buildings is
crucial given that it allows for economic evaluation of the potential and associated cost
implications. Most importantly, the building owners may determine associated profitability
of delivering power flexibility, and the extent to which they can downgrade comfort level, or
operate on-site PV generator and EES systems during the process. In line with the foregoing
arguments, three issues are emphasized. First, an inventory of office building installations
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involved in demand flexibility activities should be developed and associated potential
quantified.
Second, critical performance characteristics when using office buildings as power
flexibility resources. This allows for determination of boundaries of operations and
formulation of management strategies during demand flexibility activities. Finally, it is also
crucial that effective control and coordination strategies be formulated to harness identified
power flexibility potential without compromising the core role of office buildings. The core
role of office building is identified as provision of safe, comfortable and productive indoor
environment.
Therefore, this section answers the following subsidiary research questions based on
literature:
1.

What are the typical office building service installations, and associated potential
for use as power flexibility resources?

2.

Which performance considerations are critical when using office buildings as
power flexibility resources?

3.

What are the considerations in controlling and coordination office buildings for use
as power flexibility resources?

In answering the above subsidiary questions, this thesis argues for combinatory usage of
actual measurements, empirical analysis, and modelling and simulations of identified
performance characteristics on one hand, and building occupants acceptance on the other
hand. This enables avoidance of over-generalization that is often the case when modelling
and simulations form the backbone of evaluating demand flexibility potential in office
buildings. Occupants’ perception on comfort has directly influences their productivity thus
making it an important parameter for evaluating performance and operational boundaries
during demand flexibility in office buildings.
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There are eight other sections in this chapter: Section 2.2 describes types of installations
in office buildings and their viability as power flexibility resources. Sections 2.3 and 2.4
discuss performance metrics for power flexibility; these are with respect to power grid and
building level implications respectively. Section 2.5 describe considerations for operation of
HVAC systems to support office buildings participation in demand flexibility activities. The
influence of photovoltaic system installation and onsite electrical storage on power flexibility
activities in office buildings are discussed in section 2.6 installation Thereafter, associated
control considerations are discussed in section 2.7. Section 2.8 of the chapter outline past
approaches and considerations when coordinating office buildings for power flexibility
delivery. Lastly, a summary is presented in section 2.9 of the chapter.

2.2. Installations in office buildings and potential as power flexibility resources
Office buildings are designed to ensure that business activities therein and occupants are
supported for optimal productivity. Traditionally, the important performance characteristics
in office building are therefore comfort (thermal, visual and indoor air quality) as well as
ergonomics for occupants and access to networks[58]. To perform the comfort role, office
buildings often use a combination of naturally provided environmental conditions (such as
daylighting for visual comfort and mixed mode use incorporating HVAC systems and natural
ventilation) as well as mechanical building service plants (including artificial lighting and
HVAC systems).

Traditional office building installations are thus largely dedicated to

provision of lighting, heating, cooling and ventilation systems. However, with the
proliferation of variable renewable energy resources (VRES) in the built environment
significant number of buildings now have on-site energy generation and sometimes even
storage systems.
Depending on opportunities and strategies for demand flexibility, installations in office
buildings may divided into three categories with respect to interactions with the power grids
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[71]: self-generation, storable loads and non-storable loads (details are as depicted in Figure
5).

Figure 5: Classification of electrical connections in office buildings

Self-generation have little direct value for flexibility but play an important role in
internal load balancing; they include any onsite power production such as PV electricity
generation system and micro-wind turbines. Storages may be electrical or thermal
connections that are used to buffer energy for the future [71]. Common examples of storages
in modern buildings are thermal reservoirs and electro-chemical storage systems (including
Lead-acid batteries, Lithium ion batteries amongst other technologies). Operational
boundaries of storages depend on existing storage capacity, state of charge, rate of charging
or discharging and cost of charging/discharge; equation 1 summarizes this.
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Echarge = ES *DoD*

1

(1a)

ηC

(1b)

Edischarge = ηC *Echarge
Where:
Echarge is energy used for charging storable load [kWh],
ES is energy capacity of storable load [kWh],

DoD is the allowable depth of discharge/charge of storable load [%],
ηC : is the charging / discharging efficiency [%] of storable load, and
Edischarge is the energy discharged [kWh] of storable load,
Loads are divided into shiftable, curtailable and non-curtailable. Respective operational
modes adopted for storable, shiftable and curtailable loads in terms of load profile
transformation are summarized in Figure 5.

Figure 6: Illustrations of typical profiles for curtailable and shiftable loads, adapted from [72]

For shiftable loads, start up may be postponed for a later time but must be satisfied
whereas curtailable loads may be reduced to a certain level or all together switched off when
engaged as a power flexibility resource. Shiftable loads have operational objective of
deferring operations where possible in such a way that minimizes the utility value as
represented by the equation 2.
minx,i ∑i li,t (Pi,t . xi.t )

(2)
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Such that:
xi,t . Di,t = Zi,t . ∀i,t
∑i li xi,t + Ωt ≤ Ai,t ∀t ,
xi,t ∈ {0,1}∀ (i, t),
Where:
Pt(€/kWh) is the electricity price in time interval t ;
Di,t {0, 1} indicates allowed operation of end-use i in interval t;
Zi,t is the number of intervals of consumption for end-use I;
xi,t is the specific scheduled task that may be shifted for end-use i in
interval t;
li,t (kWh) is the average energy use for end-use i when actively operational;
Ωt represents other module loads in interval t; and
At (kWh) is the energy cap for interval t.
Curtailable loads are reduced or disconnected whenever DSF activity warrants. Equation
3 governs operational boundary for curtailable loads.
{ ∑𝑇𝑡1=1(𝑢)𝑡1 . (𝑝𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 )𝑡1 } > { ∑𝑇𝑡2=1(𝑢)𝑡2 . (𝑝𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 )𝑡2 }

(3)

Where:
(𝑢)𝑡1 : utility value for the curtailable load at time t1 [€/kWh],
(𝑢)𝑡2 : utility value for the curtailable load at time t2 [€/kWh],
(𝑝𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 )𝑡1 : average power consumption of curtailable load at time t1,
(𝑝𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 )𝑡2 : average power consumption of curtailable load at time t2; this
value is 0 for curtailable disconnect-able loads and > 0 for curtailable

reducible

loads.
T: total discrete periods available in a day (for example, it could be 24 for a day
consideration based on hours)
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As the name suggests, non-curtailable loads are not reducible of changeable and as such
cannot be utilized as power flexibility resources at all circumstances[71]. Non-curtailable
loads must be online and operational at all times hence the tag inflexible loads.
Comparatively, power flexibility potential in building installations are highest with storages
followed by shiftable loads and curtailable loads in that order. At the same time, storages
have least consequence in terms of impact to traditional building performance as compared to
shiftable and curtailable loads. This is led by the desire to keep comfort degradation as
minimal as possible whenever loads (in form of

building service plants) have their

operations modified to release energy commitment for demand flexibility use.
Several studies on the potential of building installations as power flexibility resources
have yielded encouraging results as illustrated in Table 3.

Occupants input

Cost performance

Xue et al.[40]
√
x
√
√
√
√
√
x
Rosso et al.[73]
√
x
√
x
√
√
√
x
Abdisalaam et al.[74]
√
x
√
x
√
√
√
x
Pucheger [75]
√
x
√
x
√
√
√
x
Zhao et al.[76]
√
x
x
√
x
√
√
√
Hao et al.[77]
√
x
x
√
x
√
√
√
Zheng et al. [78]
√
x
x
√
x
√
√
x
Shafie-khah et al.[79]
√
x
x
√
x
√
√
x
Key:
√: indicates that the performance metrics is given critical consideration in the model
x: indicates that the performance metrics is not given much consideration in the model

Comfort
considerations

Modelling &
Simulation
Field Experiments

Energy
performance

Grid wide
Potential

Building based
potential

Lighting

HVAC system

Reference

Other appliances

Table 3: An overview on focus and appraoch of past studies in demand flexibility for office buildings

√
x
x
x
√
√
x
√

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

As shown in Table 3, grid-wide estimations include Rosso et al.[73], Abdisalaam et
al.[74] and Pucheger[75]. Results for all grid-wide estimations have indicated cost reduction
at facility level with significant reduction of peak loads through load shifting [73]–[75].
Other studies on potential of building installations as DSF resources have entailed single
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building evaluations; these include Zhao et al.[76], Xue et al.[40], Hao et al.[77], Zheng et
al. [78], Shafie-khah et al.[79].
Table 3 reveals dominating trends in past studies on DSF potential from buildings. First,
with exception for a few cases, energy performance reporting predominates and comfort
performance is rarely mentioned. Indeed the studies are often focused on utility side
implications and handle building details and performance peripherally as demonstrated in
[40], [73]–[76] amongst others. The mentioned trend is contradicts the main purpose of
buildings which is to provide comfortable, healthy and thus productive indoor environment.
For office buildings which is the main focus on this study, at 90% of the total business costs,
labour is by far much more expensive than energy costs which accounts for only 1-2% of the
total business costs [62]; occupants productivity and hence their comfort at the work place is
therefore a key requirement. It therefore follows that occupants feedback during demand side
flexibility is an important characterization of demand flexibility potential of office
installations. Consequently, crucial details of occupants’ response during demand flexibility
are necessary for setting boundaries when using buildings for DSF activities. Based on the
observation highlighted in this paragraph the present study emphasizes building side
performance implications and occupants role in demand flexibility activities for office
buildings.
Second, most of the studies are not empirical based; past studies are almost entirely
based on numerical modelling and as a result ignore case specific details, as shown in [73]–
[75]. However, given the differences in available building installations and occupants’
response during demand flexibility in office buildings, empirical analyses would add value
by capturing specific details on settings and trends. Therefore the present study adopts an
empirical approach based on field experiments in evaluating demand flexibility activities in
office buildings
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In efforts towards addressing the shortfalls identified in this section, it is important to
first describe the process of power system flexibility and outline critical performance
characteristics in defining associated potential.

2.3. Power systems flexibility-a general process description and grid biased
performance metrics
This section describes the power flexibility process and associated performance
parameters with a view to contextualizing the study. The section forms the basis for defining
performance metrics that are able to clearly characterize demand flexibility and associated
implications in office buildings in contrast to mainstream considerations taken into account
for power flexibility.
Power system flexibility is a derivative of the power grid operations. Power supply and
distribution infrastructure operate by continuously balancing electricity supply and demand,
imbalances must may be either surplus or deficit [80], [81]. In case of deficits, upward
ramping occurs during which additional electricity generation quantity is added in the
system; surplus imbalance requires removal of electricity quantities from the system. The
upwards or downwards ramping must be effected within specific time frames dependent on
the system design. In attaining the response needed for demand flexibility, a number of
performance parameters and descriptors are apparent for power systems operations; details
are as outlined in Table 4.
From Table 4 , it is apparent that the main performance descriptors discussed in
literature are power flexibility capacity (potential, actual, reserves and market) and time
base characteristics such as ramp rate capacity, ramp duration and ramp capacity). The four
types of power flexibility capacity mentioned in Table 4 are described as follows [33]:
1.

Potential flexibility: this is the physically existing flexibility that could be used but
whose use is constrained by controllability and observability issues. Controllability is a
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portion of storage, load shed or shifts for a given end use which is associated with an
equipment having in place required communications and controls capabilities for grid
support activities. Observability on the other hand refers to the typical characteristics
associated with using a dedicated or any resource for power system flexibility.

2.

Actual power
flexibility capacity

Power flexibility
reserves

Market available
power flexibility

Power ramp rate
capacity

Energy flexibility
capacity

Ramp duration

Ramp rate
capacity

Shafie-khah et al. [82]
Ulbig and Andersson [33]
Van der Veen et al. [80]
Lanoye et al. [81]
Cochran et al. [83]
Olsen et al. [84]
Raineri et al. [85]
Rebours et al. [86]
Morales et al. [87]
Humon et al. [88]
Watson [89]

Potential power
flexibility capacity

Table 4: Performance descriptors for power flexibility-power systems operations
Reference

√
√
√
√
√
√
x
x
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
x
x
√
√
√
x
√

x
√
√
√
√
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
√
√
x
√
x
√
√
√
x
x

x
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
x
√
√
√
√
x

x
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

x
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Actual flexibility: is the flexibility possible for a resource after considering
controllability and observability.

3.

Flexibility reserves: is the economically viable part of the actual flexibility.

4.

Market available flexibility: refers to readily available flexibility reserve that can be
procured in the market.
Due to the fact that the present study is amongst first approaches towards empirical

evaluation of the characteristics and potential of demand flexibility in office buildings, actual
flexibility is emphasized at the expense of flexibility reserve and market available reserve.
A grid-biased process description with associated performance metrics for power system
flexibility include: power capacity, power ramp rate, energy capacity and ramp duration.
Detailed description are as follows [33], [81], [83]:
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1.

Power capacity: is the power quantity feed in or out of the network during power
flexibility activities. It is measured in ‘kW’ units.

2.

Power ramp rate capacity: refers to upwards or downwards modulation speed during
power flexibility activities. Power ramp capacity can be given in kWs-1 units.

3.

Energy capacity: refers to the total energy surplus or deficit fed in or out of the
power system during power flexibility activities. It is given in ‘kWh’ units.

4.

Ramp duration: This refers to the total time during which the power quantity is
changed during power flexibility activities. This may be given in seconds or
minutes.

From Figure 7, it is apparent that time characteristics is of essence when discussing
power flexibility metrics as all the parameters in the illustration embodies it.

Figure 7: Categories of power flexibility activities according to usage, adapted from [66]

With regards to grid based-time characteristics in power flexibility description, there are 2
major categories [66]: markets (commercial), and technical operations use cases (refer to
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Figure 7). Figure 7 illustrates that commercial use cases are have longer periods to gate
closures and lead time for control compared to technical use cases. It is also shown in Figure
6 that power flexibility in the Netherlands (and neighbouring countries such as Germany,
France and Belgium) is actuated in 6 stages each of which is defined by specific timeframes
[38][66]:
1.

The first three stages comprise of future market, day ahead market and the intra-day
market. Futures market defines the case whereby long term commitments (at least
one year) are made to supply and use large scale electricity. Performance evaluation
for future market contracts are based on agreed period during which full compliance
is expected. Day ahead market defines cases in which offers for electricity supply
and demand are exchanged to ensure balance for the next 24-hour period. Any
imbalance in the ensuing 24-hour period is then balanced by intra-day period which
operate on timeframes of 3 hours. Intra-day market forms the third stage of power
balancing process and seeks to rationalize forecasts based contracts with available
data towards the actual period of power exchange.

2.

The next three stages of balancing are control oriented and occur on real time basis;
these entail primary, secondary and tertiary control using dedicated reserves
(represented as automatic control in Figure 6). Further descriptions of the
characteristics of primary, secondary and tertiary control are described in Table 5.
Operational timeframes for real time control mentioned in Figure 7 and Table 5
define the speed of upwards or downwards ramping and related maximum period
for shifting. In addition, Table 5 compares the service categorization for power
systems between Union for the Co-ordination of Transmission of Electricity
(UCTE) and the Transmission Service Operator in the Netherlands. UCTE was incharge of systems’ operational and planning recommendations for reliable supply of
electricity in Continental Europe until 1 July 2009 when it was wound up and tasks
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taken over by European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity
(ENTSO-E) [90].
Table 5: Definition and time characteristics of power grid services [84]–[86], [91]
Service
Service
Definition
Requirements
Category
Category
(UCTE)
Netherlands
How fast to
Length of
respond
response
Regulation
Primary/
Response to random 30 seconds
Energy
Secondary
unscheduled
neutral in
reserve
deviations in
15
scheduled net load.
minutes
Flexibility
Secondary
Additional load
5 minutes
1 hour
reserve
following reserve
for large unforecasted
renewable energy
ramps.
Contingency
Secondary
Rapid and
1 minute
At least
reserve
immediate response
30
to a loss in supply.
minutes
Energy
Secondary
Shed or shift in
5 minutes
At least 1
reserve
energy consumption
hour
over time.

Capacity

Tertiary
reserve

Localized
Services

Congestion
Management

Ability to serve as
an alternative to
generation.
Ability to respond
to localized power
systems integrity
issues such line
congestion
management/
voltage drops

Time to fully
respond
5 minutes

20 minutes

within 10
minutes

Frequency
of call-up
Continuous
within
specified
bid period
Continuous
within
specified
bid period
≤ once per
day

10 minutes

1-2 times
per day
with 4-8
hours
notification
Top 20 hours coincident with balancing authority area
system peak
Regular, if there is demand.

Table 5 emphasizes that in addition to identified power characteristics, time
characteristics of demand flexibility requirements must also be adhered to. According to
Table 5, four important time characteristics are crucial; these are: speed of response (varying
from 30 seconds to 5 minutes), length of response (varying from 15 minutes to 1 hour), time
to fully respond (varying from 5 to 20 minutes) and how often a service requirement is
needed (from once daily to several times as specified by the power systems operator).
However, the characteristics defined in this section are generic and directly derived from
traditional power systems requirements. The identified power flexibility characteristics in
this section ignore building side performance implication especially those relating to
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satisfaction of core role of building (which is ensuring safe, comfortable and productive
indoor environment). Therefore, additional parameters such as those related to comfort,
occupants’ response and building installation characteristics are needed to further define
demand flexibility in office buildings; these are detailed in section 2.4.

2.4. Demand side flexibility in office buildings-performance characteristics
With the development of smart grids, additional performance parameters which should
be added for buildings with respect to providing support to energy network apart from
ensuring access to energy networks [32].

A number of models characterizing demand

flexibility are available, recent ones include those described in [33], [73], [87], [92], [93].
Table 6 compares performance metrics considered in these recent models for demand
flexibility.

Cost implications

Ulbig & Andersson [33]
√
√
√
x
x
√
De Coninck &
√
√
x
√
x
√
Helsen[72]
Rosso et al. [73]
√
√
x
x
x
√
Venkatesan et al. [93]
√
√
x
x
x
√
Morales et al. [87]
√
√
√
√
√
√
Key:
√: indicates that the performance metrics is given critical consideration in the model
x: indicates that the performance metrics is not given much consideration in the model

Duration of
flexibility event

Time of occurrence

Occupants
acceptance

Indoor comfort

Ramp rate capacity

Energy Capacity

Reference

Power flexibility
capacity

Table 6: Performance metrics applicable for demand flexibility

√
√

x
√

√
√
√

√
√
x

Review of the models in Table 6 reveals additional performance parameters apart from
the traditional power grid biased ones discussed in section 2.3; these are indoor comfort
consideration, occupants’ acceptance, time of power flexibility activity, duration of power
flexibility activity and cost implications (details of the analysis are available in Table 6).
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De Coninck and Helsen [72] present a flexibility quantification methodology using cost
curves and based on a principal equation that prioritizes overall energy cost budget at
different times of the day. The methodology proposed in [72] works on the concept that
building installed HVAC equipment have specific energy demand at specific comfort settings
and ambient outdoor conditions. The use of ambient outdoor conditions captures the aspect
of time of the day for power flexibility requirement, ambient outdoor weather parameters are
dynamic. During requirement for power flexibility from the building and at the right
monetary compensation, indoor comfort is reduced to a minimum level to release extra
energy capacity to support the power grid depending on the time of the day and season of the
year. Presentation in [72] is however silent on power capacity.
The postulation by Rosso [73] seeks to minimize investment cost incurred for
development of new power plants but does not consider building based compensation. Also
considered are seasonality of the power requirements and minimum

power demand

associated the seasonal comfort requirement [73]. The study in [73] relegates comfort to the
periphery and ignores contextual details that influence building energy demand such as the
actual prevailing outdoor weather conditions, occupancy and occupants influence; in addition
the study does not consider ramp rate during actual events.
In another study, price elasticity matrices are developed in consideration of load
flexibility, end users’ electricity pricing and associated rationality to participate in grid
support activities during peak demand periods[93]. The study emphasizes price as a key
parameter to effect power flexibility appetite for connected buildings[93]. As with other topdown power flexibility models [72], the study ignores contextual details related to comfort,
seasonal and day characteristics.
Morales et al. [87] presents a model for DSF that captures contextual details at the
facility level. The model defines power flexibility resources in demand side in terms resource
specific operational scenarios, non-disruption to basic indoor comfort and productivity for
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office buildings (indoor comfort in the case of building), and delivery of power capacity
delivery to support power grids. Mathematical details of the model by Morales et al. are
presented in appendix B.
However, the model by Morales et al. [87] does not consider cost implication; this may
be corrected for cases whereby office buildings are used as power flexibility resource by
linking the principal equations to productivity.
To transform the model by Morales et al. [87], it is assumed that dissatisfaction with
indoor thermal comfort and indoor air quality is directly related to productivity as reported in
[52] and [94] respectively. Productivity can then be related to unit cost of man-hours and
production penalties at the case office building. Transformation of Morales et al. [87] model
to capture cost implication is illustrated in appendix B.
For office buildings, it is important that the occupants accept participation in grid
support activities [84], [88]. Acceptability is the portion of load and service compromise that
end-users may be willing to accept as part of a consequence for providing DSF. Acceptability
is directly related to occupants’ dissatisfaction with comfort. It is also a given that after
participation in grid support activities, demand side installations involved must recover
before re-engagement for next support activity. Therefore, the concept of availability period
and recovery period is introduced as additional performance parameters in evaluation of DSF
for office buildings.
Availability period defines the window of opportunity during which participation in
power flexibility activities by demand side installation (in this systems in case office
buildings) is possible [89], [95]. Recovery time on the other hand refers to the time taken for
demand side installation to recharge or to be restored to design intended operational levels
after deployment for power flexibility service. It is also important that whenever demand side
installations are engaged as power flexibility resources, they can respond within required
operational timelines of power systems operation guidelines. Watson [89]and Hao et al.[77]
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identified response time along with controllability as important during power flexibility
episodes. Controllability in this case refers to portion of demand side installations that can be
successfully deployed for grid support activities in terms of load shedding, load shifting or
storage discharge given existing communications and controls capabilities constraints. Table
7 outlines some typical response times and controllability levels for typical installations in
office buildings.

Table 7: Response time characteristics and controllability levels for typical installations in office buildings
Building Load

Response time

Controllability

Cooling

1-15 minutes[95][89]

7-25% [84][88][89]

Heating

1-15 minutes[95][89]

7-25% [84][88][89]

Ventilation

1-15 minutes[96][89][77]

8-25%[84][88][89][77]

Lighting

< 1 minute [89]

7-17% [84][88][89]

The foregoing establishes additional important performance characteristics for power
systems flexibility in office buildings as including the following:
1.

Operative temperature [°C]: This is the combination of radiant temperature and
room air temperature; it is used as a surrogate value for thermal comfort.

2.

Indoor air quality [parts per million, ‘ppm’]: refers to levels of freshness of indoor
air; carbon dioxide concentration is often used as a surrogate.

3.

Occupants’ dissatisfaction with indoor comfort or acceptance of grid support
activities by buildings [% showing clear dissatisfaction].

4.

Availability period [minutes]: This is the sum of ramp-up, full availability and
recovery periods. It is the total time for which DSF is available online.

5.

Recovery period [minutes]: This refers to the time taken for indoor comfort
conditions to revert back to nominal values.

6.

Response time [seconds]: This is the time taken for the DSF resource to react to
request for demand reduction.
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7.

Controllability [%]: this is percent of power input that can be practically harnessed
using available control strategies in a device / or equipment. For empirical based
studies involving actual field measurements of power flexibility potential,
controllability may give a closer value to actual power flexibility capacity described
in section 2.3.

A graphical

summary of the important performance parameters and their

interrelationships based on the foregoing is presented in Figure 8. In Figure 8; the highest
PPD value registered corresponds to equally highest possible value of power flexibility
capacity.. Subsequently, the present study adopts additional parameters outlined in
discussions above and illustrated in Figure 8 together with the traditional ones in section 2.3
as ideal performance metrics for demand flexibility activities in office buildings.

Figure 8: Graphical illustration of demand flexibility performance parameters for office buildings
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The resulting performance metrics caters for both building centric and power grid
operational requirements thereby giving an opportunity for holistic assessment of demand
flexibility in office buildings.

2.5. HVAC systems for demand flexibility - operational boundaries and control
HVAC systems account for over 58% of energy requirements of commercial office
buildings in the Netherlands [97]. Consequently, their co-option in the management of
energy sustainable built environment is a necessity. Furthermore, the use of HVAC in
commercial office buildings for DSF services is motivated by 3 additional factors. First, they
are equipped with automation and control systems that enable implementation of algorithms
for DSF actuation with relative ease and little adaptation [68], [77].
Second, they have significantly high thermal inertia that allow for their utilization as
energy reservoir for short periods of time [68].

Finally, they have continuous control

systems that allow for operational cycle modification for energy advantage rather than the
traditional ON-OFF control [98], [99]; it is this aspect that enables the use of fans for fast
response services, and chillers for both slow and fast response services [100].
When used for demand flexibility activities, the power demand by HVAC systems is
modified to temporarily to allow free up or use extra energy for the benefit of the power grid.
The mentioned load modification of HVAC systems is guided by indoor comfort guidelines
codes such as outlined in [49], [53], [101] and [102]; Figure 9 illustrates associated details of
the process algorithm .
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Figure 9: Comfort and possible power reduction scenario during demand flexibility session

Load modification works on assumption that for all comfort states S there exists a
maximum bundle of comfort given by the superior limit of the parameters at state ‘Smax’ and
a minimum bundle of comfort given by the inferior limit of parameters at a state ‘Smin’. Load
modification during DSF activity therefore varies the operation of building between states
‘Smax’ and ‘Smin’ depending on requirements. This can be cyclically done as long as the load
is online; comfort recovery is allowed whenever Smin state is attained and comfort range is
not breached as reported in Morales et al. [87]; this is conceptually illustrated in Figure 10.
The availability window for the load modification is defined by the period in which S >Smin
and represents the ability to manoeuvre HVAC system operation for output within code
desired comfort bandwidth. Adherence to indoor comfort codes during DSF activities have
different operational boundary implications depending on existing control methodologies and
strategy chosen. Details of these are discussed in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.
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2.5.1. Influence of control methodologies
A typical control approach adopted for current buildings utilizing air handling unit
based HVAC systems is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Thermal load curve during normal operation of HVAC system components [103]

In Figure 10, the thermal load curve in the building that has to be met by HVAC system
components is modelled as a function of the ambient temperature. Figure 10 indicates that for
an ambient temperature range of between 12°C to 14°C, power demand is negligible but due
to the need to maintain a minimum supply air temperature, local cooling is still active thus
leading to energy wastage and sometimes discomfort. Thus, in terms of energy efficiency the
control mode shown in Figure 10 is deemed as poorly performing; however, the extra energy
supply could be tapped for demand flexibility offer whenever conditions are suitable.
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Figure 11 illustrates the load curve for HVAC system component when using a
crossover method. In the crossover method, attempt is made to curb energy waste and
possible discomfort by adjusting the HVAC system load curve according to physical
properties of the building, existing internal heat loads, indoor temperature set point,
ventilation rate and solar irradiation.

Figure 11: Load curve during load modification for HVAC system components to reduce energy use [103]

Figure 11 illustrates the crossover methodology applied to control HVAC systems in most
new buildings. In the crossover methodology the load curves are influenced by the following
parameters in an attempt to realize energy sensitive control:
1.

Minimum crossover temperature [Ɵl],

2.

Maximum crossover temperature [Ɵh],

3.

Actual crossover temperature [Ɵcr],

4.

Average sensitivity of supply air temperature [RC w;Ɵ = RCc;Ɵ], and
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5.

Thermal demand rise [RCw;Ø = RCc;Ø].

The crossover temperatures (that is, Ɵl, Ɵh and Ɵc) are influenced by control settings
chosen whereas the average supply air sensitivity (that is, RCw;Ɵ, RCc;Ɵ, RCw;Ø, and RCc;Ø)
are a factor of building properties, internal heat loads, prevailing ambient outdoor
temperature, and solar irradiation. The crossover method leads to high energy efficiency in
buildings but also limits the potential for demand flexibility as thermal reserves become
minimal. The foregoing also illustrates the fact that all buildings have unique performance
signatures during demand flexibility. The mentioned unique performance signatures embody
effect of their operational settings of equipment, physical building properties, prevailing
ambient outdoor weather conditions (especially solar radiation and temperature) and internal
load profile. Consequently, actual performance measurements and case based details are
critical for demand flexibility implementation in office buildings.
2.5.2. DSF operational strategies and related potential
A number of strategies for operating HVAC systems in commercial office buildings to
tap their power flexibility potential have been outlined in past studies; Table 8 provides a
summary of the reports.
Table 8: Strategies for power flexibility using HVAC system components in buildings
Building installation
DSF strategy
Cooling systems

References

Set point temperature reset
Fixed operational schedules/ modulated operation

[40][76][104][105]
[106][107]

Operation at partial load conditions/ Switching off of
some of cooling units
Pre-cooling

[89][107]

Humidifiers

Fixed operational schedules/ modulated operation

[109]

Heating systems

Set point temperature reset

[110] [105]

Fans
(air supply & exhaust)

Fixed operational schedules/ modulated operation
Operation at reduced fan setting/ Operation at partial
load conditions/

[106][107]
[77][89][107]

Switching off of some of fans units

[107]

Fixed operational schedules/ modulated operation

[106][107]
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[104][108]

Cooling and heating systems are thermostatic in nature and DSF strategies revolve
around reducing or increasing cycle duration through set-point temperature reduction, fixed
duty scheduling and early operations through pre-cooling or pre-heating. For air supply fans,
DSF operational strategy options only rely on duty cycling either by switching off some units
or using fixed operational schedules or operating at reduced capacity. The potential
associated with demand flexibility strategies involving HVAC systems in office buildings
has been severally discussed in existing studies as evident in [40], [76], [77], [84], [88]
and[73] amongst others.
Xue et al.[40] proposed a model-based control strategy for using a fast responding
chiller installed in a commercial building based on an upper bound temperature of 26.5°C.
Results by Xue et al.[40] realized power consumption reduction for HVAC systems in the
range of 32-66% consumption on a hot summer day in California [40]; these results were
fully reliant on simulations with no practical field study measurements. Similar studies by
Zhao et al.[76] and Hao et al.[77] were inconclusive on the exact potential for regulatory
service using HVAC systems[77]. In a numerical study, Hao et al. [105] confirmed the
potential in using thermostatic loads in buildings for power regulation control in California,
United States of America. However, the study by Hao et al. acknowledged the need for
further work in deriving individual storage models, investigating appropriate hardware for
direct-load

control implementation,

development of

pilot schemes

for

practical

implementation and fairness in incentives for participating facilities[105].
The foregoing confirms two main findings in past studies on DSF using HVAC systems
in office buildings; these findings provide motivation for further investigations. First, the
DSF potential using HVAC systems in office buildings is viable, however further
experimentation is needed to determine details of building performance implications[40],
[105].
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Second, practical field based performance data is especially needed with respect to
indoor comfort and DSF control strategies; existing studies reporting on indoor comfort
issues during DSF activities are mostly simulation based as evident in [77], [84] and [88]
amongst others. Subsequently, field based experiments are crucial in demand flexibility
studies involving HVAC systems in office buildings. In line with literature finding, field
experiments were performed in this study to characterize the performance and define
operational boundaries for demand flexibility activities in office buildings using HVAC
systems; results are reported in chapter 4.

2.6. Power flexibility in office buildings with photovoltaic generation and on-site
electrical storage
As part of efforts to improve energy and environmental sustainability, capacities for
distributed generation (DG) and energy storage systems have increased at low and medium
voltage levels [111] with installations in buildings accounting for significant portions [64].
Modern buildings are now increasingly equipped with on-site power generation systems (in
particular, photovoltaic ‘PV’ electricity and micro-wind turbine generators)[112] [64]. In
1

Germany, grid parity was achieved in 2012 [113] and close to 0.5 million PV systems
installations was realized in 2014 fuelled largely by special power grid feed in tariffs (FIT)
2

[14], [114]. In the Netherlands, forecasted reduction in levelled costs of development from
€/kWh 0.04 /0.06 in 2025 to €/kWh 0.02 /0.04 in 2050 is expected to further increase rooftop
PV electricity generation [115]. The proliferation of rooftop PV generation significantly
affects energy balance and operational flexibility of the host buildings [114] with cascaded
consequences to neighbourhood, city scale and ultimately the entire electrical power system

1

Grid parity refers to the instance when PV produced electrical energy cost is competitive to mainstream electrical energy.
Leveled cost refers to the cost at allowable for its operations to be breakeven; it is given the total lifetime costs divided by total
lifetime energy production of the installation.
2
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[114][116]. Consequently, rooftop PV electricity generation have increased the relevance of
demand flexibility to the power system.
The use of installed HVAC system along with innovative use of behind the meter
storage have also emerged amongst the methods for demand flexibility in office buildings.
For buildings, exploitation of load limiting strategies for demand flexibility comes with
challenges in terms of operations management to satisfy power systems requirements [117]
and cost effectiveness of associated auxiliary technologies (in this case on-site PV
installation, storage and control systems) at the facilities level [114], [118]. The mentioned
challenges may especially be exacerbated by withdrawal of feed in tariffs (FIT) upon
attainment of grid parity and high costs of implementation [119], [120]. Consequently, new
operational strategies have to be explored separate from the traditional energy flow back to
the power grid [121]. Therefore, strategies incorporating self-consumption have been
suggested to improve the viability of PV systems in buildings[118]–[120].
Self-consumption refers to prioritized use of on-site generated power to service internal
demand. Integration of self-consumption based strategies, innovative on-site storage use and
demand flexibility has been underlined by numerous studies as instrumental in realization of
cost effectiveness and improved energy performance [23], [118], [119], [121], [122].
Luthander et al. [118] and Mišák et al. [122] specifically indicated increased participation in
electricity demand side management practices for cases whereby the operation of PV systems
is integrated with energy storage systems. Luthander et al. [118] observed increase in selfconsumption ranging from 13% to 24% for scenarios integrating PV generation with on-site
storage; the same study reported an increase of 2% to 15% in self-consumption for scenarios
incorporating participation in demand side management.
In another study, Parra et al. [25] also observed that community storage could be
intelligently operated to enhance PV self-consumption and ultimately improve cost
effectiveness in cases where Feed-In-Tariffs (FIT) are not substantive. In the mentioned
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approach, excess PV production is stored in a communal facility for consumption at a later
time of the day. With respect to this, Parra et al. [25] suggested a methodology for realizing
optimal cost effectiveness in community based electrical storages integrating available PV
system generation. The use of suggested methodology demonstrated a reduction in life cycle
cost of community energy storage in the UK from to 0.30 £/kWh in 2020 [25]. In addition,
the mentioned approach yielded a cost reduction in at a participating residential building by
more than 37% [25].
In a follow up study, Parra et al. [123] analysed the performance characteristics of leadacid (PbA) and lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries when used in the context of community energy
storage (CES) to enhance electricity demand side management. Findings revealed that in
cases where real time electricity and time of use tariff applied, the ratio of optimal PbA
battery size to that of Li-on ones were 2 and 1.6 respectively [123]. In the analysis used, the
community storages were sized according to power demand loads. The study emphasized
that the influence of type of tariff and battery technology on optimal sizing of storage system
[123]. For budget constrained, single building based facilities, this is even important given
the impeding end of subsidies and favourable tariffs for renewable energy development as
most European countries attain greater grid parity.
Moshöve et al. [124] demonstrated that a storage system management based on forecasts
out-performs self-consumption maximization system by ensuring up to 70% overall
discharge flexibility. With a PV system without battery all excess power that is not directly
self-consumed is fed into the grid. A battery storage system reduces the feed-in by storing the
energy and providing it at later times. Again, the strategy emphasized in [124] entails redirecting excess energy from PV generation towards storage charging during periods of low
demand and later on discharging the storage to service peak demand. At grid level, an
overall of PV capacity allowed on the power feeder line could be increased by 26% margin
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by improving uncertainties management through forecasting profiles for PV generation and
electrical storage.
Mišák et al. [122] advocated the use of active demand side management strategies
involving combinations of storage and generation systems to improve the ability of a system
to self-balance. In cases involving deployment of commercial buildings to support power
systems operations, it was noted that electrical energy storage (EES) systems offered
operational advantages over thermal storage (TS) technologies in terms of faster response
times and higher energy densities but were outperformed on costs [125].
de Oliveira e Silva and Hendricks [116] established that effective use of data informed
algorithm to integrate power feed-in limits and energy storage management was important in
improving energy self-sufficiency beyond 40% cases of high grid parity. The use of actual
field study data is important as a benchmark for much needed implementation of control
strategies [126]. It follows that to effectively harness the noted advantage of EES in
buildings, associated detailed case based performance analysis is needed as a first step in
related demand flexibility activities. In addition to augmenting PV systems use, the EES
systems in office buildings could themselves be deployed as demand flexibility resources
within the context of aggregation from multiple demand side installation [120].

2.7. Demand side flexibility control in office buildings
The traditional objective of HVAC control in building is to achieve climatic regulation
of the building to maximize comfort levels with realistic energy efficient operations[127].
For modern commercial buildings (including office buildings), control is achieved via
building management system (BMS). BMS ensure supervisory control and coordination of
classical or intelligent local controllers to ensure optimal safety, comfort and sustainable
energy use in buildings [60]. Even with participation in DSF activities, the traditional control
objectives of the buildings must be fulfilled. Therefore, effective coordination between the
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building control and power control is crucial as a way of synchronizing respective
operational objectives of building and power systems domains during DSF events.
DSF control in office buildings is challenging in two main ways;
-

First, the aim of power systems control (which is ensuring continuous, safe and reliable
connectivity to electricity supply with respect to contracted quantity, quality and
established norms) differs from that of building systems control leading to equally
different performance objectives.

-

Second, power systems domain sometimes require very fast control time response
(measured in seconds) [105] whereas building installations (such as HVAC systems and
onsite storages) have comparatively slower control response times ranging from a couple
of seconds to several minutes) [128]. Subsequently, effective control strategies are
required to facilitate use of office buildings as power flexibility resource.
Several studies have documented DSF control in office buildings. Zhao et al.[76]

proposed, modelled and simulated cases to identify appropriate control strategies when using
HVAC system as power flexibility resources for California settings. The proposal tested 2
approaches, these were the direct and indirect methods [76]. In the direct method, frequency
regulation signals were set with respect to supply fan static pressure. Direct method assumes
that the air supply fan power consumption will directly varies with the frequency regulation
signal. Participation levels surpassed the baseline value of ±150 kW power delivery for
between 1 to 10 mins duration at between 0.5°C to 2.0°C above the zonal operative
temperature of 24°C [76]. For indirect method, the frequency regulation signal was
coordinated using cooling set points of the building and the main assumption was that
frequency signalling directly varies with the sensible cooling load demand and hence HVAC
power consumption [76]. Participation in levels with 50% fan capacity reduction yielded a
frequency regulation capacity reduction of 117kW at 0.5°C above the zonal operative
temperature of 24°C; this value increased to 150 kW at 2.0°C above the zonal operative
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temperature of 24°C [76]. Results in [76] suggested that further experimentation
incorporating field tests to fine-tuning the control strategies.
Hao et al. [77] proposed a regulation control strategy for deployment of fans in an
educational building; the study utilized a combination of simulation and practical field data.
The control strategy assumed that during the normal business hours, the test building’s
HVAC system operates near a steady-state status with indoor temperature is maintained at a
fixed set-point; this allowed for the linearization of thermal resistance model of the building
on which the simulation was based[77]. Results indicated that 15% of rated fan power could
be deployed for regulation purpose without compromising indoor thermal comfort [77].
However, results in [77] did not report on actual indoor air quality during the experiments.
Xue et al. [40] proposed a model-based control strategy for using a fast responding
chiller installed in a commercial building as operating reserve to smart electrical grids.
Simulations used an upper bound temperature of 26.5°C to achieve a power reduction of
between 32-66% in HVAC systems consumption on a hot summer day in California [40].
Results by Xue et al.[40] were fully reliant on simulations, they also did not report on
thermal comfort performance in the building.
Zheng et al. [78] proposed a model based operational strategies for a storage system for
capacity optimization and demand reduction without compromise to indoor comfort. In the
approach by Zheng et al. [78], three sets of effective storage values and facility demand
limits are set to correspond to summer, winter, and spring/fall periods. Thereafter, an
optimization is undertaken to maximize profit at the facility by separately varying the set
values for effective storage and demand limits in a stepwise manner [78].
In certain cases, on-site storage strategies have been geared towards uncertainty
reduction in case of possible period of comfort exceedance during power grid support
activities. An experimental study by Shafie-Khah et al. [79] incorporating phase change
materials embedded in the building enclosure demonstrated successful use of novel
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operational model for energy management system to minimize the end use energy
consumption costs whilst maintain premium comfort. The cost performance were especially
more impactful for peak and critical peak periods[79]. In such cases, differential timescales
between associated systems are integrated easily through use of storable loads to reduce
uncertainties.
Siano and Sarno [129] outline a probabilistic based control framework for leveraging
power flexibility resources from buildings. In the proposed framework [129], distribution
service organization manages the distribution network and retail market and participation of
buildings is enabled via load aggregators. Due to its hierarchical nature, this framework may
however be deemed too slow for feasible DSF service delivery as it requires robust
informational exchange between various aggregation parties [129].
Recently the concept of transactive control has been proposed by researchers in DSF
[130], [131]. Transactive control is defined use of interactive negotiated contracts between
energy systems to arrive at regular operational decisions [130]. In transactive control
framework, there are 3 principal actors: the building, market and utility (including
aggregators) that interact on an open platform to exchange power and operational
information. Information exchanged include power flexibility demand and availability
details, price and operational status [130], [131].
From the foregoing, it is apparent that past studies in DSF control remain wanting in
three main ways:


Only few studies are empirical based. Most studies are modelling based and lack
practical insights needed for implementation.



DSF control need to circumvent the challenges associated with synchronizing
differential time characteristics requirements from building and power systems domains;
this is in addition to managing associated multiple information flows.
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Power flexibility potentials from buildings are only significant when aggregated from
multiple sources or within context of cooperative management[65]. Aggregation of
demand flexibility potential cascades control associated challenges.

Therefore, empirical studies are important in the formulation of DSF coordination strategies.

2.8. Coordination of demand side flexibility coordination in office buildings
Presently, guidelines for flexibility management are available for demand flexibility
coordination [66]; however, proposals largely ignore contextual buildings performance
issues. At the same time, power flexibility in the wake of smart grid requires active
participation at all levels; that is, from the user, building entities, multiple buildings and the
power grid control. For successful coordination of power flexibility activities in buildings,
dynamic exchange of information by component subsystems and actors in both buildings and
the power grid is essential as mentioned in [132]–[134]. Informational exchange includes:
energy generation and consumption profiles, occupants’ comfort profiles and preferences,
building behavior, market behavior and activity flows for different environmental scenarios.
This makes Information and Communication Technology (ICT) important for power
flexibility coordination in office buildings.
2.8.1. Information and Communication Technology requirements for coordination
ICT requirements for power flexibility activities in buildings may be categorized into
three levels: user level, building management and power utility side.


User Level: At user level, the real information communicated is modal, singular in
objective and is delivered as a signal. The main actors at this level are occupants,
appliances or building equipment to the sensors or actuators; the actors exchange
information real world with the Building Management System and vice versa. The
performance parameters desired at this level are: latency of less than a minute, data
transfer rate of less than 100 Mbps and a coverage of 100 m [132]–[134]. The
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content of information communicated at this stage include: environmental
conditions at room and other zone levels, user requirements, user behaviour, user
preference and aggregated energy requirements at all levels of operations.


Building Management Level: Most Building management systems are equipped
with a communication middleware to

interface with common communication

protocols for sensors, actuators and users [135], [136]. The ICT performance
parameters for this level of operation remain similar to those at user level except for
latency which should be to the level desired for onwards transmission to the smart
meter. Also, information content communicated at this stage are similar to those at
building level with the addition to grid power systems information and energy
statuses and local energy sources.


Power Utility Level: Power Utility grid side interconnects the end user, market
layers (such as distributed service operators, system operators and energy
contractors) often using the smart meter [132]–[134]. The smart meter transforms
metering concept from a post consumption billing gadget to a comprehensive and
dynamic information collection and processing infrastructure collectively known as
‘automated metering infrastructure’ (AMI). On request or pre-defined schedule, the
AMI measures, saves and analyses energy consumption data received from an
elaborate communication system and metering devices [13]. The content of
information exchanged at this stage is similar to that at building management level
of communication with addition of asset and utility cost management information.
Smart meter communicates information in protocols that are either GSM or radio
frequency based to the agent; this is then interpreted to standard internet based
protocol. The information is then received and analysed by the agents for building
control.
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There are three main reported challenges ICT for power flexibility activities in buildings.
First, associated use of relatively new age technologies which are yet to mature (as evidenced
by existing large number of standards and protocols that are also continually changing[137]).
Second, the complex nature of operations involved; this is attributed to numerous devices
involved across equally numerous operational systems and protocols [133], [134], [137].
Last, power flexibility activities require near real time data processing and control actuation
which may be challenging given numerous actors, the diverse performance requirements and
informational exchange infrastructure involved [138].
2.8.2. Demand flexibility coordination strategies
Apart from the ICT challenges in coordination, other challenges include the participation
of multiple entities and diversity in operations in demand flexibility events [67]: ignorance of
end user on the operation of power markets, lack of technological application for real time
performance monitoring and, difficulties in informational flows amongst participants. An
effective demand flexibility coordination strategy would alleviate some of these challenges.
Various approaches have been proposed in past studies to deal with emerging challenges
in DSF coordination. Ding et al. [43] proposed power response schemes within DSM
framework using industrial facilities using state task network (STN) and mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) within the framework of day ahead power market. This proposal
employed a mix of load shifting and energy budgeting to realize facilities’ cost effectiveness
and power reliability. The study demonstrated that shifting demand from peak to off-peak
periods led to significant reduction in energy costs. However, the study indicated the need for
real-scale DSF implementations.
In Graditi et al. [139], a control logic was used to achieve peak capping for a residential
house below the contracted maximum value of 3kW on a simulations platform. The system
in [139] operated a decisions control logic prioritizing premium comfort, cheap energy
purchasing contracts, load shifting and emergency curtailment of loads. Though focusing on
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residential sector, the study uniquely acknowledged different utilities and applicable time
characteristics during DSF episodes [139].
Some studies have proposed multi-agents system (MAS) based methodologies for DSF
coordination. Despite its relatively infant status in building control, the MAS technique
allows for 2 key advantages. First, MAS based coordination allows for great robustness and
flexibility [140], [141]. For example, the performance of buildings within the smart power
grids involves interaction of many components from multiple vendors, functional diversity in
terms of technological mixes used and requirement for equally diverse demand performance
characteristics. To ensure effectiveness in building- smart power grids, a technique that
allows for robust information exchange and decision making is thus a necessity; MAS
systems allows this by balancing collaboration, hierarchical organization and specialization
[142]. Second, MAS approach allows for implementation of distributed decisions at
functional layers of facilities; this simplifies information exchange by ensuring that only
distributed decisions are aggregated upwards thus reducing the transfer bandwidth across
operational layers[141]. Distributed control allows the agents to coordinate their knowledge,
activities and reason about the processes whilst breaking down the problem into numerous
functional tasks to find practicable solution[142].
Under MAS approaches each agent make respective own decisions and respective
distributed decisions aggregated for effective exchange of flexibilities between buildings and
the power grids [141]. Maruf et al. [143] presented a model for matching supply and demand
in a residential building using game theoretic MAS optimization incorporating user
flexibility based on the Dutch day ahead power markets. However, the proposed model did
not consider randomness in end user behaviour and spatial related issues such as optimal
points of connection to the grid for a feeder area.
Badawy et al. [144] proposed a MAS based system to coordinate operations among
different entities within the smart grid whilst taking into considerations both local and global
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needs [144]. This approach applied quantum evolutionary algorithm for energy management
during peak demand periods on a multi-agent platform; however, it failed to directly consider
building specific performance issues.
Kofler et al.[145] presented MAS based web ontology language to manage challenges
associated with balancing stakeholder needs during DSF activities in residential buildings.
This approach emphasized in-depth knowledge management of energy characteristics for
participating systems. The proposal by Kofler et al. it did not consider full contextual details
during DSF events.
Ygge et al. [146] and Schaeffer et al. [147] practically implemented MAS based
coordination of building and power system on real scale.[146], [147]. In [146], business
scenarios for energy management of an office building using computational market theory
were simulated and tested in a field experiment. Results yielded peak hour cost reduction of
approximately 33% with over 96% communication success [146]. Decentralised control
using the powermatcher algorithm was applied to balance supply and demand for a
community of buildings [148]. Each device in the algorithm was represented by a control
agent whose aim was to achieve optimal economic engagement in an electronic exchange
market [148].
Hurtado et al. [141] present a MAS based approach for building control during power
grid support activities that embrace distributed control to achieve dual management of
comfort and energy efficiency. The study in [141] successfully demonstrated grid level DSF
control possibilities and potential achievable with MAS approach; however, it did not go in
depth in terms of comfort control.
As is evident in the forgoing, several solutions are available for DSF coordination.
However, real scale field tests remain limited [13]. Real scale field tests would be
instrumental in addressing the following issues:
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1.

Informational exchange related problems such as lack of robust open platform and
diverse vendors involved does not complement use of MAS based DSF coordination
which favour distributed decisions and open platforms [149].

2.

Hierarchical nature of smart grid architecture as proposed for DSF coordination [66]
does not favour distributed control approach taken in MAS approach. This calls for
distributed decision making and innovative approaches in forward aggregation of
decisions at various functional levels: user, room, building and grid level.
Practical implementation of algorithms utilized in past studies (as reported in [141],

[144], [145]) remains a challenge for real life scenarios. Implementations based on simple
operational rules are thus preferable.

2.9. Summary
Chapter 2 has emphasized importance of flexibility in power systems and potential use
of office buildings to service it. Discussions have also tackled improvement on power
flexibility potential with inclusion of on-site EES and PV generators. It is established that
empirical quantification of power flexibility from office buildings and related cost
implications is pivotal for cost and process management at building level. Most importantly,
the drawbacks for using office buildings as a power flexibility resource are clearly outlined
with respect to effect on the occupants who may be exposed to consequential deterioration of
indoor comfort. The section concludes that simulations, involvement of occupants, and,
experiments and measurements should be jointly used in evaluating power flexibility
potential for office buildings.
In line with set goal of the literature review, the subsidiary research questions have
specifically been answered as summarized below.
What are the typical office building service installations, and associated potential for use
as power flexibility resources?
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The potential for DSF in office buildings exist. Also, the magnitude of demand
flexibility potential is significant when aggregated for multiple buildings. The need for
aggregation has a consequential requirement for innovative coordination. Specifically,
innovation is needed with respect to ensuring effective information flow, distributed decision
making and simplified algorithm for ease in real scale implementation.
Which performance considerations are critical when using office buildings as power
flexibility resources?
Literature study has identified performance metrics outlined in Table 9 as critical in
defining demand flexibility for office buildings
Table 9: Demand flexibility characteristics, associated classification and definitions for office buildings
Characteristics
Classification of
Contextual Definition
Unit
characteristics
Potential
flexibility

Actual flexibility

Power flexibility
capacity

Power and energy
characteristicspower systems
side.

Energy capacity

Power ramp rate
capacity

Time
characteristicpower systems
side.

Ramp duration

Physically existing flexibility that could be used but
whose use is constrained by controllability and
observability issues.

[%];
[kW/kW]

Flexibility possible for a resource after considering
controllability and observability.

[%];
[kW/kW]

Power quantity feed in or out of the network during
power flexibility activities. For cases whereby
empirical analysis is based on actual measurements;
power delivered during actual flexibility and
controllability may be taken to represent

[kW]

Total energy surplus or deficit fed in or out of the
power system during power flexibility activities.

[kW]

Upwards or downwards modulation speed of
consumption reduction/consumption increase/
discharge/charge during power flexibility activities.

[kW]

Total time during which the power quantity is changed
during power flexibility activities.

[seconds]

Carbon-dioxide
concentration

Indoor air quality
characteristicbuilding level

The concentration of carbon dioxide in the room; the
maximum allowable total is 690ppm above outside
value.

[ppm]

Operative
temperature

Thermal comfortbuilding level

It is the average of radiant and air temperature in the
room. A range of 21°C to 19°C is allowed for winter; a
maximum of 27°C is allowed for summer.

[°C]

Occupants
dissatisfaction

Indoor air quality
& thermal
comfort-building
level

Percentage of indoor occupants indicating clear
dissatisfaction with indoor comfort conditions (indoor
air quality and thermal comfort).

[%]
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Table 9: Demand flexibility characteristics, associated classification and definitions for office buildings (continued)
Characteristics
Classification of Contextual Definition
Unit
characteristics
Response time
Availability
period

Recovery
period

Time
characteristicsbuilding level

Rebound power

Rebound
energy

Power and
energy
characteristicsbuilding level.

Rebound
duration

Time taken for the DSF resource to react to request for
demand reduction.
Total time during which participation in power flexibility
activity using building installations is possible from the
beginning to the end of an event.

[seconds]

Duration taken for indoor comfort conditions to revert to
the nominal performance levels after participation in
power flexibility activity; it could also be a period of
recharge for storage systems.

[hours];
[minutes];

Power consumption above the usual benchmark that is
attributed to delayed comfort demand arising from
participation in power flexibility activity.

[kW]

The energy dedicated towards servicing delayed comfort
demand arising from participation in power flexibility
activity.

[kWh]

The period of time taken to satisfy delayed comfort
demand arising from participation in power flexibility
activity.

[hours];
[minutes];

[hours];
[minutes];
[seconds]

What are the considerations in controlling and coordination office buildings for use as
power flexibility resources?
Literature review findings emphasized importance of investigating possible use of office
buildings as demand side power flexibility resources without compromising the core function
of provision of safe and productive indoor environment for occupants hence the goal of this
study. Safe in the context of this study refers to ensuring that indoor environment for the
building remains within operational design guidelines. On the other hand, productive indoor
environment includes both adherence to code specified indoor comfort guidelines as well as
occupants’ non-disruptive acceptance of any change in operational setting. It is especially
important that building performance implications during participation in DSF activities be
fully accounted for. To this end, the present study utilized case based field experiments to
augment literature based analysis.
Experiments in the present study evaluated performance characteristics and potential of
HVAC systems installations for cases with and without grid integrated on-site PV generation,
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and behind the meter storage (BtMS). BtMS refers to thermal and electrical storage system
that are under the control of end users (buildings); these storage systems are often used as
temporal time characteristics modifiers for energy use patterns and attempt to maximize
benefits from differential energy prices at different times of the day [26].
Consequently, operational boundaries for associated demand side power flexibility
operations were defined and building performance implications outlined. In addition, the
impact of on-site integrated PV electricity generation and storage systems on power
flexibility potential of an office building was determined based on actual field performance
data. The case based experiments are discussed in chapter three and four of the thesis.
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CHAPTER THREE
This chapter describes the methodological approach followed in the study. The chapter
presents an overview of research design, the test infrastructure used and field experiment
details. Based on chapter 3, a generalizable approach for empirical quantification of
demand flexibility for office buildings is made possible.
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CHAPTER 3: BUILDING FLEXILIBILITY EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

3.1. Introduction
The goal of this study was to investigate possible sustainable and flexible energy
management practices and strategies in office buildings within the context of power grid
modernization. In particular, it was desired to investigate effective strategies for comfort and
energy management in modern office buildings during participation in demand flexibility
activities. Having established through the comprehensive literature review in the preceding
chapter the need and potentials for using office buildings as flexibility sources, this chapter
provides details of research design, the case study office building, and instrumentation used
in quantifying the available flexibility.

3.2. Research design
In line with the study aim, three research questions were formulated. This section
discusses the research design with respect to the set research questions.

Research question 1 - What are the characteristics, potential and boundaries of usage of
installed HVAC systems in office buildings as a power flexibility resource?
The first research question sought to establish performance characteristics, potential and
operational boundaries associated with using HVAC systems for demand flexibility activities
in office buildings. The focus on HVAC systems was motivated by significant energy
consumption attributed to them [97] and their ability to be easily controlled, and actuated for
demand flexibility activities [98]–[100].
To fully investigate the first research question, a performance metric for demand
flexibility in buildings is first generated from a structured literature survey (the outline for
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literature survey protocol is available in appendix G). Figure 12 illustrates the research
design with respect to the first principal question of investigation.

Figure 12: Research design-first research question

The resulting performance metric was then used to evaluate a case study in emulated
demand flexibility activities using HVAC system components. Thereafter, a series of
experiments were performed using HVAC systems components. Three types of experiments
were performed to emulate control strategies possible for HVAC systems components during
demand flexibility activities. The three strategies experimented with were fan duty cycling,
fixed schedule cooling duty cycle, and cooling set point temperature reduction for the chiller
(specific details are described in chapter 4).
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Emulated demand flexibility scenarios involved giving false signals initiating control
strategies to limit energy use or power requirement by respective HVAC systems
components for a specific duration. During the period of experiments, respective
measurements were recorded at the building to determine associated performance
characteristics. Demand flexibility performance metrics were then evaluated for the 3
experiments.
Finally, further analysis were performed to determine additional demand flexibility
performance trends, associated potential and operational boundaries.
In line with definitions in [33], the results confirm ‘actual power flexibility potential’
possible with examined strategies at the case study building. However, the experiments
emulating demand flexibility episodes do not establish effect of market requirement on
available power flexibility potential. In addition the experiments undertaken do not take into
account reduction in potential as a result of technical challenges in coordinating demand
flexibility from multiple buildings, and spatial distribution. The results should therefore be
interpreted with respect to restrictions on validity imposed by the highlighted limitations.

Research question 2 - How does PV electricity generator and on-site EES system impact
on the use of office buildings as a power flexibility resource?
The research design in relation to the second principal investigation question is surprised
in Figure 13.
As shown in Figure 13, the second research question is answered in two main steps. In
the first step, tests are conducted at the test building to establish actual performance
characteristics of PV generator and on-site EES system. This includes determination of PV
generator yields at different load profiles across the year, and the charging and discharging
cycle characteristics for the on-site EES system.
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Figure 13: Research design-second research question

In the next step, further analysis is undertaken to evaluate influence of integrating PV
generator and on-site EES system on demand flexibility performance of HVAC system
components; evaluation compares results from the first and the second series of experiments.
Parameters compared in the evaluation are those related to time, power and energy
characteristics; these are availability time, response time, recovery period after demand
flexibility, power capacity and energy capacity. Comfort settings were similar for both
experiment series I and II.
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Final results for the second research question are summarized in terms of general
performance characteristics and improvements in demand flexibility potential for the case
study building with the addition of PV generator and on-site EES system. Investigation
approach for the second research question faces the same challenges are similar to those
posed for the first question; that is:


it fails to account for the effect of aggregation from multiple, and impact of spatial
distribution , and



it does not delve on the effect of market on demand flexibility potential.
However, the present study chose to focus on the demand flexibility behaviour of a

single case study office building as a first step towards understanding the issue at hand. The
mentioned concerns are hence beyond the scope of this present study.

Research question 3 - With respect to the core role of buildings and future energy
planning agenda, how can office buildings be coordinated for optimal delivery of power
flexibility?
A three steps approach is followed as depicted in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Research design-third research question
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The first step undertakes further interpretation of results from the field experiments on
one hand, and literature informed perspectives on traditional core role of buildings (that is,
provision of safe, comfortable and productive environment) and the European energy vision
for the year 2030 and 2050 on the other hand. Next a framework on coordination of
identified demand flexibility potential for office building is suggested based outcomes of the
first step.
Finally, scenario analyses are undertaken to illustrate considerations and decision paths
using the suggested demand flexibility coordination framework. The scenario analysed are
hypothetical and are constructed based on the field experiments at the case study building;
this approach replaced an empirical evaluation of suggested framework. The scenario
analysed take into account prevailing weather conditions, load profile and requirement for
demand flexibility. The choice of illustrative scenario analyses over practical field based
empirical evaluation was motivated by the following:


Large scale field based empirical evaluation require involvement of numerous
stakeholders, longer period, and huge financial budget; the present study was limited
with respect to these three perspectives.



Empirical evaluation of the coordination framework needs seamless and timely
information exchange between participating systems, software platforms and physical
devices. Subsequently, a robust information and communication infrastructure is needed
to for large scale empirical field evaluation; this was beyond the budget of the present
study.

3.3. Test case office building
A two-storey office building located in the city of Breda in the Netherlands was selected
as a case study. The selected case study building had an approximate floor area of 1500 m 2
and practical maximum occupancy count of 35. Motivation for selection of the case study
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building was rooted on the act that being over 18 years old (before the introduction of clear
guidelines on energy efficiency in building codes through the Bouwbesluit 2003 [150]). The
case study building belongs to at least 70% age category of existing office space in the
Netherlands [151], and it was made available by one of the project’s participating partners. It
is also noted that based on floor area (1500m2), the building accounts for at least 30% of
office buildings in the Netherlands [151].
Figure 15 presents the photograph of the test building. The tests in the case study
building involved analysis of detailed comfort characteristics of a number critical spaces
(detailed in Table 10), and HVAC system, and energy systems installations (rooftop PV
generator and on-site Electrical Energy Storage System) described in sections 3.3.1. to 3.3.2.
Further details of the building layout and physics are available in appendix C.

Frontal photograph-North East

Frontal photograph-South West
Figure 15: Frontal photographs of the case study building
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Table 10: Space characteristics for critical zones analysed in the case study building
Characteristics
Test room 1
Test room 2
Test room 3
(service room)
(Flex. room)
(Eng. Room)
Floor area (m2)
180.56
68.04
189.25
Volume (m3)
460.43
173.50
482.59
Maximum
8
4
13
occupancy count
Occupancy
0.09
0.02
0.02
Density-Count per
floor area
(Persons per m2)
Air supply per unit 2.31
10.00
1.57
floor area
(in m3/sec per m2)
Location
(End of air supply
End of air supply
End of air supply
ducting, South West ducting; combines
ducting; combines
thermal zoneSouth West and
South West and
Ground Floor)
North East thermal
North East thermal
st
zone-1 Floor)
zone-2nd Floor)

Test room 4
(Design room)
204.12
520.51
8
0.08

2.61

End air supply
ducting,
Engineering thermal
zone-1stFloor

3.3.1. HVAC system description
Figure 16 outlines electrical energy installation capacity details for the HVAC system at
the case study building. Installation capacities for the main electrical loads in the case study
building are: cooling system (30 kW); humidification system (30 kW); ventilation system
(includes fans and controls, total 38 kW); lighting system (16 kW); and appliances (15 kW).

Figure 16: Electrical power installations for major service loads at the building and connection to the MV grid
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Operational details of HVAC components are available in Appendix C. The tests in
relation to this work were undertaken during spring and summer time operation of the
building; the focus of the study was thus cooling and ventilation processes. The cooling
system at the test office is made up of a roof top unit with the chiller as the main component
considered for flexible operation of cooling system.
Details of HVAC system layout in relation all electrical installations at the test building
are available in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Line diagram of installations at the case study building with specification details

3.3.2. On-site energy systems at the case study building
On-site energy systems at the case study building include rooftop PV generator and an
electrical energy storage; details are presented Figure 17.
i. PV system details
The PV system at the case study building is illustrated in Figures 17. Based on available
roof area, the PV system is composed of polycrystalline panels with a total surface area of
115 m2, a string inverter with optimizers rated at 16.9 kW, and a control panel for power
harnessing. Further details are available in appendix D.
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ii. On-site EES system details
The on-site electrical storage (EES) storage system has a capacity of 42 kWh (details are
in Figure 17). The EES system is composed of high voltage Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH)
storage modules operated by an independent programmable battery management units based
on PLC protocol. Power output from the EES system flows through a 80 kVA bi-directional
inverter. The bi-directional inverter is over-sized owing to the fact that a suitably sized
inverter that operates with high DC based voltage is not available at the market; this
necessitates use of a 25 kVA transformer with the EES system. Further details are available
in appendix E.

3.4. Instrumentation
The planned experiments entailed measurements of comfort and energy performance
parameters in the building in tandem with administering questionnaires to occupants to gauge
their acceptability of indoor comfort conditions. This section describes the instrumentation
set up and questionnaire used in the experiments. Instrumentation layout details are depicted
in appendix F.
3.4.1. Comfort-related instrumentation
Measurements for indoor comfort at room level were done for the whole building using
sensors and sensor network system. The sensors recorded CO2 concentration, temperature
and relative humidity, at room level, and air flow velocity in the supply ducts. The accuracy
margins for the instruments used were ±50 ppm, ±0.2 m/s and ±0.4°C, for CO2 concentration,
airflow velocity in the duct and temperature respectively. Measurement points were
distributed in the whole building with special emphasis to thermal zones, air duct systems
nodes and end-points, and operationally critical rooms shown in Table 10.
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3.4.3. Occupants comfort satisfaction questionnaire
A questionnaire was administered to building occupants during the experiment to
evaluate their satisfaction with prevailing indoor comfort. The survey provided an indication
of occupant’s dissatisfaction with indoor comfort during the test days. The questionnaire
requested the occupants to rate their perspective of the prevailing indoor air quality and
thermal comfort conditions on a scale of 1 to 5 (details are available in Appendix A). In the
rating scale, the following applied:


1 : Highly satisfied



2 : Satisfied



3: Neutral



4: Dissatisfied



5: Highly dissatisfied.

The ratings were required first for the first 90 minutes before the beginning of actual
tests and thereafter every quarter of an hour for the remaining duration of the tests; for
morning tests this was before 8:00 am to 9:30 pm whereas for the afternoon tests this was 90
minutes immediate to commencement of tests. Full anonymity was adhered to during the
comfort questionnaire administration.
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CHAPTER FOUR
This chapter reports on results from field experiments undertaken to establish performance
implications of using HVAC systems in office buildings as demand side flexibility resources.
The chapter outlines the actual performance characteristics, associated potential and
operational boundaries required when using similar office building for demand flexibility.
Parts of the chapter have been published as follows:
1.

Aduda, K. O., Mocanu, E., Boxem, G., Nguyen, P. H., Kling, W. L., & Zeiler, W. (2014,
September). The potential and possible effects of power grid support activities on
buildings: An analysis of experimental results for ventilation system. In Power
Engineering Conference (UPEC), 2014 49th International Universities (pp. 1-6). IEEE.

2.

Aduda, K. O., Vink, W., Boxem, G., Zhao, Y., & Zeiler, W. (2015, June). Evaluating
cooling zonal set point temperature operation strategies for peak load reduction
potential: case based analysis of an office building. In PowerTech, 2015 IEEE
Eindhoven (pp. 1-5). IEEE.

3.

Aduda, K. O., Labeodan, T., Zeiler, W., Boxem, G., & Zhao, Y. (2016). Demand side
flexibility: Potentials and building performance implications. Sustainable Cities and
Society, 22, 146-163.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENT SERIES I
HVAC SYSTEMS IN OFFICES AS POWER FLEXIBILITY RESOURCES

4.1. Introduction
Having established the performance characteristics considerations and gap in research
for using HVAC in office buildings for demand flexibility in Chapters 1 and 2, Chapter 4
reports results from experiments undertaken to answer the following research question:
“What are the characteristics, potential, and boundaries of usage of installed
HVAC systems in office buildings as a power flexibility resource?”
The research question is answered using empirical analysis of a case study office
building. The empirical analysis is based on performance parameters modified from the
outcomes of Chapter 2 (illustrated in Table 9). Chapter 4 presents results confirming the
characteristics, potential and operational boundaries for demand flexibility in office buildings
using literature derived performance metrics and based on three operational strategies of
installed HVAC system. Table 11 presents performance metrics used to present summarized
results of the experiments reported in Chapter 4.
The three operational strategies for HVAC systems investigated are: air supply fan duty
cycling (ASFDC); cooling set point temperature reduction (CSPR); and fixed schedule
cooling duty (FSCD) cycle.
There are five additional sections in this Chapter (4.2 to 4.6). Section 4.2 describes an
overview of experiment protocols followed for ASFDC, CSPR and FSCD cycling. Section
4.3 presents results from ASFDC experiments. Section 4.4 presents results from CSPR
experiments. Results from FSCD cycle experiments are presented in section 4.5. A summary
of findings from the field experiments are presented in section 4.6.
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Table 11: Performance metrics used to prevent experiment series I (that is, experiments for demand flexibility
activities using HVAC systems in office buildings)
Characteristics Motivation / Comment
Unit
Carbondioxide
concentration

Operative
temperature
Occupants
dissatisfaction

Response time

Availability
period
Recovery
period

Power
flexibility
capacity
Energy
capacity
Rebound
power
Rebound
energy
Rebound
duration

In relations to this, a maximum allowable an indoor concentration level of 690ppm
above outside value. This was used as a guideline with respect to providing extreme
boundary beyond which the office building can participate in demand flexibility
activity. Guidelines outlined in Table 1 are used; EN15251 [53] and ASHRAE 62.1
[54] were used.
In line with ASHRAE 55 [49] and EN15251 [53] guidelines and as illustrated in
Table 2, a maximum allowable value of 27°C was used as the upper boundary limit
beyond which tests could were out-ruled.
In this case, direct polling to determine clear dissatisfaction of occupants with indoor
comfort (thermal and indoor air quality) was undertaken; this is contrary to the norm
whereby PPD (as shown in Table 2) is calculated from the PMV model [49]. To take
into account the effect on labour productivity, guidelines from [49][92] were adherred
to. Use of direct polling of percent [%] of occupants indicating dissatisfaction, may
be used to indicate the portion of load and service compromise that end-users may be
willing to accept as part of a consequence for providing demand flexibility.
Time taken for the building component as a demand flexibility resource to react to
request for demand reduction; its the time lapse to full load shed. This gives an
indication of the match or mismatch with ramp capacity described in [33].
Total time during which participation in power flexibility activity using building
installations is possible from the beginning to the end of an event. This gives an
indication of the match or mismatch with ramp duration described in [33].
Duration taken for indoor comfort conditions to revert to the nominal performance
levels after participation in power flexibility activity; it could also be a period of
recharge for storage systems. This gives an indication of the availability of the
building component to participate in demand flexibility activity after an initial
participation as described in [33].
This value was selected because for empirical analysis based on actual measurements,
power flexibility capacity is indicative of potential flexibility, actual flexibility and
controllability.
This represents the long term value of energy exchanged during demand flexibility
activity.
This gives an indication of the building capacity to commit to demand flexibility
without introducing delayed comfort demand.
This allows for monetary valuation of indirect consequence of delayed demand.

[ppm]

The represents the duration of rebound demand.

[minutes];

[°C]

[%]

[seconds]

[hours];
[minutes];
[seconds]
[hours];
[minutes];

[kW]

[kW]
[kW]
[kWh]

4.2. Experiments series I (involving HVAC system components)
The aim of experiments series I was to determine the characteristics, potential and
boundaries of usage of installed HVAC systems in office buildings for demand flexibility
activities at the case study building. The experiment involve emulation of demand flexibility
activities by activating respective components of HVAC system (that is, cooling and air
supply fan) to assume operational modes that limit power use and reduce energy intake for a
short period of time (Figure 18 illustrates these in details).
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Figure 18: Illustration of procedure for demand flexibility emulation tests using HVAC system components at the
case study building

As shown in Figure 18, the demand flexibility emulation based tests using HVAC
system components at the case study building are only for a short period of time (in this case
between 30 to 120 minutes); this was to ensure continued operation of the building within
design recommended indoor comfort limits even with demand flexibility emulation. The
focus on cooling system and air supply fan was related to the time during which the
experiments were conducted; that is, in spring and summer during which the two components
are most active in the HVAC system. In addition, the choice of fan and cooling system
components for the specific building was in line with the study focus on electrical energy
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systems flexibility; thermal comfort energy demand for the building during winter is
dominated by use of gas powered boiler.
Motivation for the experiment choice are outlined in the research design section
discussed earlier on. Three main sets of experiments were conducted: duty cycling of the air
supply fan; cooling set-point temperature reduction experiment; and fixed cooling schedule
duty cycling. In controlling the operational set-up for tests, use of installed building
management system (insiteview BMS) was very instrumental. The insiteview BMS enable
integration of multiple control hardware in the building to ensure that set-points for
temperature, relative humidity and duct flow pressure. The set-point values are controlled
based on sensor measurements in the rooms, air handling unit and outdoor at the rooftop.
Detailed layout of the BMS is outlined in Chapter 6. Ordinarily, the insiteview BMS is
accessed on a work station based on granted facility administrator’s rights; similar rights
were granted for the tests at the case study building.
Figure 18 illustrates overview of the procedure for experiment series I. Other details are
discussed below.

1.

ASFDC
Past studies have shown that by cyclically operating the fans in air handling units
between full and partial capacity, significant power flexibility potential are possible [77],
[106], [107]. The conceptual basis of this is explained by the fan power laws which
imply that a 50% fan speed reduction would result to an equivalent reduction in airflow
and 12.5% drop in power consumption during demand flexibility activity.

2.

CSPR
This strategy was accomplished simply by increasing or reducing the space temperature
set points. For example, in chiller based cooling systems increasing the cooling supply
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air temperature set point will reduce the chilled water flow requirement through the
cooling coil, resulting in a reduced electrical demand for secondary chilled water pumps
and compressor motors. For set point temperature reset strategy, offset time for large
HVAC systems given the operational differences in components involved; it takes
between 15 to 30 minutes to achieve the expected power demand reduction from pump
motors, chiller compressors, and cooling tower fans for a large HVAC system using set
point temperature reset strategy [89]. Recommended set-point reset temperatures for air
supply temperatures could be increased or reduced by a margin of between 2°C to 3.5°C
depending on the magnitude of required load modification [89], [107], [152].

3.

FSCD cycling
Thermostatic loads (cooling and heating type loads) operate based on set-point triggered
‘on’ and ‘off’ periods that are governed by pre-determined comfort based values. A duty
cycle for thermostatic loads is the sum total of the ‘on’ and ‘off’ periods. Manipulation
of the duty cycle for the said load results in energy and power advantage with some
penalty in form of possible discomfort. The cooling duty cycles must be set in a way that
ensures adequate recovery time and avoids rebound cooling demand. The concept of
fixing cooling operation to time rather than thermostatic behaviour as a way of
harnessing energy advantage have previously been explained in [153] and [154].
The experiments were conducted for a total of 17 days. There were 3 pilot days of

experiments during which settings were fine-tuned and operational boundaries set. Results
were then analysed to determine demand flexibility characteristics specified in Table 11 for
the case study building.
In line with the ultimate goal of the study and performance metrics described above,
protocols described in section 4.2.1 to 4.2.3. were designed to characterize and evaluate
viability of HVAC system components in the case study office building for demand
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flexibility activities. Details of actual protocol followed for the experiments involving HVAC
system components are discussed in sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.3.
4.2.1. Duty cycling of the air supply fan
This experiment involved operation of ventilation system with air supply fan setting at
four different settings. These operational settings for the air supply fan were at nominal
settings of 60%, 70%, 80%, and 100% (corresponding PID settings for the fan were 57%,
64%, 71% and 80%; this corresponded to airflow pressure after the fan of 156 Pa, 161 Pa,
200 Pa, and 250 Pa respectively).
The experiment commenced with pilot tests to determine extreme boundaries of
operation; during pilot tests the extreme boundaries allowable for continued comfortable
indoor environment. On the selected day of experiment, the air supply fan was operated at
60% nominal setting and carbon-dioxide concentration, and occupants satisfaction directly
polled every 15 minutes to determine the turning point at which the followed would be
achieved:


Indoor carbon-dioxide concentration of 695 ppm above the outside value;



The point at which direct polling of occupants dissatisfaction with indoor air
quality would be above 20% based on the total number of occupants showing
clearly dissatisfaction.

Pilot test results determined the choice of fan settings during actual tests; in this case the
maximum and minimum allowable control setting were determined as 100% and 60%
nominal settings respectively. Facility managers at the test building would not allow
operation of ventilation fan below 60% nominal setting for fear of subjecting occupants at
extreme nodes of the systems to discomfort.
During the second part of tests, for each day of experiments, air supply fan was operated
at 100% nominal setting between 7:00 am to 9:00 am. On each of the settings, operation was
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allowed for between 1.5 to 2.0 hours before changing to the next setting. During this period,
corresponding observations were made on indoor temperature, CO2 concentration and
relative humidity at room level and duct air flow velocity at the respective ventilation zones.
Also recorded during the experiment were the corresponding total power consumption
profiles for respective loads in the building; this was made possible through pre-installed
digital power metering devices in the building.
In between the settings, the air supply fan is operated between 80% to 100% nominal
setting for a minimum of 1.5 hours to allow adequate indoor air quality recovery before
another change in setting. During the experiments, occupants were requested to rate their
satisfaction with prevailing indoor comfort conditions as explained in section 4.4.2.
Prevailing weather conditions during fan duty cycling experiment were as follows:


Day average temperature: 16°C to 23°C



Average solar radiation range : 200W/m2-250 W/m2



Average relative humidity range: 60% - 80%

4.2.2. Cooling set-point reduction experiment
These experiments involved increasing zonal cooling set-point temperature to a higher
value as a way of reducing sensible cooling. A seven point’s protocol was followed for the
cooling based experiments.
1.

First, the building was operated on normal mode till 9:30 am to allow for normalization
of indoor temperature.

2.

At 9:30 am, the cooling set point air temperature was increased from 18°C to 20°C; this
allowed for exponential rise of indoor temperature at room level.

3.

During the periods of normal operation and set point temperature adjustment, indoor
comfort parameters were monitored. Parameters monitored included indoor temperature,
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CO2 concentration and relative humidity at room level and duct air flow velocity at the
respective ventilation zones were monitored.
4.

Also monitored during the experiment were the corresponding total power consumption
profiles for respective loads in the building; this was made possible through pre-installed
digital power metering devices in the building.

5.

At 4:00 pm, the cooling set point temperature setting was re-adjusted to normal mode in
preparation for the closing of the building for the day.

6.

During the test period, a survey was conducted to determine occupants’ dissatisfaction
with the prevailing indoor comfort conditions after every 2 hours during the experiment
as described in section 3.4.2.

7.

The experiments were conducted for a total of 16 days. Thereafter results for comfort
and power performances were analysed in comparison with identified similar days
during which the building was operating at normal mode. Similar days (also referred to
later as reference benchmark days) were week days during which ambient outside air
temperature and solar radiation profiles like the test days. During similar days, the
cooling system operated at normal mode; on test days, the cooling system were operated
at reduced cooling set point temperature as explained above.

8.

Prevailing outdoor weather conditions during the tests were as follows:
i.

Day average temperature: 16°C to 21°C

ii.

Average solar radiation range: 200W/m2-222 W/m2

iii.

Average relative humidity range: 63 % - 75%

4.2.3. Protocol-fixed schedule cooling duty cycling
The experiment protocol described in section 4.2.3 (for cooling set point temperature
reduction) was followed with the deviations as outlined below:
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1.

At the end of the normal operation setting (at 9:30 hours),the chiller was
switched ‘OFF’ for a period of 30 minutes and again ‘ON ‘for 30 minutes; this
pattern of on-off operation cycling was repeated till 17:00 hours. (It should be
noted that the experiment protocol described in 3.2.3.2., operations were
thermostatic throughout).

2.

A variation of the test was done for another set of days; during the tests after
09:30 hours, the chiller was switched ‘off’ for a period of 60 minutes and then
‘ON’ for a fixed period of 30 minutes.

3.

Outdoor weather conditions during the tests were as follows:

i.

Day average temperature: 16°C to 21°C

ii.

Average solar radiation range: 200W/m2-222 W/m2

iii.

Average relative humidity range: 63 % - 75%

All other protocols on measurements remained similar for cooling set-point reduction
experiment and fixed schedule cooling duty cycling.

4.3. Results from experiments with air supply fan (ASFDC)
With exception of periods with temperatures above 24°C (in which case ASFDC
strategy becomes unviable for demand flexibility), this experiment had little influence on
thermal comfort. Comparatively, IAQ related performance (as indicated by indoor carbon
dioxide concentration), recovery period, availability period, response time, power and energy
related performance characteristics were of greater significance. Thermal comfort issues
were thus excluded in the analyses related to ASFDC experiments.
4.3.1. IAQ performance and time characteristics-ASFDC
Typical carbon dioxide (CO2) concentration profiles in critical rooms are as depicted in
Figure 19 and Table 12. As illustrated in Figure 29, for each of the test days, CO2
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concentration steadily rises between 7:00 am when the building opens for business; the CO 2
concentration then stabilizes at 9:30 am; thereafter the CO 2 concentrations becomes stable.
The period between 7:00 am and 9:30 am coincides with the time the building opens for
business and occupancy steadily increases as workers trickle into the case study building. It
is also noted that the building opens for business at 7:00 am during which period the air
supply fans are switched on; this commences the steady improvement of air quality after
inactivity during overnight (05:01 pm to 00:00 midnight). and early morning periods (00:01
am to 06:59 am).

Figure 19: Highest carbon dioxide concentration profile in the test building during experiment; the carbon dioxide
concentration should be compared against the IAQ boundaries outlined in Table 2.
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Table 12: Averaged CO2 concentration at critical spaces in the building during selected test days between 09:30 am
to 05:00 pm the carbon dioxide concentration should be compared against the IAQ boundaries outlined in Table 2.
Fan Control Setting
Space Identity
Room CO2 concentration [ppm]
100% Nominal setting
(80% PID setting)

80% Nominal setting
(71% PID setting)

70% Nominal setting
(64% PID setting)

60% Nominal setting
(57% PID setting)

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Average value

Engineering room

520

475

505

500

Flexi room

340

330

355

342

Design Office

525

535

515

525

Service room

475

480

575

510

Engineering room

585

535

**

560

Flexi room

380

370

**

375

Design Office

590

600

**

595

Service room

535

540

**

538

Engineering room

600

560

585
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Flexi room

385

385

415

395

Design Office

595

615

600

603

Service room

585

545

675

602

Engineering room

615

580

600

598

Flexi room

390

400

430

407

Design Office

580

630

620

610

Service room

635

550

750

645

Note:
1-Occupants’ dissatisfaction with indoor air quality and relationship with indoor CO2 concentration: In this
case, direct polling of occupants’ on dissatisfaction with indoor air quality was used as surrogate for
approximate ordinal scale in calculating associated loss of productivity in event of deterioration of indoor air
quality.
2-Castilla et al. [155] emphasize that an average indoor CO2 concentration above 600 ppm is indicative of poor
air quality whereas values below 500 ppm are optimal.
3. **: Implies that the test was not done at the setting for that day.
4.The error margin for CO2 is ±50 ppm.

Results in Table 12 uses values for stabilized conditions (i.e. CO2 concentration between
09:30 pm to 04:30 pm). Notable observations are as reported below:
1. CO2 concentration
There were significant differences in CO2 concentrations for respective zones within the
building during the experiment period. This portrays manifestation of micro-climatic
conditions at the critical rooms monitored. Specifically, CO 2 concentration across the critical
spaces in the building varied with up to 350 ppm of CO 2 concentration difference between
the highest and the least value. Details are illustrated in Figure 19. The service room was
shown to continuously have higher CO2 concentrations than the rest of the building followed
by the design room, engineering room, and flexi room respectively.
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2. Response time
A response time of the air supply fan in terms of the speed to which power consumption
is realised after control change in less than 1 minute.
3. Availability period
High concentration of CO2 prevails in the building between 06:30 am to 09:30 am (above
800 ppm) was observed in one of the thermal and ventilation zones in the building; this
complicates the power potential margin available to offer DSF service using air supply fan
duty cycling strategy at the reference period as the level is almost at the maximum ASHRAE
Standard 62.1 [54] and EN15251 [53] code levels.
Availability period for DSF using air supply fan duty cycling strategy is therefore
restricted to periods after 09:30 hours when the CO 2 levels have stabilized. It was observed
that during period of active occupancy, the rate of CO2 build up during continuous operation
of the air supply fan setting of 60% nominal setting is an average of 1.3 ppm per minute.
This implies that for the service room (which is adopted as the building benchmark guideline
for grid support boundary in the paper) with a stabilized CO2 concentration of 750 ppm
(highest as shown in Table 11), there should be no service to the grid at this period.
However, for a stabilized CO2 concentration of 550 ppm (the lowest recorded for this setting
as shown in Table 12), approximately 2 hours of DSF using duty cycling of the air supply fan
at 60% nominal setting is possible.
4. Indoor air quality comfort recovery
IAQ comfort recovery rate (in terms of indoor CO2 concentration) at 100% nominal
setting of the air supply fan and the same occupancy density was determined to be
approximately 2.5 ppm per minute. The IAQ comfort recovery whenever the maximum
allowable limit is reached in the building is approximately 1 hour for every 2 hours of
ASFDC at 60% fan nominal setting; this is arrived at with the lowest level of observed CO2
concentration (observed in the service room) as the reference benchmark.
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4.3.2. Power and energy performance-ASFDC
Results in terms of load profile and demand reduction possibilities for air supply fan at
various PID settings are summarized in Table 13 and illustrated in Figure 20. The
possibilities in energy flexibility due to ASFDC strategy (summarily illustrated in Table 13
and Figure 20) occur between 09:30 am to 04:30 pm.

Power Consumption kW

Power Consumption kW

Power Consumption kW

Table 13: Air supply fan demand flexibility potential definition at various test settings
Nominal setting Power Demand
Demand Reduction
Minutes of continuous power flexibility service
for Fan
available
Overnight & early
09:30 am to 17:30
morning till 09:30 am
am
100%
6.0 kW
0.0 kW
80%
4.0 kW
2.0 kW
0
180
70%
3.0 kW
3.0 kW
0
150
60%
2.0 kW
4.0 kW
0
135

Air supply fan power consumption-Day 1
6
4
2
0

07:12

09:36

12:00

14:24

16:48

19:12

Time

Air Supply Fan Power Consumption-Day 2
6
4
2
0

07:12

09:36

12:00

Time

14:24

16:48

19:12

16:48

19:12

Air supplty fan power consumption-Day 3
6
4
2
0

07:12

09:36

12:00

Time

14:24

Figure 20: Load profiles for air supply fan at various operational settings in selected test days

Results show that at 70% nominal ventilation setting, a peak demand reduction 3.0 kW
is achievable continuously for a period of 2.5 hours before CO 2 concentration becomes
limiting. At 60% nominal ventilation setting, a peak demand reduction of 4.0 kW is
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achievable continuously for a slightly over 2 hours; however, this is only possible when
initial CO2 concentration in the room is less than 550 ppm.
Apart from the stated application of the state strategies for rendering service to power
grid in the form of load balancing within the context of DSM, energy efficiency provides
traditional possible alternative applications for the DSF strategies. In this case demand driven
ventilation could be used over the installed system to ensure that air supply fan operates
according to occupancy.
4.3.3. Occupants acceptance-ASFDC
The survey on occupants’ satisfaction with prevailing indoor comfort indicated that
before commencement of tests, a total of 7% of the occupants were dissatisfied at nominal
operational settings of 100% nominal fan settings(refer to Figure 21). However, at 60%
nominal operational settings the occupant’s dissatisfaction increased from 7% to 14% after
90 minutes of tests; dissatisfaction jumped to 18% after 120 minutes of tests.

RATIO OF OCCUPANTS DISSATISFIED
WHEN AIR SUPPLY FAN AT 60% NOMINAL SETTING

RATIO OF OCCUPANTS CLEARLY
DISSATISFIED

0,25
0,20

0,18
Limit above which dissatisfaction of occupants with indoor air
quality is linearly related to productivity (from Table 2)

0,15
0,10

0,14
0,07

0,07

0,05

0,07

0,07

0,07

0,14

0,07

A total of 15-22 occupants responded to the questionnaire; population

0,00
0

15

30

45

60

75

90

105

120

TIME (MINUTES)
Figure 21: Occupants' response on indoor air quality during ASFDC; before commencement of tests, 7% indicated
dissatisfaction. It is noted that normal tests duration lasted 120 minutes whereas pilot tests went on for 135 minutes.
Test resukts complement those depicted on Table 12.
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Results in Figure 21 is based on normal tests which were for a total duration of 120
minutes. However, pilot test duration lasted for a total of 135 minutes at which point over
fouling of the air was observed and CO2 concentration levels reached over 750 ppm in one of
the zones. Results from direct polling of occupants’ dissatisfaction should be reflected in
line with the indication in Table 2 that at between 20% to 70% occupants’ dissatisfaction
with indoor air quality, productivity is linearly impeded.

4.4. Results-CSPR by an increased air temperature set point of 2°C
Results for CSPR by 2°C increased cooling air temperature are discussed according to
thermal comfort and power performance in sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.
4.4.1. Thermal comfort performance
This experiment only influences thermal comfort. Consequently, discussions exclude
indoor air quality. It is revealed that some potential exists for power flexibility using cooling
set point temperature reduction (CSPR) strategy. During the tests, occupants’ satisfaction
with comfort remained within allowable design limits. Table 14 illustrates summarized
results with respect to CSPR by 2°C experiment. Results in Table 14 were for the zone with
the worst performing thermal comfort performance.
Table 14: Building performance during cooling air temperature set-point reduction by 2°C
Ambient
Cooling
Operative Temperature = 24°C
Operative Temperature =26°C
temperature
Demand
range
Reduction
Availability
Comfort
Availability Period
Comfort recovery
[°C]
[kW]
Period
recovery Period
[Minutes]
Period [Minutes]
[Minutes]
[Minutes]
20 to 23
7
23
14
20
15
23 to 25

7

20

15

22

16

25 to 28

7

18

17

25

18

Figures 22 and 23 illustrate thermal comfort profiles on selected days of experiments in
comparison with those for respective similar days when cooling system is on normal
operation mode. The PMV-PPD scale in Figures 22 and 23 are constructed with using Hoyt
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et al. [156]; in the construction, airspeed, relative velocity, metabolic rate and clothing factor
are assumed to be 50%, 0.15, 1.2 and 0.5 respectively.

Thermal Profiles for Critical Spaces in Building-June 16 & Reference Comparison Day

PMV 0.2

25

15% PPD

Temperature-deg. C

24

23

-0.56

7%

-1.18

34%

22
M5-Design room 16 June
M11-Service room 16 June
M38-Engineering room 16 June
M50-Flex room 16 June
M51-Design room ref. day
M111-Service room ref. day
M381-Engineering room ref. day
M501-Flex room ref. day

21

20

19
07:12

08:24

09:36

10:48

12:00

13:12
Time

14:24

15:36

16:48

07:12

08:24

PMV -1.49

51% PPD

Figure 22: Operative temperature profiles in the case study building during test day 1(solid lines)& reference
comparison day (dashed lines)

Thermal Profiles for Critical Spaces in Building-June 17 & Reference Comparison Day
26

PMV 0.37

17% PPD

25

Temperature-deg. C

24

-0.27

7%

23
22

-0.87

21%

21
M5-Design room-17 June
M11-Service room-17 June

20

-1.47

M38-Engineering room-June 17

51%

M50-Flex room-June 17
M51-Design room ref. day

19

M111-Service room ref. day
M381-Engineering room ref. day

18

M501-Flex room ref. day

17
07:12

PMV -2.43

08:24

09:36

10:48

12:00

13:12
Time

14:24

15:36

16:48

07:12

92% PPD

08:24

Figure 23: Operative temperature profiles in the case study building on test day 2 ( (solid lines) & reference
comparison day (dashed lines)
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Results in Figures 22 and 23 indicate that the basic thermal comfort level recommended
in Table 1 (operative temperature below 27°C or PMV value of 0.7 accompanied with PPD
based on PMV model of less than 15%) is adhered to during the tests.
Additional outstanding findings with respect to thermal comfort are discussed below:
1.

Operative temperature ramp up rates
For the selected test days, design room experienced the highest indoor temperatures

followed by service room, engineering room and flexi room in that order. The rate of
increase in room temperature for critical spaces in the building are as follows:
i.

Design room, Service room and Engineering room: for the first selected test day, rate of
increase of indoor operative temperature is 0.2°C per hour between 06:30 am to 03:30
pm; this is against an approximated rate of increase of ambient outdoor temperature of
1°C per hour in the same period. Comparatively, on the reference comparison day, the
rate of increase of indoor operative temperature is 0.4°C per hour between 06:30 am to
11:30 am; thereafter the indoor operative temperature remains constant until 05:00 pm.
During first selected test day, indoor operative temperature peaks for design room,
service room and engineering room are 24.5°C, 24.3°C and 23.3°C respectively; this
reduces to 22.5°C, 22.3°C and 22.3°C for design room, service room and engineering
room respectively when compared to reference comparison day.

ii.

Flexi room: the rate of increase of operative temperature for flexi room during the first
test day is 0.1°C per hour for between 06:30 am to 15:30 pm; on reference comparison
day, the indoor operative temperature increases at the same rate of 0.1°C per hour till
11:30 am; thereafter the value indoor operative temperature decreases till the time 06:00
pm when it begins to rise. The peak indoor operative temperature for flexi room during
test day 1 was 23.4°C; it reduces to 22.2°C on reference comparison day.
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Results for the rate of decrease in indoor/room temperature during the first test day for
critical spaces in the building are discussed below:
i.

Design room, Flexi room and Engineering room: rate of decrease of 0.1°C per hour
between 03:30 pm to midnight; this is against an approximated rate of decrease of
ambient outdoor temperature of 0.4°C per hour in the same period. For reference
comparison day, indoor operative temperature decreases from 11:30 am to 01:00 pm
after-which it remains constant till 05:00 pm when it dips before rising again.

ii.

Service room: approximated rate of decrease of 0.2 °C per hour between 06:30 am to
03:30 pm; this is against an approximated rate of decrease of ambient outdoor
temperature of 0.4°C in the same period. For the service room, the profiles remain like
the reference comparison day except for the fact that the indoor operative temperatures
are consistently less by a value in the range of 1 to 1.5°C.
For the second selected test day, the rate of increase in room temperature between 06:30
am to 103:30 pm for a corresponding approximated rate of increase of ambient outdoor
temperature of 1.5°C per hour was as follows:

i.

Design room, Engineering room and Flexi room: rate of increase of 0.2°C per hour.

ii.

Service room and Engineering room: rate of increase of 0.3°C per hour.
For an approximated rate of decrease in ambient outdoor temperature of 0.3°C, the
following approximated rate of decrease in room temperatures for critical spaces in the
building are experienced during the second selected test day:
i.

Design room and Engineering room: 0.2°C per hour.

ii.

Service room: 0.3°C per hour.

iii.

Flexi room: 0.1°C per hour.
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2.

Response time
For an initial room temperature of 22.5°C in the design office and similar test conditions,

DSF from the cooling system will be available for approximately 20 minutes before reaching
maximum allowable thermal comfort value of 27°C.
3. Thermal comfort recovery
It takes approximately 15 minutes of full operation of cooling system for the building to
revert back to an indoor temperature of 22.5°C after DSF service is stopped and ambient
temperature reduction continues at the same rate. This implies that after every episode of full
capacity DSF from the cooling system, it must take additional 15 to 40 minutes to recover. In
cases whereby the ambient temperature continues to rise at the rate described even after
cooling system is stopped; thermal recovery then becomes 40 minutes.
3. Availability period
The availability period of demand reduction potential is also noted to be limited to a
maximum of 20 minutes. This is may be a very short duration considering that secondary and
tertiary reserve in the Netherlands are most critical in the first 35 minutes of their
requirement [157]. The system response time for cooling set point temperature strategy of 15
minutes implies that planning for similar period is needed to ensure participation in DSF
service. However, coordinated response that combines using fast responding loads such as
the air supply fan with this strategy could be used. The short availability period of cooling
load for DSF and its intermittent nature that require innovative approaches to harvest may
not be of use under the present guidelines for grid support activities. One of the solutions
may entail use of diverse loads or short term storage resources to ensure sustenance in critical
periods during DSF provision [158].
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4.4.2. Occupants satisfaction
As shown in Figure 24, on average, the dissatisfaction of the occupants at the beginning
of the tests is 6%; this increases to 18% at the end of the test period (60 minutes).

RATIO OF OCCUPANTS DISSATISFIED WITH THERMAL
COMFORT DURING CSPR STRATEGY
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This is the maximum allowable occupants' dissatisfaction
with thermal comfort calculated from PMV-PPD model;
however, results her are based on direct polling of occupants
and not calculations from the model.
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Figure 24: Polling results of occupants' dissatisfaction with thermal comfort during CSPR experiments; before
commencement of the test, 6% of occupants indicated clear dissatisfaction with thermal comfort

Figure 24 indicates that the level of occupants’ dissatisfaction with thermal comfort does
not revert back to that at commencement of tests; even one hour after the end of the test, the
original state is not achieved. This is indicative of the time delay of the building response as
a result of the thermal inertia/mass. In relations to Table 2 in Chapter 1, results indicate that
use of direct polling for occupants’ dissatisfaction with indoor thermal comfort shows a
higher value than the PPD calculated from PMV model (that is 18% directly polled versus
less than 15% calculated).
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4.4.3. Power and energy performance-CSPR by 2°C
Energy consumption for cooling during the first test day 1, June 16 th, was lower than
that of reference comparison day by 15 kWh, see Figure 25; for the second test day, June
17th, the cooling energy was lower than that of the reference comparison day by 2 kWh, see

Power Consumption kW

Figure 26.

Cooling System Power Consumption
(Reference Comparison Day to June 16-Cooling on Normal Mode)
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Figure 25: Cooling power profile for the case study building on reference comparison day (top)
compared to that on the first day of tests (bottom)
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Figure 26: Cooling power profile at the case study building on reference comparison day (top) compared to that on
second test day (bottom)

Power consumption curves derived for the selected test days are depicted in Figures 25
and 26 with notable results as follows:
1.

For the first test day, potential peak demand of 6.0kW between 02:00 pm to 05:00 pm
are eliminated when comparing the load profile for the test day to the reference
comparison day. On the reference comparison day, there are 20 cooling system load
ramps (one being a double stage load ramp with a peak of 15 kW, the rest are single
stage ramps with 6kW to 7kW peaks); comparatively there are only 2 load ramps for the
test day. Duration of single stage load ramps were approximately 5 minutes; occurrences
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were cyclically after every 12 to 16 minutes for the reference comparison day; this
reduces to 2 occurrences at the end of the test day.
2.

For the second selected test day, the power performance details are illustrated in Figure
26.The normal demand trend for a reference comparison day is a modulated one with a
maximum of 7kW. Peak power requirements of between 6kW to 7kW is eliminated in
comparison to the reference comparison day. The number of times the Chiller is
deployed for action between 12:00 hours to 16:00 hours reduces from 22 during
reference comparison day to 5 during test day; subsequently approximately 17 short term
potential power consumption peaks of between 6 kW to 7 kW are eliminated during this
period. The interval period for Chiller deployment is increased from a range of 4 to 10
minutes for the reference comparison day to a range of 30 to 50 minutes for test day 2 in
the same period.
It is evident that the maximum power yield of up to 7kW realised using this strategy

whilst impressive in terms of load portion in the test building is very small in magnitude in
the light of power systems service requirements.

4.5. Results from FSCD cycle experiments
Results from FSCD experiments are described in section 4.5.1. to 4.5.3.
4.5.1. Power characteristics-FSCD cycle experiments
In this experiment, only thermal comfort is affected; therefore, results are outlined with
respect to operative temperature, availability period, recovery time and demand. Availability
period is the duration for which the shutdown of the cooling system is actioned. Table 15
presents a summary of performance characteristics during operations for the test strategy in
the case study building.
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Table 15: Building performance during fixed schedule cooling duty cycling
Ambient
Temperature

Pdrc
[kW]

Operative Temperature =24°C

Operative Temperature = 26°C

Availability
Period [min]

Availability Period
[min]

Recovery Period
[min]

Recovery
Period [min]

26 °C

7

54

31

59

34

24°C

7

60

27

65

29

22°C

7

69

24

75

26

Note:
Pdrc: Demand Reduction for fixed cooling duty cycle [kW];
ON period = comfort recovery;
OFF period = availability period

4.5.2. Comfort related characteristics-FSCD cycle experiments
Figure 27 and 28 illustrates the indoor thermal comfort profiles as experienced in
respective rooms during the experiment and reference comparison days. During the first
experiment (with ½ on and ½ an hour off duty time cycle, refer to Figure 27), the following
trends in thermal comfort are noted:


There is manifestation of micro-climates in various zones in the building with
approximately 2°C difference in operative temperature during the experiment. The zone
with service room experiences the lowest indoor operative temperatures followed by the
zones with engineering room, design room and flex rooms respectively. Design room
experiences the highest operative temperatures.



For the reference comparison day, indoor operative temperatures for zones with
engineering room, design room and flex rooms are almost similar with less than 0.5°C
difference; however, the design room experiences an indoor operative temperature which
is at least 1°C higher.



It is noted that during the tests, operative temperatures remained below 27°C.
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Figure 27: Operative temperature profiles of the case study building on test day 1 of 1/2 hour ON-1/2 hour OFF
FSCD cycle (top) compared to reference comparison day (bottom); PMV-PPD scale is constructed with aid of Hoyt
et al. [156]. In the construction of the figure, airspeed, relative velocity, metabolic rate and clothing factor are
assumed to be 50%, 0.15, 1.2 and 0.5 respectively.

For the second experiment (with ½ on and 1 hour off duty time cycle, refer to Figure
28), it is noted that the sinusoidal pattern of variation in operative temperature is more
distinct. All other trends noted in Figure 27 are also observed for the second experiment.
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Figure 28: Operative temperature profiles on the test day with 1/2 hour ON-1 hour OFF FSCD cycle for the case
study building (top) compared to reference comparison day (bottom); PMV-PPD scale in Figure 28 is constructed
with aid of Hoyt et al. [156].In the construction of the figure, airspeed, relative velocity, metabolic rate and clothing
factor are assumed to be 50%, 0.15, 1.2 and 0.5 respectively.

Results in Figures 27 and 28 demonstrate that the basic thermal comfort level
recommended in Table 1 is adhered to during the tests (that is, operative temperature below
27°C or PMV value of 0.7 accompanied with PPD calculated from PMV model of less than
15%). Tests shown in Figures 27 and 28 were conducted during for operative temperature
boundary of 24°C and 25°C in the worst performing room (that is, service room). Recovery
period varies with operative temperature ceiling value and the prevailing outdoor
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temperature. The safe response time for activation of DSF strategy was observed as less than
15 minutes.
4.5.3. Occupants’ response- FSCD cycle experiments
Occupants’ response during the tests indicated a maximum of 16% showing
dissatisfaction with prevailing indoor comfort during the tests. Figure 29 outlines
dissatisfaction of the occupants with indoor thermal comfort for a typical test day.

RATIO OF OCCUPANTS DISSATISFIED WITH COOLING SYSTEM
AT 1HR ''OFF''-1/2 HR ''ON'' FIXED DUTY SCHEDULE
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A total of 19-20 occupants responded to the survey questionnaire;
occupancy increased in during the last part of test
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comfort calculated from PMV-PPD model; however, results her are based on
direct polling of occupants and not calculations from the model.
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Figure 29: Polling results showing occupants' dissatisfaction during FCSD cycling event of 1 hour OFF-1/2 hour
ON; as shown direct polling indicates that before commencement of test, 16% are dissatisfied with indoor thermal
comfort.The result contradicts PPD value calculated from PMV model which yield oscillations between 7% to 12%.

However, at the end of the one hour test period, the percent of occupants showing clear
dissatisfaction with thermal comfort creases by an additional 2%. It is noted that the value of
occupants’ dissatisfaction with thermal comfort based on direct polling is higher than that
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calculated from PMV-PPD model relationship which is used in Table 2 (that is, a calculated
value in the range of 7% to 12% versus direct polling value of 16% to18%).
4.5.3. Power and energy performance - FSCD cycle experiments
Typical load profiles during fixed cooling duty cycling experiment are presented in
Figure 30 and 31 for selected test days and reference comparison days. During the periods of
‘OFF’ time cycle, demand reduction for the chiller in the range of 7kW is realized as single
stage chiller operation is avoided.

(a) Chiller power characteristics during 1/2 hour ON-1/2 hour OFF fixed schedule cooling duty cycle

(b) Chiller power characteristics for normal/thermostatic cooling during reference comparison day

Figure 30: Typical load profiles for FSCD cooling cycles (Cycle time of 1/2 hour ON and 1/2 OFF)
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(a) Chiller power characteristics during 1/2 hour ON-1/2 hour OFF fixed schedule cooling duty
cycle

(b) Chiller power characteristics for normal/thermostatic cooling during reference comparison
day

Figure 31: Typical load profiles for fixed schedule cooling duty cycle (cycle time of 1/2 hour ON, 1 hour OFF )

It is observed that on restarting the cooling system after one hour of shutdown, cooling
demand resurges by an additional 10 kW. It is this rebound demand that must be avoided by
judiciously applying the model represented in equations 13. Principal determinants with
respect to rebound demand prevention are: thermal inertia, occupancy and related loads and
the length of ‘off’ period.

4.6. Summary
“What are the characteristics, potential, and boundaries of usage of installed
HVAC systems in office buildings as a power flexibility resource?”
The research question has been successfully answered in this chapter with respect to the
case study building. Demand side power flexibility has been characterized with respect to the
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specific building performance characteristics identified in chapter 2 This was achieved using
empirical data which is a rarity in this domain. For an average sized office building, demand
flexibility potential with respect to the following strategies has been confirmed:


Cyclical duty cycling of installed centralized air-supply fan at reduced PID settings,



Cyclical operation of installed water to air cooling system using a re-set zonal
cooling set point temperature value of 2°C, and



Use of fixed schedule cooling duty cycle of the installed water to air cooling system.

Summarized results for experiment series I are presented in Table 16 in terms of the
performance metrics suggested in chapter 2.

Table 16: Summary of results for experiment series I
Characteristics
Contextual Definition
CSPR by 2°C

Potential flexibility [%]
Power flexibility capacity [kW]
Energy capacity [kWh]
CO2 concentration range [ppm]
Operative temperature [°C]
Occupants dissatisfaction [%]
Response time [seconds]
Availability period [minutes]
Recovery period [minutes]
Rebound power [kW]

ASFDC at 60% PID
fan setting
30%
3.6
7.2
Varies as 350-750
14
10
120
60
0

23%
7
7
25
18
300
60
30
>14

FSCD cycle
(1/2 hour ON, 1 hour OFF cycle)
23%
7
7
25
18
300
60
30
>14

Rebound energy [kWh]
Rebound duration [minutes]

0
0

>7
30

>7
30

Results indicate that for the air supply fan, 30% to 60% reduction in peak power
requirements was achieved continuously for a maximum of 120 minutes without
compromising indoor air quality too much. Also, resetting zonal cooling set point
temperature by 2°C realized a maximum peak power reduction by up to 25% of the
maximum cooling power demand for up to approximately 20 minutes of continuous
operation. Similar range of power advantage is obtained for fixed schedule cooling duty
cycle albeit with more control and greater availability period possibility (15 to 60 minutes).
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The resultant energy and power advantage from demand flexibility strategies when evaluated
on a stand-alone basis are smaller in comparison to overall grid wide system requirement;
that is of kW or kWh versus MW or MWh. Subsequently, aggregation of demand flexibility
activities from multiple buildings is suggested.
Also, results have mapped out operational boundaries for the HVAC systems in demand
flexibility activity for a case study building using the 3 strategies discussed here above (fan
duty cycling, cooling temperature set-point reset and fixed schedule cooling duty cycle). The
mapped out operational boundaries are useful for providing knowledge base for further
investigations (empirical and simulations based) for similar office buildings.
In addition, even though the DSF potential estimates in this study was within code
specified guidelines of indoor comfort, a hitherto unreported significant variance in thermal
comfort and indoor air quality across rooms in the building was observed. For a large
building, this may lead to equally significant loss in DSF potential or untoward localized
discomfort zones during episodes of DSF harvesting.
It is also observed that rebound power demand is common feature when using cooling
systems in office buildings for demand flexibility activities.
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CHAPTER FIVE
With the knowledge of performance characteristics, associated potential and operational
boundaries when using office buildings for demand flexibility from the preceding Chapters, I
became necessary to determine additional advantage derived with addition of PV generation
and on-site electrical storage systems. This chapter reports on results from field experiments
undertaken to determine the impact of PV generator and onsite electrical storage system on
demand flexibility of a modern office building. Reported results take into account the
integrated usage of HVAC systems, PV generation and onsite –storage optimized value in
office building during demand flexibility activities.

Parts of the chapter are under

consideration for publication as follows:
Demand flexibility performance in office buildings– field study evidence for scenarios
integrating rooftop photovoltaic electricity generation, on-site storage use and load limiting
strategies (under preparation), Energy and Buildings Journal. Aduda K. O., Nguyen P-H.,
Labeodan T., Zeiler W., Slootweg, H.
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENT SERIES II
POWER FLEXIBILITY ACTIVITIES INTEGRATING PV SYSTEMS AND ON-SITE
STORAGE

5.1. Introduction
Having ascertained the demand flexibility performance characteristics is experiment
series I, experiment series II was undertaken as a follow up to determine the influence of
electricity self-generation and BtMS on the same. It is noted that whilst a number of studies
have been undertaken on integrated engagement of office buildings with PV based selfgeneration and on-site electrical storages in demand flexibility activities (as reported in [23],
[25], [118], [121], [122], [124]), they remain lacking in two aspects.
First, building side implications and performance characteristics are largely overgeneralized leading to loss of exhaustive details that are important in real scale
implementation as illustrated in [117], [120], [159]–[161]). Specifically, over-generalized
assumptions during simulation and modelling that characterize most past studies (such as
[25], [118], [122]) may limit applicability of the results in practical operational context. The
mentioned concern results to failure in past studies to take into account complexities in
building performance with respect to uncertainties related to comprehensive occupancy,
stochastic effect of weather, and intermittent nature of associated energy advantages. Also,
for office buildings, power grid allied performance goals are always contradictory to the core
role of providing comfortable, safe, and productive indoor environment as highlighted by
[60]. Subsequently, case based empirical analysis is instrumental in capturing contextual for
real scale implementation of demand flexibility [13], [129].
Second, relevant past studies mostly ignore building level cost effectiveness demand
flexibility activities involving buildings with on-site PV generation and electrical storage.
Instead the value of demand flexibility in past studies is only given with respect to power
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grid side cost effectiveness (as illustrated in [117], [120], [159]–[161]). As highlighted in
section 2.7, building level cost effectiveness for cases involving photovoltaic electricity
generators and on-site electrical storages are important in light of their profitable operations
in the event of withdrawal of power feed in tariffs and related economic subsidies [114],
[118]. Subsequently, chapter 5 answers the following research question:
“How does on-site photovoltaic (PV) electricity generator and electrical energy storage
(EES) system impact on the use of office buildings as a power flexibility resource?”
Chapter 5 is partly motivated by the need to highlight possible enhances and challenges
associated with deriving demand flexibility from office buildings with conventionally
designed on-site PV based electricity generators and EES system. Investigation of the
principal research question in this chapter uses performance metrics modified from the
second chapter. Also, results derived from experiment series I are used to provide reference
performance benchmark for evaluation of demand flexibility in cases incorporating on-site
EES system and self-generated PV electricity focussed on in the chapter.
Chapter 5 emphasizes energy, power and time performance characteristics. Effect of
comfort related performance variables are considered negligible as related settings remain
constant throughout the evaluation. The following specific variables are used in the
evaluation: potential flexibility [%]; power flexibility capacity [kW]; energy flexibility
capacity [kW]; response time [Seconds]; availability period [Minutes]; recovery period
[Minutes]; Net load absorbed by self-generation; frequency of participation [Number]; power
flexibility rebound demand absorption [kW]; and power flexibility rebound duration
shortened [Seconds].
The chapter has five further sections. Section 5.2 outlines an overview of the experiment
protocol. Section 5.3. and 5.4 introduce the design principles and general performance
characteristics for installed PV system and on-site electrical storage respectively. Section 5.5
presents performance characteristics for real case scenarios integrating PV self-generation
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and on-site ESS systems discharge during demand flexibility activities at the case study
building. Lastly, summarized results are outlined in section 5.6.

5.2. Description and protocol for experiment series II
This series of experiments was a conducted as build-up from experiment series I. The
aim of the second series of experiment was to determine the influence of on-site PV
generator and EES system on demand flexibility activities of an office building.
5.2.1. Description of experiments
The experiment series II was divided into 2 sections. The first section undertook a load
balance evaluation for PV system use whereas the second section focussed on evaluation of
HVAC system power flexibility modes with incorporation of on-site EES system operation.
Performance evaluation parameters included: gross building load [kW], PV power generation
[kW], net building load [kW], hourly building energy balance at reference condition [kWh]
and hourly building energy balance.
Self-electricity generation and gross load interaction for the test building were evaluated
at the test building. Performance evaluation of the building was undertaken with duty cycling
of cooling system and ASF, and integrated operation of two battery flexibility discharge
strategies: ‘battery flexibility strategy I’ and ‘battery flexibility strategy II’.
During ‘battery flexibility strategy I’, storage is uniformly discharged at a constant
setting of 12A (yielding an average of 5kW AC power output) from 12:00 till 3:00 pm. For
‘battery flexibility strategy II’, ESS system is discharged in a modulated manner to coincide
with rebound cooling demand. The discharge rate of ESS system is at power output of 10 kW
to 11kW (20.0A to 21.5A alternating current setting); each discharge session lasts 15
minutes. A maximum of 4 discharges is allowable with battery flexibility strategy I. In
addition a three points operational guideline is adhered to in the operation of EES systems.
First, discharge of EES system is allowable only after 12:01 pm to 5:00 pm during working
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day. Second, full discharge of EES system (that is, to 40% State of Charge) only occurs once
a day. Last, recharge of the EES system is only undertaken when the building is closed for
business or when there is excess energy flow to the power grid outside the mentioned time
boundaries. When using ‘battery flexibility strategy II’, the EES system is discharged at a
constant AC power output of 5kW till the lowest allowable state of charge is attained.
Seven scenarios are available for evaluation in total during this phase of experiments;
full details of the scenarios investigated are outlined in Table 16.
Table 16: Investigation scenarios for experiment series II
Scenarios
Description

Comments

0

Reference performance/business as usual
power performance of the building whereby the
energy and load characteristics are evaluated
with no flexibility.

Forms the reference benchmark for all energy
and power performances.

1

Performance with fan duty cycling operation
taken into consideration.

Air supply fan is operated alternately between
60% PID controller setting (corresponding to
145Pa positive duct pressure) and 80% PID
controller setting (corresponding to 200Pa
positive duct pressure).

2

Battery flexibility mode I- the battery
discharges at a constant setting of 12A
continuously from 12:00 hours till 15:00 hours.
Performance with fan duty cycling operation
(shown in Table 16) and ‘battery flexibility
mode-I’ considered.

A constant yield of 5kW AC power output is
realized for the duration.

4

Performance with fixed schedule cooling duty
is evaluated.

The cooling duty is cycle is set for 60 minutes
‘OFF’ and 30 minutes ‘ON’ durations.

5

Performance for scenarios with fixed schedule
cooling duty(FSCD) cycle is evaluated with
‘battery flexibility mode-I’ considered.
Battery flexibility mode-II-the battery is
discharged at a setting of 21.5A.

The FSCD follows the operational schedule
describes schedule described at the end of this
section.
The corresponding power discharge of
approximately 11kWis realized; this is done in a
modulated manner to with each session of
discharge lasting 20 minutes and corresponding
with double stage operation of the cooling
system. Only a maximum of 4 discharges are
allowable.

Performance with FSCD cycle is evaluated
with ‘battery flexibility mode-II’.

Scenario integrates EES discharge with fan duty
cycling activities

3

6

7
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Scenario integrates EES discharge with fan duty
cycling activities.

Out of the seven scenarios presented in Table 16, four directly deal with integrated use
of EES system, PV system and HVAC system components. Details of scenarios
incorporating EES system, PV system and HVAC system components are as shown below:


The first scenario evaluates performance of the building with the ASF duty cycling
operation and ‘battery flexibility strategy I’.



In the second scenario of evaluation, the cooling system is duty cycled whilst the battery
is operated using ‘battery flexibility strategy I’.



During the third scenario, FSC duty is combined with ‘battery flexibility strategy II’
operation; the storage discharge is timed to coincide with cooling rebound demand.



In the final scenario FSC is combined with ‘battery flexibility strategy II’ operation to
coincide with rebound demand after on session.
Other scenarios only focus on HVAC use either with duty cycling operations or with

business as usual settings.
5.2.2. Outline of protocol for experiment series II
Experiment series II follows protocol outlined below:
1.

Actual energy and power performance characteristics in the installations at the
building were analysed for four weather profiles per season (this formed a total of
16 profiles). Generation of the building energy performance profiles for the four
seasons of the year followed a four points procedure. First, building energy
performance data was extracted for the second and third week of each month. Next,
the data was classified as spring, summer, fall and winter depending on the calendar
period.

2.

The profiles of actual energy and power performance were then plotted and
evaluated for classification into 4 profiles per season for further analysis. This
resulted to a total of 16 energy and power performance classifications.
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3.

A two-pronged approach was then followed. First the performance (cost and energy)
of the actual building with was evaluated for scenarios based on above specific
weather profiles and combinations of demand flexibility strategies involving air
supply duty cycling, fixed schedule cooling duty cycles and battery flexibility
operation modes.

4.

Cost and energy performance for the resulting 16 seasonal profiles were then
analysed for seven scenarios specified in Table 16.

5.

In addition, the following operational details were adhered to :
a.

Regarding air supply fan duty cycling, selection of the 60% nominal setting
was based on pilot tests reported in [162] for the same building. The
mentioned pilot test revealed 3 prerequisites to avoid high dissatisfaction
with indoor air quality. First, duty cycling could only begin at 9:00 am.
Second, the maximum period for operation at 60% nominal controller was
over 120 minutes. Finally, for every one hour of operation at 60% PID
controller setting, a half an hour of comfort recovery was needed. In this
case, duty cycling periods of 60 minutes at 60% nominal controller setting
and 30 minutes at 60% PID controller setting was used.

b.

Regarding FSCD, a fixed ‘off’ session of 60 minutes duration; the ‘on’
duration was set at 30 minutes. Taken that cooling system was mostly
active in the afternoons during spring and summer time; the FCSC were
assumed to occur from 12:00 to 17:00 in the analysis.

5.3. Overview and general characteristics of rooftop PV generator
Details of PV system design and associated characteristics are discussed in sections 5.3.1
and 5.3.2.
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5.3.1. The PV system modules and inverter sizing
The PV system surface area was determined by considering available area for
installation and by matching cooling load requirement with the possible PV system
electricity yield.
The logic of matching cooling load requirement to PV electricity yield during sizing of
the modules is motivated coincidental peak generation (as a result of high global solar
irradiation) and peak cooling requirement (as a result of a combination of high global solar
irradiation, and high ambient outdoor temperature). Therefore, consideration of time
characteristics and power use profiles of the Chiller was critical in sizing of the PV system
modules and inverter. Using cooling load data collected for the case study building in 2014
and reported in [163], associated time characterization were mapped to determine a well
matching optimal PV system size.
Results of time characteristics of the Chiller are presented in Figures 42 and 43.
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Figure 42: Percent chiller activity at the case study building distributed across time of the day and also with
outdoor ambient temperature, constructed with data from [164]
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Figure 42 illustrates the percentage distribution of Chiller activity across the hours of the day
from 5 am to 6 pm at the case study building. It is observed that the Chiller is most active in
the afternoon with 1 pm, 2 pm, 3 pm, 4 pm and 5 pm accounting for between 50% to 55% of
active periods. Chiller operations in before 10 am and after 6 pm are comparatively
insignificant as shown in Figure 42. Figure 43 illustrates the interrelationships between time
characteristics of the chiller (in terms of periods of activity and inactivity) and associated
cooling power requirement.
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Figure 43:Chiller power demand and time characteristics at the test building - constructed with data from[164]

For this design, desired that during periods of heavy cooling requirements, the extra
power required by the building is balanced by the self-produced electricity. Thus, based on
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Figure 43, the threshold point for PV modules sizing was chosen as the point at which the
Chiller had 15 minutes of no operations per hour; at this point shifting of cooling requirement
is not advisable due to loss of efficiency and life expectation of the cooling machine (refer to
Figure 43). From Figure 43, the threshold Chiller power demand is deduced as 11kW hourly
average cooling demand.
The PV systems was designed such that over 60% of the threshold Chiller demand (11
kW occurring for 50 minutes in one hour continuously for 10 hours) can be fulfilled (that is,
a total cooling energy requirement of 91 kWh of daily cooling energy requirement).
Thereafter, equation (4) was used for further analysis informing the calculations for
module sizing for the PV system.
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𝐸𝑃𝑉 = ∑[𝐺. 𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑐 . 𝑉𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 . 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓 . 𝐴𝑠 . 𝜂𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟.𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 ]
𝑖=1

𝑖

(4)

Where, for a discrete time i, the following apply:
EPV is electricity generated from the solar modules [kWh],
G is average global direct irradiation derived from weather station
measurements [kW/m2],
Vinc, Vtemp and Vref refers to loss factors due to inclination angle, prevailing
ambient temperature and reflection on the modules; the values are based on
assumptions as illustrated in [165] [166],
As is the area of the solar modules,
ηelectr.system is the total PV generator system efficiency, ηinv is inverter
efficiency, η gen is generation efficiency, ηcable is cable efficiency, and ηmis is
mismatch efficiency.
Details of the model in equation (4) are further described in appendix D.
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Two issues influence inverter configuration during design [167]: cost performance and
energy yield. van Sark et al. [168] observed that the optimal PV array/inverter sizing ratio
(denoted

Rs ), is given by equation (5).
Rs 

Ppv , peak

(5)

Pinv ,rated

Where:

Ppv , peak : is the peak power yield from PV array at standard test conditions.
Pinv ,rated : is the rated inverter power
As is typical for cases whereby the PV collector is polycrystalline, and the system is
used to complement the main power system, and load dependent losses are high [167], the Rs
value was restricted to 1.02. Consequently, a 17.6kWp inverter was selected for the case
study.
Table 17: PV system characteristics
Sizing characteristics
Calculated inverter size [kWp]

System size
17.6

Total Surface Area of PV panels (m2)
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No. of PV panels

69

Peak Power Capacity [kWp]

16.9

Annual Self-Produced Energy [MWh]

-18.0

Annual Net-Energy Balance at the Building [MWh]

65

Annual Building Energy Surplus Export [MWh]

-3.4

Annual Building Energy Surplus [%]

19%

Annual Self-Consumed Energy [%]

81%

5.3.2. Characteristics of PV system
Table 17 outlines the characteristics of the PV system selected.
Energy and power characteristics of the PV system installed are illustrated in Figures 32
and 33. Figure 32 depicts energy characteristics of the PV system over a 30 days duration; it
is observed that the self-generation vary greatly from a maximum daily yield of 96 kWh to a
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minimum daily yield of 4 kWh. The modelled energy yield in Figure 32 is based on hourly
measurements from a weather station located 10 km away (denoted KNMI hourly) from the
case study building is slightly more than that of using generated from on-site actual
measurements with 10 minutes resolutions (denoted SE15K) for most days.

Energy yield trends - Measurements vs. Model
for the PV System during a selected 30 days period
105.0
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90.0

Model (KNMI hourly)
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Figure 32: Energy yield trends for installed PV system for a 30 days period
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PV system power output versus Total building load at the test building
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Figure 33: Power characteristics of installed PV system over 3 days period
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Figure 33 (in the next page) illustrates power characteristics as a result of installed PV
system; the following observations are evident:


Peak self-generation coincides with peak power demand at the test building.
Coincidental peaks occur between occur between 09:00 hours to 15:00 hours. At less
than 2 kW power generation for up to 2 hours, self-generation is considered negligible
between 18:00 hours (in the evening) to 07:00 hours (the next morning). Measurement
for self-generated power is metered at the inverter output while that for building load is
metered at electricity control box. Coincidental peaks for self-generation and building
load in this case refer to periods at which the peaks of profiles for the two parameters
coincide.



Changes in PV self-generation profile may at times be drastic even when cloud cover is
expected to be clear drastic during peak period. For example, between 12:00 to 16:00
hours of the second day in Figure 33, power generation fluctuates between 16 kW to 2
kW.

This makes energy storage an added value especially where variation in the

building load is not in sync with that of self-generation.

5.4. Overview and general characteristics on-site EES design
EES system design and general characteristics are outlined in sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2
respectively.
5.4.1. EES system design
The EES system design considered self-consumption and possibility for participation in
demand flexibility activity.
Self-consumption activities
The battery was sized to enhance self-consumption of energy produced by the roof top
installed PV electricity generator; the storage absorbs excess PV electricity generations in
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periods during which the building is closed for operations. The weekends presented the most
significant possibilities in relations to surplus energy balance at the building as evident from
illustrations in Figures 34 and 35.

DATE [DD-MM-YY]

2-Nov-13

31-Jan-14

1-May-14

30-Jul-14

28-Oct-14

26-Jan-15

HOURLY AVERAGE NEGATIVE NET POWER [KW]

1

0

-1

Focus annual analysis

-2

-3

-4

First Quarter
of the year

Second Quarter
of the year

Third Quarter
of the year

Fourth Quarter
of the year

-5

2014 - 16,9 kWp - negative net load weekdays

Figure 34: Hourly negative net-load on weekdays for the case study building; the figure is constructed using
equation (4) and 2014 weather and load data

Figure 34 is a scatter plot of occurrences of surplus energy balance for 2014 on
weekdays; it is indicated that apart from the last week of December when the building is
closed for holiday season, there are very few instances of surplus power balance. Even when
there is surplus power balance for weekdays, the value hardly exceed 5 kW.
On the other hand, weekends experience many more occurrences of power surplus which
are even of higher magnitude (that is, up to 13 kW) as illustrated in Figure 35
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DATE [DD-MM-YY]
1-Jan-14
1

1-Apr-14

30-Jun-14

28-Sep-14

27-Dec-14

HOURLY AVERAGE NET NEGATIVE POWER [KW]

-1

-3

-5

-7

-9
Focus annual analysis

-11

-13

First Quarter
of the year

Third Quarter
of the year

Second Quarter
of the year

Fourth Quarter

-15
16,9 kWp (2014) negative net load weekend

Figure 35: Hourly negative net-load on weekends at the case study building; the figure is constructed using equation
(4) ad 2014 weather and load data

. Using the model in equation (4), 2014 weather data and building load characteristics
the potential negative energy flow back on a weekend day is approximated as outlined in
Table 18.
To prevent actual potential flow back of power from the building to the grid as a result
of surplus energy balance a storage capacity of 55.4 kWh is needed. However, based on the
in Table 18 and Figure 35, 36 kWh capacity storage would ensure that there is no power flow
back from the building to the grid for at least 60% of weekend operational period.
Table 18: Daily average potential surplus energy balance during weekend days simulated per quartile of 2014
calendar year
Time of the year
Net surplus energy Percentage energy surplus
Percentage PV energy
balance
[%]
consumption [%]
[kWh]
Winter
18.9
36
64
Spring

46.4

27

73

Summer

30.5

19

81

Fall

14.9

13

87

Annual average

27.7

24

76
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self-

Demand flexibility activities
EES system was designed to ensure that at critical moments, participation of the building
could be supported for short-term power flexibility services of up to one hour. For the power
grid, the critical moment is the period in which the building is required to give support as a
demand flexibility resource; based on the traffic flow model [66], this is the run up to red
state. For the building, critical moments are periods in which the service equipment is
required to provide comfort or productive function. Subsequently, ability to match
coincidental demand in event of high start-up loads or rebound power requirements. Benefits
are derived from reduction of peak electrical power demand at the building as a result.
Ultimately, the peak load contract with utility service provider can be reduced to lower levels
as illustrated in Figures 36 and 37.
For the case study building, the need for peak shaving as a result of internal demand
manifests in two forms. First, during start-up for humidification process. In relation to this, it
is noted that even though this study did not focus on humidifier operation, the process
provides provided some justification storage sizing hence the discussion. For the humidifier
start-up, peak shaving translates to a maximum of 8.5 kWh peak energy requirement
reduction from the power grid in a period of one hour and a maximum peak grid power
shaving of 7.5 kW (refer to Figure 36).
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Figure 36: Humidifier load profile with emphasis on peak shaving during high start-up load

For the cooling system, the use of on-site storage system for load modification may yield
a maximum reduction in building energy requirement from the power grid of 5 kWh; the
accompanied reduction in peak power requirement from the grid is a maximum of 19.5 kW
as illustrated in Figure 37.
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Figure 37: Chiller load profile with emphasis on peak shaving during second stage operation

The energy storage rating for the planned on-site storage system for demand flexibility
activity used equation 6.
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑒 = 𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗ 𝐷𝑜𝐷 ∗

1
𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦

(6)

Where:
Estorge : is the energy storage rating required,
Battery capacity : refers to the viable battery power required to
absorbed specified demand.
DOD ∶ is the depth of discharge, the maximum viable is 80%,
Charge efficiency: for electrical energy storage systems as the case here,
a charge efficiency value of 90% is considered viable.
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Based on equation 6, a minimum of 27 kWh capacity is needed for alleviation of the
humidifier start up loads when operational; for the cooling system, a storage capacity rated at
22 kWh would suffice if it is assumed that prevention of double stage operation of the chiller
is required only for an hour. Subsequently, a storage capacity of 42 kWh was chosen to allow
for an additional maximum 20% operational flexibility in depth of discharge. This is based
on the following logic:


The maximum start up load for the humidifier which causes drastic rise in morning
power demand that can go up to 27 kW for a period of 30 minutes, thereafter the
demand ramps down to 15 kW for another 60 minutes. This translates to an
approximate value of 27 kWh.



The rebound demand or double stage Chiller action can result to a maximum of 27
kW power requirements for 50 minutes of operation. This results to 22 kWh
approximated storage value.



90% storage system charge/discharge efficiency and 80% available depth of
discharge translates to discharge power input capacity requirement of 38 kW for
humidifier load support. For cooling system support, the value of discharge input
capacity requirement translates to 31 kWh.

Installed humidifier in the building is used mainly during winter conditions whereas the
cooling system finds use for summer and most of the spring conditions. Thus for winter
conditions when humidifier is operational, an extra storage capacity of 4 kWh is available as
a reserve after a one off humidifier load support; for summer conditions, an extra storage
capacity of 11 kWh available as reserve after one hour duration cooling load support.
5.4.2. EES charge and discharge characteristics
For a Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH) electrical storage pack as used in this case, equation
(7) (adapted from [169]) defines energy flow characteristics during discharge.
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ESF = ∑Ti=1 [

SOCwindow
100

*Ncycles *2 (

ESC

SOC
)
100

(

)]

(7)
i

Where:
ESF is energy discharged [kWh],
ESC is energy capacity of the storage [kWh],
DoD is the allowable depth of discharge [%],
ηC is the charging efficiency [%],
SOCwindow is the allowable discharge window [%];
Ncycles is number of cycles allowable for the total lifespan storage system,
SOC is the state of charge [%],
i is discrete time interval for the program time unit, for a total daily period T.
The relationship between SOCwindow and Ncycles for the case at hand is outlined in Table
19. Evidently, shallow depth of discharge strategies lead to longer lifespan, higher number of
operational cycles and reduced energy exchanges.

Table 19: State of charge versus number of cycles per lifetime of installed EES system; source: EES system
manufacturer
SoCwindow [%]
Typical no. of cycles [N_cycles]
10
33423
20
11878
30
6485
40
4221
50
3026
60
2305
70
1831
80
1500

Typical charge and discharge characteristics for shallow and deep depth of discharge for
installed EES are presented in Figures 38 to 39.
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Figure 38: Charge and discharge characteristics for shallow cycles. For the top chart, the battery is discharged
from 85% state of charge to 65% state of charge. In the bottom chart, the battery is moved from 78% state of charge
to 95% state of (that is, through depth of charging ‘DOD’ of 13%).

Discharge of 20 kW power from 80% state of charge to 60% state of charge requires a
total of 30 minutes; on the other hand it takes 45 minutes to discharge from the 60% state of
charge to 80% state of charge using 20 kW charging power (see illustration in Figure 38).
Discharging the EES at 20 kW power output to move it from 95% to 45% state of charge
requires approximately 90 minutes (refer to Figure 38).
Charging the EES using a 20 kW to move it from 45% to 75% requires a total of 75
minutes as outlined in Figure 39.
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Figure 39: Charge and discharge characteristics during deep cycles. In the top chart, the storage is discharged from
97% state of charge to 45% state of charge. In the bottom chart, the battery is moved from 45% state of charge to
80% state of (that is, through depth of charging ‘DOD’ of 13%; thereafter further charging is done to 100% state of
charge.

5.5. Results integrating PV generator and EES systems during demand flexibility
The results are discussed into 4 sections. The first section outlines the impact of PV
generation on net building load characteristics. This section presents load balance and
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generation profiles for different seasons of the year. Analysis presents load characteristics
for the real case of PV electricity generator (16.9 kWp) compared to 2 virtual scenarios
involving PV electricity generator sizes of 9.6 kWp and 25.4 kWp respectively; this is done
for all the seasons of the year.
The next three sections report on integration of HVAC system duty cycling activities
and on-site EES system for demand flexibility; specifically, the sections discuss integration
of discharge of EES system with air supply fan duty cycling and fixed schedule cooling duty
cycling respectively. Self-electricity generation and gross load interaction for the test
building was evaluated for actual installed PV generator and EES system sizes in the test
building. Performance evaluation of the building was undertaken with duty cycling of
cooling system and ASF, and integrated operation of two battery flexibility discharge
strategies: ‘battery flexibility strategy I’ and ‘battery flexibility strategy-II’.
During ‘battery flexibility strategy I’, storage is uniformly discharged at a constant
setting of 12A (yielding an average of 5kW AC power output) from 12:00 hours till 15:00
hours. For ‘battery flexibility strategy II’, ESS system is discharged in a modulated manner
to coincide with rebound cooling demand. The discharge rate of ESS system is at power
output of 10 kW to 11kW (20.0A to 21.5A alternating current setting); each discharge
session lasts 15 minutes. A maximum of 4 discharges is allowable with battery flexibility
strategy II.
In addition a three points operational guideline is adhered to the operation of EES
systems. First, discharge of EES system is allowable only after 12:01 to 17:00 during
working day. Second, full discharge of EES system (that is, to 40% State of Charge) only
occurs once a day. Last, recharge of the EES system is only undertaken when the building is
closed for business or when there is excess energy flow to the power grid outside the
mentioned time boundaries. When using ‘battery flexibility strategy I’, the EES system is
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discharged at a constant AC power output of 5kW till the lowest allowable state of charge is
attained. A summary of settings available for evaluative comparison are outlined in Table 20.

Table 20: Inventory of test settings and parameters for comparative analysis
Scenarios
Description
Main Parameters
Settings
0

Comments

Reference
performance/bus
iness as usual
power
performance of
the building
whereby the
energy and load
characteristics
are evaluated
with no
flexibility.
Performance
with fan duty
cycling operation
taken into
consideration.

Net load [kWh]
Energy use [kWh]

- Air supply fan is
operated at 80%
nominal setting
(corresponding to
200Pa positive duct
pressure).
- Cooling system is
thermostatically
controlled.

This is the daily
operations schedule
without demand
flexibility.

Net load [kWh]
Demand reduction [kW]
Energy use [kWh]
Availability period [minutes]
Response time [seconds]
Frequency of service [ No.]

Air supply fan is
operated alternately
between:
- 60% nominal
setting
(corresponding to
145Pa positive duct
pressure), and
- 80%
nominalsetting
(corresponding to
200Pa positive duct
pressure).
- Cooling system is
thermostatically
controlled.

-Tests results as reported
in Chapter 4.

2

Battery
flexibility mode
I- the battery
discharges at a
constant setting
of 12A
continuously
from 12:00 hours
till 15:00 hours.

Net load [kWh]
Demand reduction [kW]
Energy use [kWh]
Availability period [minutes]
Response time [seconds]
Frequency of service [ No.]

-A constant yield of
5kW AC power
output is realized
for the duration.
--PV impact is
taken into account.

-Undertaken, once daily
for 3 hours.
-Discharge allowed from
12:00 pm till 3:00 pm.
--Recharge of the EES
system is only
undertaken when the
building is closed for
business or when there
is excess energy flow to
the power grid outside
the mentioned time
boundaries.

3

Performance
with fan duty
cycling operation
(shown in Table
16) and ‘battery
flexibility modeI’ considered.

Scenario integrates EES
discharge with fan duty
cycling activities.

Settings at 1 are
combined with
those at 2.
-PV impact is taken
into account.

Comments for scenario
1 & 2 apply.

1
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-Tests can be performed
between 9:30 am to 5:00
pm.

Table 20: Inventory of test settings and parameters for comparative analysis (continued)
Scenarios Description
Main Parameters
Settings
Comments
4

Performance
with fixed
schedule
cooling duty is
evaluated.

Net load [kWh]
Demand reduction [kW]
Energy use [kWh]
Availability period [minutes]
Response time [seconds]
Frequency of service [ No.]

-The cooling duty is
cycle is set for 60
minutes ‘OFF’ and
30 minutes ‘ON’
durations.

5

Performance
for scenarios
with fixed
schedule
cooling
duty(FSCD)
cycle is
evaluated with
‘battery
flexibility
mode-I’
considered.

Net load [kWh]
Demand reduction [kW]
Energy use [kWh]
Availability period [minutes]
Response time [seconds]
Frequency of service [ No.]

-Settings at 2 are
combined with
those at 4.
--PV impact is
taken into account.

6

Battery
flexibility
mode-II-the
battery is
discharged at a
setting of
21.5A.

Net load [kWh]
Demand reduction [kW]
Energy use [kWh]
Availability period [minutes]
Response time [seconds]
Frequency of service [ No.]

7

Performance
with FSCD
cycle is
evaluated with
‘battery
flexibility
mode-II’.

Net load [kWh]
Demand reduction [kW]
Energy use [kWh]
Availability period [minutes]
Response time [seconds]
Frequency of service
[ No.]

-The corresponding
power discharge of
approximately
11kWis realized;
this is done in a
modulated manner
to with each session
of discharge lasting
20 minutes and
corresponding with
double stage
operation of the
cooling system.
Only a maximum of
4 discharges are
allowable.
-PV impact is taken
into account.
-Settings at 3 are
combined with
those at 6.
-PV impact is taken
into account.

-Tests results as
reported in Chapter 4.
-Tests can be performed
between 9:30 am to
5:00 pm; highest
likelihood of success
after 12:00.
Comments for scenario
2 & 4 apply

-Discharge of EES
system is allowable
only after 12:01 to
17:00 during working
day.
-Full discharge of EES
system (that is, to 40%
State of Charge) only
occurs once a day.
-Recharge of the EES
system is only when the
building is closed for
business or when there
is excess energy flow to
the power grid

Comments for scenario
3 & 6 apply

In the subsequent sections, evaluation of the following specific scenarios from Table 20
are discussed to emphasize the influence of PV generation and on-site electrical storage on
demand flexibility in office buildings:


Scenario 0- which is the performance bench mark reference for net load balance
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Scenario 3-ASF duty cycling operation and ‘battery flexibility strategy I’



Scenario 5- FSCD cycle is evaluated with ‘battery flexibility mode-I, and



Scenario 7-FSCD cycle is evaluated with ‘battery flexibility mode-II

5.5.1. Impact of PV generation on net building load
Descriptive characteristics of net building loads profiles seasons at the test case are
summarized in Table 21. In Table 21, four different building load profiles per season are
analyzed (this results to a total of 16 profiles).

Table 21: Annual net load profiles for the test building
Season
Descriptive
Net load for the profiles during day time for weekdays (07:01 to 19:00)
Statistics
[kW]
Profile 1
Spring

Summer

Profile 4

14.3

9.7

7.5

Minimum

-5.2

-2.5

-6.0

-3.6

Maximum

37.0

22.5

22.7

24.6

Standard Deviation

11.3

5.5

6.1

6.5

Median

15.0

10.8

8.3

14.4

Mode

22.6

15.8

7.6

11.3

Mean

13.5

13.1

11.6

12.2

Minimum

-7.2

-4.9

0.9

-1.1

Maximum

33.8

23.8

23.0

22.7

12.4

8.0

6.6

5.8

6.0

Median

15.8

15.9

11.5

13.4

Mode

13.6

16.3

20.3

2.2

Mean

13.0

16.4

12.0

11.5

Minimum

-6.0

3.5

4.1

0.6

Maximum

43.9

40.3

19.9

25.1

8.4

11.4

4.3

5.2

Median

16.2

15.3

13.3

12.5

Mode

16.1

4.7

15.4

7.7

Mean

10.6

17.0

20.3

22.6

Minimum

0.0

2.9

-2.2

2.7

Maximum

38.2

45.3

48.3

34.2

Standard Deviation

10.4

9.1

12.1

9.8

Median

7.1

17.5

21.1

27.1

Mode

0.0

5.4

4.3

28.3

Standard Deviation

Winter

Profile 3

Mean

Standard Deviation

Fall

Profile 2
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Table 21 shows that winter season has highest mean net load values in the building; this
could be explained by low PV production and high demand because of humidification
process during the period. The standard deviation values are generally high due to the distinct
load patterns during when the office is open for business (between 08:00 to 17:00) and when
the office is closed (between 05:01 pm to 7:59 am).
PV generation significantly reduces the net load of the building for the spring and
summer periods; this is by a margin of between 10 to15 kW between 7:00 am to 6 pm.
Details of net load profiles for the actual PV system on-site (that is, 16.9 kWp) compared to
two virtual system (that is, 25.4 kWp and 9.6 kWp) during spring and summer time are
available in Figure 40 and 41. It is indicated in Figures 40a and 40b that the energy balance
surplus occurrence is negligible at the building with an occurrence of less than 2 kW power
surplus for between 5 pm to 6 pm where the PV system size is 25.4 kW; PV energy selfconsumption dominates in these seasons.

N ET B UILDIN G LOAD PR OFILES FOR VAR IOUS PV SIZ ES (SPR IN G)
9.6 kWp

16.9 kWp
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10:00 11:00 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00

TIME
Figure 40: Typical effect of PV generation on net building load for spring season
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Figure 41: Typical effect of PV generation on net building load for summer season

In the fall season, there is no surplus energy balance experiences with all the PV system
sizes compared (refer to Figure 42). In addition there is only a slight variation in building net
load building profiles for respective PV sizes. This points to low PV generation.
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Figure 42: Typical effect of PV generation on net building load for fall season
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Figure 43: Typical effect of PV generation on net building load for winter season

In comparison to the fall season, the net building loads are noticeably higher in winter
with spikes in the morning (8 am to 10 am) and evening (2 pm to 6 pm) for all the PV system
sizes compared; details are available in Figure 43. This could be attributed to humidifier
operations that is coincidental at the specified times.

5.5.2. Interaction between air supply fan duty cycling and EES system flexibility
Figure 44 shows a summary of performance characteristics associated with duty cycling
operation of the air supply fan at the building. It is observed that Air Supply Fan (ASF) duty
cycling between 60% and 80% results to between 3% to 6% total hourly building demand
reduction during periods of availability; maximum demand reduction for the period is 3.6
kW (refer to Figure 44).
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Air Supply Fan Demand at 80% , 70% & 60% PID

7
6

Demand in kW

5
4
3
2
1
0
00:00

02:24

04:48

07:12

09:36

12:00
Time

14:24

16:48

19:12

21:36

00:00

-*indicates that CO2 concentration measurement used as reference was that in the worst
performing comfort zone in the building.
-100 % Nominal setting is only used as a maximum reference; the air supply fan is operated
nominally at 80% Nominal setting in business as usual scenario.
Figure 44: ASF load profile at 80% nominal setting; troughs of demand changes at 70% and 60% fan nominal
settings

During the period of duty cycling operations of the ASF, carbon-dioxide concentration
remains within the acceptable limits (as per guidelines in [54]). Interaction of uniform
storage discharge and ASF duty cycling between 80% and 60% PID controller setting within
allowable constraints for the building yields an improvement in hourly building power
demand reduction by 16% to 19% when undertaken. Details are illustrated in Figure 44.
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Note:
1. BL & FF: Gross building load with air supply fan flexibility taken into account
2. BL, FF & BFII: Gross building load with air supply fan flexibility & battery flexibility mode I taken into
account
3. BL: Gross building load
4. PV gen: PV electricity generation

Figure 45: Rooftop PV generation, building load profile and power flexibility activities using ASF duty cycle during
summer/spring

Illustrations of the overall demand flexibility characteristics as a result of combining
ASF duty cycling (between 60% and 80% PID controller setting) with EES system operation
discharge using battery strategies is shown in Figures 45. The following are notable:


The influence of combining air supply duty cycling and uniform battery flexibility
strategy discharge at 5 kW is most significant with low net building loads.



Increase of EES system size above the actual installation 42 kWh does not influence
combination of uniform discharge at 5 kWh from the 3 pm onwards does not influence
flexibility due to restriction on discharge capacity.



Overall power reduction capacity is improved by 5 kW when air supply fan duty cycling
is integrated with uniform discharge of EES at the same power output.
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5.5.3. Interaction between fixed schedule cooling duty cycling and EES system
flexibility
Unlike fan demand, the cooling demand in the building varies between 4 distinct states
depending on the ambient outdoor temperature and global solar irradiance: zero cooling duty,
light cooling duty, medium cooling duty and heavy duty cooling. Table 22 is constructed
from field study data of the test case.
Table 22: Daily run time, associated ambient weather conditions, and chiller load characteristics
Cooling
Max.
Max.
Min. Ambient
Mean
Max. Global
Profile
Daily
Ambient
Outdoor
Ambient
Radiation
2
Run Time
Outdoor
Temperature
Outdoor
[W/m ]
[Minutes]
Temperature
[°C]
Temperature
[°C]
[°C]

Mean Global
Radiation
2

[W/m ]

Zero Duty

0

<16

<7

<12

<350

<150

Light Duty

255

21.2

8.3

14.5

641.6

178.5

Medium Duty

460

22.9

10.3

17.2

780.9

229.5

Heavy Duty

> 740

28.2

12.5

21.6

813.2

260.9

During FSCD tests, rebound power demand is experienced that is more than double the
magnitude of cooling demand at thermostatic setting (refer to Figure 46). The resulting
rebound power demand is attributed to fulfilment of delayed cooling requirement built up
during period of ‘OFF’ cycle.

Figure 46: Typical power characteristics during FSCD-60 minutes OFF and 30 minutes ON duty cycle
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Avoidance of rebound power demand during FSC is only possible with designing duty
cycling periods in a manner that ensures the thermal storage is balanced with overall heat
gains in the building Specific time characteristics during the FSCD tests are presented in
Table 23.
Table 23: Time characteristics for FSCD tests
Ambient outdoor
Cooling demand
Operative temperature = 24°C
temperature
reduction [kW]
OFF
ON

Operative temperature = 26°C
OFF

ON

26°C

7

54 minutes

31 minutes

59 minutes

34 minutes

24°C

7

60 minutes

27 minutes

65 minutes

29 minutes

21°C

7

69 minutes

24 minutes

75 minutes

26 minutes

ON period = comfort recovery
OFF period = availability period

Combining FSC duty cycling (FSCD) with EES operation mode I for the actual
installation improves flexibility (demand reduction) by a margin of 2% to 10% depending on
the profile and hour of the day; flexibility (demand reduction) upwards by a margin of 0% to
4% above that for FSCD only the flexibility offer by the building improves as a result of
integrated uniform discharge of storage and FSC duty cycle improves the time characteristics
of the building for emulated power flexibility activity. Subsequently, relatively stable and
continuous time characteristics results; availability period is extended by 160 minutes and
response time improved to under 1 minute. However, increase in system size beyond the
actual installation (that is, 42kWh) does not improve power flexibility potential for the case
of uniform discharge at 5kW for 3 hours when combined with cooling. Details are illustrated
in Figure 47.
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Note:
1. BL & CF: Gross building load with FSCD taken into account
2. BL, CF & BFII: Gross building load with FSCD & battery flexibility mode I taken into account
3. BL, CF & BFII: Gross building load with FSCD & battery flexibility mode II taken into account
4. BL: Gross building load
5. PV gen: PV electricity generation
6. AV1 & AV2 are the availability period for FSCD and battery flexibility II respectively

Figure 47: Rooftop PV generation, building load profile and power flexibility using cooling duty cycling and
electrical storage discharge for summer/spring time

Evidently, battery operation modes significantly reduce or compensates for the
instantaneous rebound cooling demand that results after 60 minutes of the cooling system
being switched ‘off’. The consequence of rebound demand may be significant at grid level as
a result of cascaded effect of multiple buildings[170].
It is also shown in Figure 47 that use of EES systems lengthen the period of grid
support activity service. This is especially important taken that whereas FSCD can only be
available for a period of 20 to 40 minutes, services such as load following, transmission &
distribution infrastructure deferral, demand shifting and peak reduction, variable supply
source integration, spinning reserve and non spinning reserve require continued presence of
over

1 hour. In the process, self consumption of generated power is intensified. By

increasing self-consumption in the building, rather than power allowing flow back to the
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grid, chances of peak shaving of on-site PV generation is increased by at least 10% of the
installation load along with costs deduction in form of network charges.
5.5.4. Facility cost for ESS system and HVAC system power flexibility activities
Facility based cost for power flexibility activities in office building using HVAC and
EES systems are calculated based on data in Table 24.
Table 24: Demand flexibility resource equipment deployment costs for office buildings
Resource
Cost at
Annual Cost per
Cost of
Reference
Assumptions
facility level
hour based on
energy
total floor area
delivered
Cooling
system

€/m2 65
annual unit
cost

€ 42.19

€/kWh
12.05

[171]

1. Cost is that of FSC duty cycle.
2. Floor area of 1450m2 is used.
(0.5* 7kWh of extra energy is
delivered for 1 hour compared to
thermostatic operation).
3. 50% of cooling is assumed
committed to power flexibility.

ASF

€/m2 65
annual unit
cost

€ 42.19

€/kWh
4.70

[171]

Energy
storage

€/kWh 806

--

€/kWh 806

[172]

1. Cost is that of ASF duty cycle
from 80% to 60% PID
Controller setting.
2. Floor area of 1450m2 is used.
3. Only 40% of the fan is
committed to power flexibility
activity.
Cost taken is not inclusive of
battery control.

Direct
payment
for
flexibilityBAU

€/kWh 0.066

-

€/kWh
0.066

[173]

The direct monetary payment for
power flexibility is assumed to
be equivalent to retail unit cost
of electricity for commercial
building less network charges
and taxes.

Direct
payment
for
flexibilityMarket

€/kWh 6.6

-

€/kWh
66.00

-

The direct monetary payment for
power flexibility is assumed to
be equivalent to 1000 times the
value used in Direct payment for
flexibility-BAU

Figure 48 presents cumulative facility level costs during power flexibility activities. The
figure compares respective cumulative costs during power flexibility costs for three rates of
compensations for demand reduction or storage discharge use: business as usual (BAU)
compensation rates, 100 time BAU, and 1000 times BAU. The BAU is given by the
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prevailing electrical energy tariff rate less network and taxation costs. Calculations for Figure
57 included the effect of occupancy and labour productivity
Results indicate that under the present energy pricing structure, deployment of building
installations (that is, HVAC systems and behind the meter storage) is not profitable for
building. Subsequently, unless the market for flexibility is developed, participation of
buildings in power flexibility activities is not economically tenable.

.

Figure 48: Cummulative equipment related facility level costs during demand flexibility activities in office buildings
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5.6. Summary
Table 25: Summarized results integrating HVAC system components at power flexibility operations modes with PV generator and on-site EES discharge strategies
Performance
PV systemsEESEES-Strategy II
EES-Strategy I & EES-Strategy I& FSC
EES-Strategy II& FSC Duty
Attributes
16.9Kwp & 115
Strategy I
ASF Duty
Duty Cycle-30-60Cycle
Cycle Cycle-30-60Cycle
m2 module area.
Cycling60HCycle
Response Time
Improves
Improves
Improves
Improves response time
Improves response time to < 10
response
response time
response time to
to < 10 seconds.
seconds.
time to <
to < 10 seconds. < 10 seconds.
10
seconds.
Total
≤ 60
≤ 180 minutes
≤ 180 minutes
≤ 60 minutes
≤ 180 minutes
Availability
minutes
Duration
Maximum
Once
4 times Daily
Once Daily
Once Daily
4 times Daily
Availability
Daily
Frequency
Flexibility
Constant
Intermittent at
Constant at > 10
Constant at ≤12
Constant at ≤ 7
Offer/capacity
at 5
10
[kW]
Absorbed
≤5
≤ 10
≤5
≤5
≤ 10
Rebound demand
[kW]
Net load [kW]
1. Net Load is improved during flexibility session or self-generation duration.
2. For self-generation, excess production may lead to generation trashing whenever distribution grid cannot cope with the high negative
flows from the demand side.
3. Self-generation reduces net load and makes is instrumental in keeping contracted power demand below the maximum capping
requirements
Cost issues
1. Negative flow of power to grid a cost burden to building.
2. Self-consumption has a higher value than flexibility
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This chapter has answered the following research:
“How does on-site photovoltaic (PV) electricity generator and electrical energy storage
(EES) system impact on the use of office buildings as a power flexibility resource?”
Results indicate improvements in time characteristics, net load and power capacity when
rooftop PV electricity generator and onsite EES systems are integrated with duty cycling
operation of HVAC system components for power flexibility activities as illustrated in the
Table 25.
Using a case building, it is revealed that PV generation system significantly improves
the internal load balance thus reducing coincidental peaks between the building and the grid.
However, the benefit is seasonal as production of electricity from PV generators is
significantly low during fall and winter periods leading to relatively higher loads at that time.
It is also evident that self-consumption of PV produced electricity in the building is
beneficial as it eliminates the possible payment of network charges which would have been
the case if power flow back is allowed from buildings to the grid without the FIT.
It is also established that use of EES systems to augment power flexibility activities
benefits the host office building in four ways. First, it improves the availability period of for
power flexibility from 20 minutes up to 4 hours; the response time is also improved to less
than 10 seconds. Subsequently, possibilities for participation in power flexibility activities is
widened. Second, the internal load characteristics of the building is improved during power
flexibility activities as the EES smoothens variability of participating loads participating
thereby improving overall reliability. Third, EES system use eliminates the rebound demand
from the building by soaking up the unintended load demand build-up due to associated loss
of service. Lastly, EES system use improves self-consumption of on-site produced electricity
and by extension contributes to greater facility cost effectiveness as payment for network
charges is eliminated.
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CHAPTER SIX
With respect to the core role of buildings and future planning energy agenda, this Chapter 6
proposes a demand flexibility framework for office buildings based on multi-agents system
and utility function. The Chapter concludes with a presentation of an illustrative simulated
scenario analysis based data collected presented in Chapter 4 and 5. An earlier version of
the chapter was published as follows:

Aduda, K. O., Labeodan, T., Zeiler, W., & Boxem, G. (2017). Demand side flexibility
coordination in office buildings: a framework and case study application. Sustainable
Cities and Society, 29, 139-158.
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CHAPTER 6: COORDINATION OF POWER FLEXIBILITY ACTIVITIES FOR
OPTIMAL VALUE

6.1. Introduction
Participation of office buildings in power flexibility activities need to realize optimal
value at both facility and power grid levels. For office buildings, realization of optimal value
at building and power grid levels during power flexibility activities may at times be
contradictory given the different objectives in performance of core role and power flexibility
activities. The core role of office buildings is the provision of safe, comfortable, and
productive environment for business transactions; this requires continuous use of energy. On
the other hand, participation of buildings in power flexibility activities require judicious
variation of building service equipment setting, comfort and energy use; this may at times
cause conflict with performance of the core role.
Given the pursuance of European energy agenda 3 [174] and subsequent flexibility
requirements resulting from fluctuations in wind and Photovoltaic-panels (PV) production
[116], participation of office buildings in power flexibility activities is a matter of necessity.
Consequently, a framework for coordinating, adjudicating and balancing energy allocation
for indoor comfort and power flexibility activities for buildings in smart grid is required.
For easy implementation the proposed framework, it is prudent to adapt present BEMS
given that whilst they are instrumental for first order control of building and HVAC
equipment, they fall short of expectations with respect to operations for power flexibility
activities. Specifically, the current BEMS do not incorporating occupants activities, lack
capacity for robust information exchange and distributed intelligence [138], and are not

Paramount in the European energy vision is the target of reducing the EU aims EU’s greenhouse gas emissions by at least 20%,
increasing renewable energy share to more than 20% of consumption, and achieving at least 20% energy savings by the year 2020,.
This is within the greater strategy of realizing energy security, sustainability and competitiveness through energy efficiency,
renewable energy, nuclear energy, and carbon capture and storage.
3
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designed to allow comprehensive interoperability with respect to involvement of multiple
vendors, systems and environment of operations [3], [175], [176].
Effective coordination of buildings is a central issue in their use as a power flexibility
resource. For office buildings, the importance of effective coordination is even of greater
buildings than for residential ones given that occupants’ productivity and business processes
must not be compromised. In response to the requirements for adaptation of BEMS to
accommodate the operational performance with the smart power grid, this chapter answers
the following research question:
With respect to the core role of buildings and future energy planning agenda, how
can office buildings be coordinated for optimal delivery of power flexibility?
The chapter is divided into the following five further sections:


Section 6.2 presents the existing building management system at the case study building.



Section 6.3 proposes coordination framework for effective delivery of power flexibility
from office buildings with illustration using the reference case study. The proposal is
based on MAS approach as motivated for in chapter 2, and uses observed results
reported in chapter 4 and 5.



Section 6.4 describes the MAS architecture proposed for the coordination framework.



Section 6.5 outline conclusion of chapter.

6.2. Building Management System at the case study building
The building management system at the case study building consists of control actuators
and InsiteView-BMS platform; illustrative details are shown in Figure 49.
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Figure 49: A layout of building management system at the test building

Control actuators are used to effect temperature, humidity and pressure based set-point
control of the HVAC system components (that is, Boiler, Air Handling Unit and Cooling
System) in the building. Information traffic in the control actuators are based on the internet
protocol (IP) making remote accessibility possible using virtual private network (VPN);
additionally, the actuators are equipped with multiple ethernet ports for multiple connections
to other systems.
Insiteview-BMS platform is proprietary system integration interface that coordinates
sensor based measurements, actuators and monitoring data at all operational levels in the
building for effective control. As a system integration middleware, Insiteview-BMS ensures
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transparent communication between various control actuators for building service (such as
BACnet, LON, TOP SECTOR, BENEXT, PHILIP HUE amongst others) [177]. All control
settings can be changed within the Insiteview environment and it can be used as Software
Gateway to connect almost any other third-party software. Main components of the
InsiteView-BMS platform are: InsiteServer and the InsiteViewServer. InsiteServer is a local
server that connects to local sensors for actuation of HVAC system components actions and
coordination of building comfort and safety; it also archives and analyses measured data to
illustrate on-site energy and comfort performance.
InsiteView server is a remote server that connects to the local server to provide web
access. The building management system presented in Figure 49 is not adequate for
operations in the smart grid environment because of the following 2 main reasons:


First, active participation of end users (building elements and occupants) which is a key
requirement in smart grid operations [59], [178] is not supported.



Second, it does not allow for robust effective information exchange and distributed
intelligence; these attributes are considered essential for operations in smart grid
environment as reported in [138],[179], [180]. The conceptual BEMS must as a
necessity be able to send, receive or display information pertaining to (1), control signals
for comfort management, energy use optimization, energy demand/supply curves, and
integration of distributed resources in buildings (2) forward energy demand/supply
curves, (3) comfort status, (4) demand response and management in (5) distribution
generation/storage behaviour and status, (6) energy market behaviour and dynamics. In
particular the existing Building Management System does not have capacity for the
required informational exchange.
Interactions between the buildings and smart grid may be conceptualized as a system of

systems involving two domains: the smart meter and BEMS. The smart meter is tasked with
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informational coordination and analysis between the power grid, building and power market;
it is inclusive of automated metering infrastructure (AMI). The AMI describes a system
tasked with collection and analysis of demand side consumption and generation data
ultimately facilitate smooth electricity supply chain infrastructure management [181]. Since
the smart meter lacks overview on building processes, it relies on the BEMS on information
relating to associated energy flexibility and related building level constraints. Also, the
BEMS in the mentioned system would be tasked with enforcing local control actions to tap
on the available energy flexibility whilst ensuring effective performance of traditional role of
the building.
Subsequently, five main control centres and information exchange nodes are identified
in the interaction of buildings and the smart grid: Grid, Building, Room, Workplace, and
Occupant/user. This is detailed in Figure 50 together with associated characteristics. The
identified operational shifts, transforms the BEMS to decentralized a bottom-up interface
ideal for operations in the smart grid.

Built Environment

Power network reliability
Cooperative Energy Flexibility

Building

Dynamic Count, Comfort,
Power & Energy footprint
Energy Flexibility Calculator

Overall Comfort
Comfort -Energy Balancing
Market participation
Energy Flexibility Aggregation

Room

Presence, Comfort,
Power & Energy footprint

Workplace

Presence, Comfort,
Power & Energy footprint

User

Figure 50: Adaptation of the building energy management system for operations in the smart grid
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6.3. Proposals for coordination of office buildings for power flexibility delivery
Literature review results reported in chapter 2 have established the main consideration
when coordinating office buildings for power flexibility activities as non-disruption of the
core function of provision of safe and productive indoor environment for building occupants.
On the other hand, field study results reported in chapters 4 and 5 has established two main
issues. First, aggregation is important during demand side flexibility taken that resulting
energy and power advantage when evaluated on a stand-alone basis is smaller in comparison
to overall grid wide system requirement. Secondly, PV self-generation and on-site EES
system can be successfully integrated with demand side flexibility activities to improve time
characteristics and overall energy advantage. Thus coordination is established as key to
realizing successful demand side flexibility activities for office buildings.
Subsequently, a MAS based coordination is proposed for power flexibility activities in
office buildings. Despite its relatively infant status of applications in real building control,
the MAS technique allows for 2 key advantages namely:


Allowance for great robustness and flexibility [140]–[142]; this suits demand flexibility
performance requirements in office building. To ensure effectiveness in building-smart
power grids, a technique that allows for robust information exchange and decision
making is thus a necessity. MAS systems allows this by balancing collaboration,
hierarchical organization and specialization.



It allows for implementation of distributed decisions at functional layers of facilities thus
simplifying information exchange requirements for demand flexibility activity in
buildings [141].
The approach is composed of 3 control layers at building level. The first layer is

composed of local controllers with interconnection to sensors and users. This layer ensures
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that service equipment is operated per defined set points, sensor derived information and
within equipment derived operational boundaries.
The BMS forms the second layer, it is charged with supervisory control of all local
controllers and database management for safety, indoor comfort and building energy
management. With respect to this case study, a web based BMS is used.
The third layer is a MAS based virtual control. The MAS layer is tasked with balancing
comfort and power performance requirements to attain optimal user satisfaction, work
productivity in the building, social welfare considerations and facility cost effectiveness
during DSF. Under the MAS approach each agent can make respective own decision before
all distributed decisions are aggregated for effective DSF coordination.

Figure 51: An illustration showing basic architecture of the proposed multi-agents system based coordination for
demand flexibility in office buildings
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The architecture of the framework is depicted in Figure 51. As shown Figure 51, the
MAS structure has five categories of agents as reported in [149]; these are user, device,
room, building, and grid side agent. Details of proposed agents and their respective roles are
as follows:
1.

User agent actively manage use profiles, occupants’ preferences, occupants counts and
related energy flows; it considers activities in the building that are directly associated
with various users.

The user agent communicates with relevant sensors to obtain

information on occupancy count, expected occupancy, preferred comfort and associated
utility to the relevant room agent. User presence and acceptance are particularly
important for controlling curtailable loads.
2.

Device agents compiles dynamic energy profiles for respective appliances, centralized
equipment and on site energy production; HVAC agents, PV generator agent and ESS
system agent fall under this category. Device agents actively communicate information
on device operational state, its flexibility potential and associated utility to the room or
building agent depending on whether it is room dedicated or centralized.

This is

accomplished in line with the classification of the device; that is whether it is selfgeneration, storable, shiftable, curtailable or inflexible. Device agents operate
concertedly with the user agents as occupants’ related information determines respective
utility for operational setting.
3.

The room agents collate information from sensors and instrumentation system, devices,
users and related databases to determine dynamic actual power flexibility parameters
associated with the zones and spaces in the building; this is dynamically updated to the
building agent. In addition, the room agents’ compile comprehensive active register for
all use profiles, cases and room based devices associated. In cases where the room or
zone is dependent on a centralized device, the room agent dynamically calculates the
room level effect of operation at respective settings.
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4.

The BEMS/building agent is responsible for oversight decision making involving
installed centralized systems, aggregation of power flexibility possibilities in the
building and evaluation of requests for grid support and associated offers including
communication for actualization. It also evaluates facility cost effectiveness at various
energy profiles together with associated social welfare values. The building agent
dynamically communicates to the power network aggregator agent information on whole
building peak demand reduction, energy in peak, increase in demand, energy in valleys
and potential shifts is required.

5.

The grid side interface agent is tasked with power flexibility requirement (in terms of
quality and quantity) and associated unit pricing (such as dynamic tariff and flexibility
service pricing) for support services; this is made possible through interfacing with smart
power metering infrastructure.
Other important considerations in the proposal for coordination of demand side

flexibility activities in office buildings relate to information flow and aggregation, and
decision making. Details are presented in section 6.3.1 and 6.3.2.
6.3.1. Informational flow and aggregation for demand flexibility coordination
The proposed coordination approach relies on ‘push type’ strategy in which only
essential information is aggregated and transmitted upwards from users, workplaces, zones,
building and power grid. In addition, distributed decisions are ensured thereby reducing
latency. Figure 52 illustrates informational aggregation details in the proposed DSF
coordination framework.
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Figure 52: Informational aggregation at key operational points for proposed demand flexibility coordination
approach

For example, the building agent only communicates flexibility offer and acceptance
terms to the power network aggregator agent. On the other hand, the device agents and room
agents in the building continually update the building agent with information on available
power flexibility, respective state of operations, energy consumption and comfort points
where relevant. The room agents decipher available power flexibility based on
comprehensive user information obtained from multiple interactions with users, sensors and
instrumentation databases and equipment operation state. This ensures ultimate autonomy for
the building and power grid domain whilst also achieving integrated control during DSF
episodes.
6.3.2. Decision making for coordination of demand flexibility activities
Operational decisions during power flexibility activities in the building follows are
arrived at using mix of rule based and utility value consideration. At lower levels of decision
making (for internal building operations such as those involving users, rooms, zones and
devices), a series of operational rules are used for controls. For external interactions of the
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building (including those with power infrastructure such as power quality and flexibility
requests), decisions during power flexibility activities for office buildings must integrate
value at facility level. Subsequently, utility value considerations form the backbone of
decision making.
6.3.2.1. Operational rules for coordination of demand flexibility activities
The choice for rule based control is rooted on the fact that if properly implemented it
realizes required energy advantage in a simple and cost effective manner [182]. A set of
operational policies and rules are proposed for smooth DSF coordination. These are defined
in a may be categorized as: State of grid and day profiling; Occupancy profiling; Room based
power flexibility evaluation; Resource classification; Control actuation; and, Utility value
consideration

i-State of grid and day profiling
In the first step, the state of grid and day profile is selected for the building. The
following considerations are taken into account:


State of the power grid/power flexibility requirements: This registers the criticality of
power flexibility requirement and associated time characteristics. Table 26 outlines
associated algorithms for this task. This task is performed by the BEMS agent based on
information from the grid interface agent. The process algorithm for the state of power
grid outlined in Table 26 are derived from the traffic model for flexibility outlined in
[66].



Day characterization:- there are 3 aspects of day characterization: calendar, season and
daily weather based. Calendar characteristics determine the operational state of the
building (open and closed) and hence occupancy and operational profiles. Classification
of the day into winter, spring, summer, and fall is important for seasonally varying loads
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during operation. Prevailing weather characteristics considered are prevailing outdoor
air temperature, prevailing outdoor absolute humidity, expected average daily
minimum/maximum temperatures, expected daily minimum and maximum global solar
radiation. Algorithms for day classification are outlined in Table 27. The algorithms are
implemented by the BEMS agent based on interactions with the weather prediction
database and active measurements
Table 26: Algorithms for state of grid
Algorithm 1a: Grid State
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

If,
grid requires no flexibility, then
“Grid State = Green”
Else if,
grid requires some flexibility, then
“Grid State = Yellow”
Else if,
grid requires full flexibility, then
“Grid State = Orange”
Else,
“Grid State = Red”
End if.

Algorithm 1b: Response time requirement
1. Check power flexibility activity response time requirement,
2.
If,
3.
Response time ≤ 1 minute, then
4.
“Process load = Very fast response resource”,
5.
Else if,
6.
1 minute < Response time ≤ 5 minutes, then
7.
“Process load = Fast response resource”,
8.
Else if,
9.
5 minute < Response time ≤ 15 minutes, then
10.
“Process load = slow response resource”,
11. Else,
12.
“Process load = Very slow response resource”,
End if.
Algorithm 1c: Availability requirement classifier
1. Check availability requirement for power flexibility activity,
2.
If,
3.
Availability time ≤ 5 minutes, then,
4.
“Process load = Very Short term response resource”,
5.
Else if,
6.
5 minute < Availability time ≤ 15 minutes, then
7.
“Process load = Short response resource”,
8.
Else if,
9.
15 minute < Availability time ≤ 30 minutes, then
10.
“Process load = Intermediate term response resource”,
11.
Else,
12.
“Process load = Long term response resource,
13. End if.
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Table 27: Algorithm for day classification
Algorithm 2a: Day classifier-humidification
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Check ambient outdoor conditions,
If,
forecasted day mean ambient outdoor temperature <12ºC, and,
forecasted day mean Relative humidity < 35%, then,
Humidification required,
Else,
Humidification not required,
End if.

Algorithm 2b: Day classifier-cooling
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Check ambient outdoor conditions,
If,
forecasted day mean ambient outdoor temperature <12ºC,and,
forecasted day mean global solar irradiation < 150 W/m2 ,then,
Zero cooling duty applies
Else if,
12ºC ≤ forecasted day mean ambient outdoor temperature <15.4ºC,and,
150 W/m2 ≤forecasted day mean global solar irradiation<180 W/m 2 ,then,
Light cooling duty is required,
Else if,
15.4ºC ≤ forecasted day mean ambient outdoor temperature <17.9ºC,and,
180 W/m2 ≤forecasted day mean global solar irradiation<250 W/m 2 ,then,
Medium cooling duty is required,
Else,
Heavy cooling duty is required,
End if.

ii-Occupancy profiling
Occupancy is profiled to determine associated power flexibility potential; tasks relating
to this includes collating information on occupancy count by location, and associated power
flexibility per user in building and returning the sum to the room/zone agents. Occupancy
profiling is performed by the user agents.

iii-Room based power flexibility evaluation
Room based power flexibility evaluation: Algorithm for evaluation of room based
flexibility is available in Table 28. Room based flexibility is a function of occupancy (that is,
count, activity and location), response time and availability period. The calculation of room
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based power flexibility capacity is a function of occupancy percentage for office equipment
and user based activities.
Table 28: Algorithm for evaluating room based power flexibility
Algorithm 3: Room based flexibility
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Check occupancy, workday and worktime,
If,
occupancy >0, and,
It is workday, and,
It is worktime, then
Calculate room based power flexibility capacity, specify response time, and availability
characteristics, then
7.
Communicate flexibility capacity, response time, and availability period.
8.
Else if ,
9.
Communicate no flexibility capacity,
10. End if,

vi-Resource classification
Next, demand side resources are classified as storable, shiftable, curtailable, reducible or
disconnect-able. It is assumed that at any defined operational period, there is finite control
possibilities for the demand resources. The aim of DSF control and coordination is to
continually achieve optimal power state whilst considering actual settings of installed local
controllers, code acceptable comfort requirements, prevailing weather conditions, cost
effectiveness and DSF possibilities. This step sets the stage for defining control actuation
during DSF event.

v-Control actuation
In the third step control rules are implemented based on the states of the building and
power systems, and the demand resource classification of target load. This step addresses the
specifics on actuation of DSF coordination.
This step is undertaken in a two parts procedure. In the first part load is classified as
essential or non-essential to determine priority of delayed operations on curtailment. In the
second part, a check on equipment state is undertaken to confirm if a power flexibility
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resource is online, or has the capacity equipment is usable to service requirements of the grid.
Furthermore, online comfort service equipment are also checked to determine if their state
may allow flexible manipulation during flexibility activities.
Table 29 outline associated operational algorithm for step 5.
Table 29: Algorithm for resource control
Algorithm 4a: Load classifier-prioritization
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

If,
Process is for comfort, and,
Process is for critical operation,
Process Load = essential,
Else,
Process Load = non-essential,
End if.

Algorithm 4b: Check if flexible resource is online/usable
1. Check Humidifier,
2.
If,
3.
Humidifier power reading > 0.5kW,then,
4.
Humidifier = ONLINE,
5.
Else,
6.
Humidifier = OFFLINE
7.
Else,
8.
Go to ‘cooling system’ status,
9.
If,
10.
Cooling power reading > 0.5kW,then,
11.
Cooling system = ONLINE,
12.
Else if,
13.
Cooling system = OFFLINE
14. Else.
15. Go to 'air supply fan' status,
16.
If,
17.
Air supply fan power reading > 0.5kW,then,
18.
Air supply fan = ONLINE,
19. Else,
20.
Air supply fan power reading < 0.5kW
21.
Air supply fan = OFFLINE
22. Else,
23. Go to EES status check,
24. Check 'EES' status,
25.
If,
26.
EES system state of charge reading 40% ≥ 80%,then,
27.
EES system = Discharge possibility mode,
28.
Else,
29.
ESS state of charge reading < 40%, or
30.
ESS state of charge reading > 80%,then
31.
EES system = Charging possibility mode
32.
End.
33. Repeat every 5 minutes between 07:00 hours to 19:00 hours.
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6.3.3.2. Integrating value during coordination of power flexibility activities in office
buildings
The last step in proposal for coordination at building level entails evaluation of power
flexibility offer for usefulness; this is with respect to the period of requirement and states of
the building and the power grid. It is desired that the power flexibility offer stays within the
bandwidth defined by equation (8) always.
𝑝𝑓𝑏 = {𝑝𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐶𝑜𝑚 − 𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑚 } ± 𝑝𝑠

(8)

Where:
pfb is power flexibility offer as a result of variation in indoor comfort setting,
, ps is power flexibility derived from charging or discharging of on-site storage,
pMaxCom is power dedicated to provision of maximum comfort in the building,
pMaxCom changes dynamically depending on weather and occcupancy ,
pminCom is power dedicated to provision of code minimum comfort in the building
pminCom changes dynamically depending on depending on weather and occcupancy,
Usefulness of power flexibility offer by building is achieved with utility considerations. DSF
coordination must continually balance the utility considerations between building and power
grid domains to reach acceptable trade-offs in attempt to fully integrate demand side
resources in power systems management. Considerations may involve the state of the grid,
time characteristics of the requirements, thermal comfort and indoor air quality, operational
state of equipment, time of the day and occupancy dynamics. Participation of buildings in
grid support activities may lead to consequential penalties in terms of discomfort (leading to
loss in productivity); therefore, balancing is needed to ensure that overall gains outweigh the
penalties. In this proposal, the mentioned balancing of benefits and penalties for office
buildings during power grid flexibility activities is accomplished by embedding them in the
utility value function.
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Utility value refers to usefulness associated with an action. During DSF events, utility
value considerations differ at building and power grid levels. Consequently, a decision tool
that ably balances indoor comfort, societal sustainability priorities and power flexibility
service leverage from buildings is required. Balancing of indoor comfort, societal
sustainability and power flexibility service priorities may be achieved using a weighting
system [183], [184]. Past studies that apply utility function to balance building requirements
and power grid support activities include Tang et al. [185] and Ygge et. al. [146].
To ensure a holistic perspective, a facility based approach is suggested for evaluative
decision making during power flexibility activities in office buildings. The proposal for a
facility based decision tool mentioned balances consequential penalties (in terms of
discomfort leading to loss in productivity and increase in equipment costs amongst others)
against resultant benefits for participation in power flexibility activities. This approach is
referred to severally in this chapter as ‘a facility based approach for decision making during
power flexibility activities in office buildings’. The suggested approach is an adaptation of
cost-benefit analysis methodology for smart grid projects suggested in [186]–[188] and is
summarized in equation (9) which outputs associated monetized utility.
ui (p,m) = fi (pu ) + m

(9)

Where, for a specific power flexibility activity, scenario and time:
ui (p,m) : is the associated utility function,
pu is the associated (power)capacity
Fi (pu ) is the monetary equivalent of negative benefits
(penalty)associated with pu ,
m is the direct monetary value for pu .
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Equation (9) is a utility value equation that balances both building and power grid concerns
during power flexibility activities. Detailed discussion of components equation (8) (that is
penalty & gains) are outlined in sections below.
i-Penalty for participation in power flexibility activities
For office buildings, the penalty for participating power flexibility activities is equivalent to
productivity loss and costs of operating the resource. Productivity loss is split into:
productivity loss as a result of deterioration of thermal comfort [52], and productivity loss as
a result of deterioration of IAQ [189]. It is further assumed that between operative
temperatures 21°C to 25° C productivity loss as a result of deterioration of thermal comfort is
negligible. For operative temperature greater than 25° C, productivity loss due to thermal
comfort deterioration [52] is given by equations (10a) and (10b).
PTR = αCL

(10a)

α = [2(TR)-50]

(10b)

Where:
PTR is the cost due to detriration of thermal comfort,
α is the percent productivity loss as a result of detrioration in thermal comfort,
α ssumes tasks are composed of 75% thinking and 25% typing type requirements,
CL is the labour cost (influenced by occupancy characteristics).
For office buildings, the costs due to deterioration of indoor air quality as a result of
participation in DSF service is given by equations (10c), (10d) and (10e); the equations are
adapted from [94], [189]:
PDI = 395 e(-3.25.C

-25 )

(10c)

β = 0.6PDI

(10d)

PI = βCL

(10e)

Where:
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PDI is the percent of people dissatisfied with indoor air quality during DSF,
C is the perceived indoor air quality in decipol,
is the cost due to deterioration of indoor air quality,
β is the loss in productvity due to detriration of indoor air quality,
PI assumes tasks are composed of 75% thinking and 25% typing type requirements.
ii-Direct monetary and other monetary benefits
Calculations of direct monetary benefits assume that the cost of power payable directly to the
end user for demand reduction equals the current base tariff rate for offices without energy
taxes, that is €/kWh 0.066 [190]; for dynamic pricing contracts, this value continually
changes. Other monetary benefits of participation in demand flexibility activities for office
buildings may include prevention of losses associated with power interruption, introduction
of new products in the power markets, accessible to the demand side and better energy
security. Estimated magnitude of losses associated with power interruption for the office
buildings in USA are outlined in Table 30, studies in other parts of the world on this are not
well publicized.
Table 30: Estimated average interruption costs for electricity end users [191]
Interruption Cost
Interruption Duration
Momentary

30 minutes

1 hour

4 hours

8 hours

Medium, and Large Commercial and Industrial End Users
Cost per Event (USD)

6 558

9 217

12 487

42 506

69 284

8

11.3

15.3

52.1

85.0

Cost per Un-served kWh 96.5
(USD/kW)
Cost per Annual kWh 9.1*10-4
(USD/kWh)
Small Commercial and Industrial End Users
(USD/kW/year)
Cost per Event (USD)
293

22.6

15.3

13.0

10.6

1.29*10-3

1.75*10-3

5.95*10-3

9.70*10-3

435

619

2 623

5 195

Cost per Average

133.7

198.1

282.0

1 195.8

2 368.6

Cost per Un-served kWh
(USD/kW)
Cost per Annual kWh
(USD/kWh)
Residential
(USD/kW/year)
Cost per Event (USD)

1 604.1

396.3

282.0

298.9

296.1

1.53*10-2

2.26*10-2

3.22*10-2

0.137

0.270

2.1

2.7

3.3

7.4

10.6

Cost per Average

1.4

1.8

2.2

4.9

6.9

16.8

3.5

2.2

1.2

0.9

1.60*10-4

2.01*10-4

2.46*10-4

5.58*10-4

7.92*10-4

Cost per Average

kW

kW

kW

Cost per Un-served kWh
(USD/kW)
Cost per Annual kWh
(USD/kWh)
(USD/kW/year)
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Table 30 reveals that for an hour of power interruption for a similar category of office
buildings which is the focus of the study, the cost of power interruption is almost 200 times
that of a residential building; this underlines the importance of reliability in power supply to
office buildings. Apart from those related to power interruptions, estimation of other
monetary benefits under this category remain hazy. However, based on the traffic model [66]
adopted for categorizing the state of grid, only the run up to the red state may warrant
application of benefits due to prevention of the power interruption; other categories of state
of grid do not necessarily lead to power blackouts.
iii-Societal sustainability value
Societal sustainability value is the intangible utility derived from demand reduction or using
green power. It is built up by the following:
i.

Level of CO2 emission subsidies (in the European Union, the CO2 emission
subsidies amount to approximately €7.2 per ton [192]. In the Netherlands carbon
dioxide emission rate per kWh of electricity production is 0.054kg per kWh
[193]. It is noted that the value of carbon dioxide emission rate per kWh of
electricity production depends on the accounting practice for the year and
electricity production practices. For example, average CO 2 emission factor per
unit power generation in the Netherlands decreased by over 35% due to the fact
that electricity production was driven by the substitution of coal by natural gas
and the development of renewables, primarily biomass in the later period [194].

ii.

Emission level reduction because of using offices as power flexibility resources;
focus gases include CO2, NOx, CH4, SO2 (degree of desulphuring, %) and N2O (g
per GJ fuel).
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iii.

Value of sustainability branding: the value of sustainability branding is unique to
specific facilities being studied depending largely on the corporate culture in the
office building.

Due to lack of information on (ii) and (iii), their effects are ignored; societal sustainability
value is thus obtained by multiplying CO2 emission rate with energy related emissions
prevention value. An illustration of coordination activities for a hypothetical scenario is
presented in section 6.5.

6.4. The MAS coordination infrastructure
Figure 53 gives an outline of the MAS coordination infrastructure.

Figure 53: Outline of MAS coordination infrastructure used in the proposal [195]
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The MAS coordination infrastructure in the test building is composed of the external
system (EVE platform) and the internal system (the Insiteview building management
system).
The agents are developed on EVE platform. The following are noted with respect to the EVE
platform [196]:


Agents created on EVE platform are JAVA based, hosted on cloud and can be situated
on any smart electronic device such as cell phones, robots and servers.



EVE uses JSON-RPC communication protocol on a HTTP-XMPP transport layer.



Each agent on EVE have own public URL’s and can be retrieved from anyone using an
application package interface.



EVE platform is decentralized with no central coordination and centrally –stored list of
the available agents.
EVE is reputed as being able to offer scalability in terms of unlimited number of agents

that can be developed, robustness during operation, and seamlessness with respect to spatial
limitation. In addition, EVE based agents can be called on countlessly without compromise
to operational resources.
6.5. Simulated scenario analysis
To illustrate the working proposal and considerations for coordination of power
flexibility activities in office buildings, a scenario analysis was undertaken at the case study
building. The scenario analysis is simulated based of field study results in experiment series
I and II. Specifically the following are undertaken for the simulated illustrative scenario
analysis:


Comfort, power and energy performance characteristics mapping, and



Utility value considerations for decision mapping during demand side flexibility
coordination.
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Assumptions taken and results are presented in sections 6.5.1 to 6.5.3.
6.5.1. Assumptions in the scenario analysis
The following assumptions apply for the scenario analysis:
a.

Scenario description: The power grid is on orange state according to the traffic flow
model for power flexibility management. The time characteristics demanded for the
resource is response time of 5 minutes and total availability time of 60 minutes.
Implementation is for the following scenarios: Zero cooling duty, Light cooling duty,
Medium cooling duty, and Heavy cooling duty.

b.

Utility value parameters are assumed as follows; the values adopted are:


Power flexibility direct monetary gain for power flexibility is: €/kWh 0.066;



CO2 emission rate per kWh of electricity production; and 0.054kg per kWh;CO 2
emission subsidies amount to approximately €7.2 per ton.

c.

Occupancy count is 22.

d.

An initial operative temperature of 24°C is assumed to uniformly hold throughout the
building, thereafter it increases progressively till allowable maximum boundary.
Medium duty cooling requirement is assumed.

e.

Occupants’ dissatisfaction with thermal and indoor air quality are assumed to conform to
Figure 54.

f.

The event commences at 14:00 hours on a spring/summer day with indoor operative
temperature required to be between 22°C to 25°C.

g.

A flat labor cost of €15 per man-hour holds.
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Figure 54: Assumed occupants dissatisfaction with indoor comfort

6.5.2. Coordination process
There are five steps in the coordination process, these are explained below
Step 1
In the first step, the state of the grid is registered by the Building agent based on
communicated information from the grid interface agent: in this case this leads to
classification of the state of the grid as: green, yellow, orange and red based on the traffic
model of power flexibility management. Based on the scenario presented:


the state of grid is already classified as ‘orange’, and



power flexibility service needs to satisfy response time of 5 minutes and total
availability time of 60 minutes.
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Step 2
In step 2, the Building state is assessed. Assessment of the building state is coordinated
by the Building agent and involves interaction with room agents, user agents and device
agents. The room agents provide building agent with information on possible power
flexibility at room level based on minimum comfort service requirements, comprehensive
occupancy profile and operational needs by room based devices. There are 22 room agents in
the case building (corresponding to 22 rooms as at the building). The room agents acquire
comprehensive occupancy profile from user agents.
There are 2 types of device agents: centralized services device agents and room based
services device agents. Centralized services device agents coordinate activities that are
centralized for the whole buildings; in this case these include heating, cooling, air supply fan,
humidification, PV generator and EES system hence heating agent, cooling agent, fan agent,
humidification agent, PV agent and storage agent respectively. Room based services device
agents include coffee machine agents, refrigerator agents, printer agents, server agent and
personal computer agents. The device agents provide building agent and room agents with
information as to whether the device is available for service, control options of the device
load or generation and energy state. In this scenario, the device agents involved are cooling,
ESS and fan.
Depending on the day profile, 5 actuation strategies are possible with respect to device
configurations and state of grid described in the scenario given, these are:
1.

Air supply fan duty cycling from 80%PID controller setting to 60%PID controller
setting for 60 minutes.

2.

Uniform ESS system discharge at 12A continuously (yielding an average of 5kW AC
power output) for 60 minutes.

3.

Simultaneous actuation of (1) and (2).
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4.

Simultaneously actuation of (2) with fixed schedule cooling duty cycle operation (30
minutes switch off of the cooling system followed by 30 minutes switch-on)

Step 3
In the third step, the building agent decides on participation in power flexibility activity
based on an evaluation of resources available, day profile, state of devices, room based
power flexibility, state of grid and cost effectiveness. The decision by the building agent in
step 3 is effected using a mix of operational rules and implementation of utility value
function algorithm described in section 6.4.3.
Step 4
Step 4 in the coordination of power flexibility activity in office building entails actuation
of control plan for power flexibility activity that leads to most advantageous utility value. At
this point, a balance is needed for social sustainability, business cost effectiveness and the
state of grid. Taken that the state of grid is orange, participation with the most effective
resource takes priority. Effectiveness is with respect to ability to supply continuous and
stable power flexibility capacity in required response time and availability period. In the
scenario given, strategy 3 described in step 2 gives most impressive utility value. The
actuation instructions are sent by the building agent to device agents (fan agent and storage
agent).
Step 5
At the end of participation in power flexibility activity, the building agent immediately
instructs the device agents involved to change control mode to enable recovery. In this case
the fan agent is instructed to revert air supply fan PID setting to 80% whereas the storage
agent is instructed to end discharge of ESS system and stay at idle setting awaiting further
instructions. The fifth step is the last one for power flexibility coordination in office building,
details are explained in section 6.5.3.
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6.5.3. Power performance considerations
In this section the power delivery potential of the scenarios are discussed according to
cooling characteristics. The simulated power consideration is for medium cooling duty. Four
strategies were identified as feasible during medium cooling duty period, these were:
1.

air supply fan duty cycling from 80%PID controller setting to 60%PID controller
setting for 60 minutes.

2.

storage discharge uniformly at 12A continuously (yielding an average of 5kW AC
power output) for 60 minutes.

3.

simultaneous implementation of strategy (i) and (ii).

4.

simultaneously actuated of EES discharge and fixed schedule cooling duty cycle (30
minutes switch off of the cooling system followed by 30 minutes switch-on).

Power performance consideration during demand flexibility activities are illustrated in
Figure 55.

Figure 55: Simulated power flexibility capacity during periods of medium cooling duty

It is revealed that strategies involving the use of air supply fan duty cycling and uniform
discharge of ESS system. Incorporation of fixed schedule cooling duty cycles (with cycle
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times of 30 minutes on and 30 minutes off) leads to rebound demand at the end of the first 30
minutes of power flexibility activity; the result is a gap of 30 minutes in power delivery.
Consequently, additional discharge of power from ESS system is required to correct the
resulting rebound demand from fixed schedule cooling duty cycle; in this case, discharge of
ESS system at full capacity for 30 minutes period halfway through power flexibility service
would suffice in correcting the rebound requirement.
6.5.4. Penalties for participation of office building in power flexibility activities
Two penalties are possible when office buildings participate in power flexibility
activities: loss in productivity if the comfort or indoor air quality settings deteriorate as a
consequence, and or operation and maintenance cost for any resource equipment deployed
for direct usage at the reference time. Calculations for productivity loss for 60 minutes of
tests and additional 15 minutes of recovery period in this case are based on assumptions that
clear dissatisfaction is directly proportional to loss of productivity when comfort systems are
used for power flexibility activities as discussed in section. The operation and maintenance
cost for equipment deployed are calculated based on the details in a combined HVAC unit
life cycle cost per year of €/m2 65 (adapted from [171]) and energy storage cost of €806 per
kW delivered (adapted from [172]). The following are basic resource equipment deployment
costs assumed in evaluating penalties during power flexibility activity for the simulated
scenario (assumptions are in line with those in section 6.3.3.1.):
1.

Cooling system: unit cost for energy capacity delivered is €/kWh 12.05 (with 0.5* 7kWh
of extra energy delivered for 1 hour compared to thermostatic operation). 50% of
cooling is assumed committed to power flexibility.

2.

Air supply fan: Unit cost of is €/kWh 4.70 from duty cycling from 80% to 60% nominal
setting with only 40% capacity committed to power flexibility activity.

3.

EES discharge: unit cost of is €/kWh 806.
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Typical results are as shown in Figure 56 - 58.

Figure 56: Penalties for participation of case study building in demand flexibility activities using air supply duty
cycling at 60%-80% nominal setting

Figure 57: Penalties for participation of case study building in demand flexibility activities using using fixed
schedule cooling duty cycle- ½ hour off, ½ hour on time scale
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Figure 58: Penalties for participation of the case study building in demand flexibility activities using EES system
and fan flexibility; the use of EES system and cooling components is results to similar pattern with slightly higher
costs

It is evident that EES integration has higher penalties for demand flexibility activities
followed by cooling system based strategies and fan duty cycling in that order. Due to low
costs for compensation, evaluation for CO2 emission consideration is considered negligible.
6.5.5. Utility value for power flexibility activities
Based on the assumptions, deployment of fixed schedule cooling duty cycles (using 30
minute on, 30 minutes off) in a 60 minutes episode would result to a cost deficit of
approximately €220 at the end of 90 minutes; the cost reduces to €200 when the cycle time is
changed to 30 minute on, 60 minutes off. The cost of deployment of air supply fan (duty
cycled at between 80% to 60% nominal setting) in a 60 minutes power flexibility activity
results to an overall cost deficit of €60 at the end of 90 minutes. This makes use of air supply
fan ideal when considering facility level costs during power flexibility activities if other
parameters such as response time, availability period, price for power flexibility and grid
state support its use.
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6.6. Summary
The role of office buildings as new power flexibility resources require innovative
coordination of associated activities; to this end this chapter unpacked considerations for
optimal coordination of power flexibility activities. It is confirmed that BEM systems have a
critical role to play in coordination of power flexibility activities for office buildings.
However, the existing BEM systems must be improved to enable effective balancing of
comfort and user related demands on one hand, and requests for power flexibility using
installed resources in office buildings.
Subsequently, an MAS is proposed for optimal coordination of power flexibility
activities in office buildings. The proposed coordination approach involves the use of a MAS
based virtual control layer atop the existing building management system. The MAS based
layer applies a mix of operational rules implementation and utility function algorithm to
coordinate power flexibility activities in buildings. Implementation of operational rules
enable effective decisions at low level operations (such as those at equipment, user and room
level) including operational mode selection for equipment, day profiling and power
flexibility service profiling.
Utility function algorithm guide decisions involving energy exchange between the
building and the power grid. Illustration of decision tracks involving utility function
algorithm reveal that under the present conditions, direct and indirect costs associated with
commitment of resources based in office buildings for power flexibilities outweigh
associated possible benefits. Consequently, improvements in compensation schemes are
needed to ensure cost effectiveness at building level. Direct and indirect costs associated with
commitment of office building based resources in power flexibility activities (in terms of cost
equivalent) is highest in ESS system, followed by cooling system and air supply fan
respectively.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Chapter seven jointly discuss the findings emanating from field experiments and associated
limitations. The Chapter gives the summary of the performance characteristics considered
critical in empirical quantification of demand flexibility in office buildings. Thereafter,
discussions contextualize the performance characteristics outline with respect to building
operational details, power systems requirement for flexibility and associated modification as
a result of on-site PV generator and EES systems.
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

7.1. Introduction
From electrical power perspective, critical performance characterizations of power
flexibility are in terms of power capacity, ramp rate capacity, energy capacity, and ramp
duration. For buildings, engagement in power flexibility activities is subsidiary to the core
role of ensuring that occupants are in a healthy, comfortable and productive environment;
subsequently, the characterization of power flexibility activities involving buildings be
amended in consideration of associated core role. In addition, as part of increased attention
to possibility for regular use of buildings as a power flexibility resource (as reported in [14],
[68], [197] amongst others), the present study focusses on the potential of office buildings as
a demand side power flexibility resource with a view to defining boundaries of usage,
associated potential, and developing sustainable framework for coordination.
To perform design intended roles, office buildings use a combination of naturally
provided environmental conditions (such as daylighting for visual comfort and free air
circulation for ventilation), building service plants (HVAC systems), and sometimes on-site
energy generation and storage systems. The scope of this investigation was limited to HVAC
systems, electro-chemical energy storage (NiMH battery), and photovoltaic generator.
As a first step in the present study, literature survey was used to define performance
parameters for demand flexibility role in office buildings; the resulting parameters applied in
the present study are presented in Table 31.
The presentations in Table 31 are important taken that understanding the performance
characteristics is critical for effective control and coordination when using office buildings as
power flexibility resources. In addition it enables continued satisfaction of both core and
subsidiary roles of office buildings. The characterization outlined in Table 31 takes into
account both energy and comfort performance characteristics; this makes it possible to
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unitarily evaluate power flexibility in office buildings without bias. Subsequent sections
discussion the findings in relations to the research questions.
Table 31: Critical performance characteristics in the use of office buildings as a power flexibility resource
Characteristics
Contextual Definition
Unit
Actual
flexibility

Flexibility possible for a resource after considering controllability and
observability. For empirical quantification of power flexibility, in office
buildings, controllability and potential flexibility are similar; they also
give an indication of power flexibility capacity of a building.
Power quantity feed in or out of the network during power flexibility
activities.

[%]; [kW/kW]

Total energy surplus or deficit fed in or out of the power system during
power flexibility activities.
Time taken for the DSF resource to react to request for demand
reduction.
Total time during which participation in power flexibility activity using
building installations is possible from the beginning to the end of an
event.
Duration taken for indoor comfort conditions to revert to the nominal
performance levels after participation in power flexibility activity; it
could also be a period of recharge for storage systems.

[kW]

[kW]

Rebound
duration

Power consumption above the usual benchmark that is attributed to
delayed comfort demand arising from participation in power flexibility
activity.
The energy dedicated towards servicing delayed comfort demand arising
from participation in power flexibility activity.
The period of time taken to satisfy delayed comfort demand arising from
participation in power flexibility activity.

Occupants
dissatisfaction

Percentage of indoor occupants indicating clear dissatisfaction with
indoor comfort conditions (indoor air quality and thermal comfort).

[%]

Operative
temperature

It is the average of radiant and air temperature in the room. A maximum
of 21°C and a minimum of 19°C is allowed during winter; a maximum of
27°C is allowed for summer.
The concentration of carbon dioxide in the room; the maximum
allowable total is 690ppm above outside value.

[°C]

Power
flexibility
capacity
Energy capacity
Response time
Availability
period
Recovery period

Rebound power

Rebound energy

Carbon-dioxide
concentration

[kW]

[seconds]
[hours];
[minutes];
[seconds]
[hours];
[minutes];

[kWh]
[hours];
[minutes];

[ppm]

7.2. What are the characteristics, potential and boundaries of usage of installed HVAC
systems in office buildings as a power flexibility resource?
A number of strategies on realizing power flexibility using HVAC system in office
buildings have been experimented with as outlined in [89], [104], [106], [108], [170]. This
study specifically investigated the present research question with respect to the following
strategies:
1.

Duty cycling operations of the air supply fan between high and low nominal settings.
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2.

Fixed cooling duty cycle operations; this ensured that the cooling system was restricted
to operate at predetermined ‘on’ and ‘off’ cycles.

3.

Cooling set point temperature reset.
Tables 27 outline performance characteristics observed with respect to investigated

strategies for using HVAC systems to support participation of host office buildings in power
flexibility activities. Detailed discussions with respect to summarized findings are in Table
32 are available in sections 7.2.1 to 7.2.5.

Table 32: Summarized characteristics during use of HVAC system components for power flexibility activities; the
characteristics are based on experiment results at the test building (comfort related performance
Performance
Attributes

Actual
Settings

Power flexibility strategies involving HVAC system components
Duty cycling operations of Air
supply Fan
Operational settings for the air
supply fan is varied between
0%, and 60% to 80% nominal
settings, (corresponding to
positive duct pressure at fan
between 0, and 156Pa to
250Pa).

Fixed Schedule Cooling Cooling set point temperature
Duty Cycle
reset
Operational setting is The cooling air temperature is
such that the total cycle increased by 2°C
time is 90 minutes; this
includes 30 minutes of
‘on’ or active session
and 60 minutes of
forced ‘off’ or rest
session.
Occupant’s acceptance is favourable for the first 30 minutes;
dissatisfaction moves from slightly under 16% to 18% of the
occupants at the end of the ‘forced off duration’; at this point
the indoor operative temperature is 25°C.

Occupants
dissatisfaction
(Based on
direct polling
of occupants
and not PMVPPD model)

Occupant’s
acceptance
is
favourable for the first 120
minutes; dissatisfaction reaches
16% after slightly over 120
minutes of availability at 60%
nominal setting (approximately
156Pa positive duct pressure at
fan).

Carbondioxide
concentration

1. Up to 300 ppm ±50 ppm
difference in Carbon dioxide
concentration between the
rooms registering maximum
and minimum readings.
2. Maximum allowable reading
for total concentration is 1000
ppm or 650 ppm above outside
ambient concentration.

Operative
temperature

1. Operative temperatures remain within 1°C of each other across respective zones/rooms in the
same building.
2. Upper boundary limit for summer time, the boundary extends till 27°C as shown in Table 2;
however tests indicate that at operative temperature reaches 25°C, over 18% direct polling of
occupants directly showed clear dissatisfaction thermal comfort with 30 minutes into demand
flexibility emulation.

There is no change in Carbon-dioxide concentration as a
result of emulated power flexibility strategy.
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Table 32: Summarized characteristics during use of HVAC system components in office building for power flexibility
activities; the characteristics are based on experiment results at the test building (comfort related performance
(continued)
Performance
Attributes
Maximum
Energy
flexibility
capacity [kW]
Power
flexibility
response time
[Seconds]
Power
flexibility
availability
period
[Minutes]

Power
flexibility
recovery
period
[Minutes]

Maximum
Frequency of
participation
[Number]

Rebound
demand[kW]

Rebound
duration
[minutes]

Power flexibility strategies involving HVAC system components
Duty cycling operations
of Air supply Fan
8.1kWh of energy is
available
based
on
controllability margin.

Fixed Schedule
Duty Cycle
8kWh.

<60 s

300 s ≤ 900 s

≤ 300 s

1. 135 minutes of
operations at 60%
nominal controller setting
(approximately 156Pa
positive duct pressure at
fan).

1. 60 minutes of operations.

1. 45 to 70 minutes depending on
the ambient outdoor temperature.

2.Participation
only
possible after 09:00
hours to 17:00 hours.
Approximately 60
minutes for 135 minutes
of operations at 60%
nominal controller setting
(approximately 156Pa
positive duct pressure at
fan).
4 sessions each lasting 90
minutes or a maximum of
2 sessions each lasting
180 minutes session
length include recovery
period.
No rebound demand.

0

Cooling

2.Participation only possible
after 09:00 hours to 17:00
hours.

Cooling set point temperature reset
8kWh.

2.Participation only possible after
09:00 hours to 17:00 hours.

25-30 minutes depending on
the ambient outdoor
temperature.

25-35 minutes depending on the
ambient outdoor temperature.

4 sessions each lasting 90
minutes session length
include recovery period.

-

Rebound demand varies
from 15kW to 27kW
depending on prevailing
ambient outdoor
temperature and previous
day’s daily average
temperature, and occupancy.
Maximum of 27 minutes.

7.2.1. Comfort related characteristics for power flexibility activities in office buildings
using HVAC systems
Indoor comfort related performance characteristics (that is, operative temperature,
carbon dioxide concentration, and occupants’ acceptance and dissatisfaction) were
discovered to vary across different climatic zones in the same building during emulated
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power flexibility activities. The variation in comfort related performance is attributed to
difference in occupants’ density, difference in radiant heating as a result of orientation of the
building, and zonal settings (such as air movement rate and cooling capacity).
Specifically, operative temperature between the best and the worst performing zones
reached up to 2°C during fixed schedule duty cycling strategies for emulated power
flexibility activity. On the same note, carbon dioxide concentration of the worst performing
zone reached almost 75% of that of the best performing zone during air supply fan duty
cycling operations for emulated power flexibility activities in the test building. Subsequently,
care should be taken to ensure that during power flexibility activities boundary of
participation considers both zones with low performance and high performance.
For risk averse demand side operations, it is advisable to use the worst performance
levels as the benchmark for setting boundaries of power flexibility service by office
buildings. Also noted with respect to comfort related performance characteristics was the fact
that occupants’ dissatisfaction intensifies well before the allowable limit is reached. For use
of fixed schedule cooling duty cycles and cooling set-point reduction strategies, increase in
intensity of dissatisfaction occurs at 25°C instead of the maximum 27°C operative
temperature (as outlined by [49], [53]). This implies that comfort standard based limits are
only a guideline, actual boundaries for power flexibility operations in the building are case
specific with each office existing equally unique occupants comprehensive characteristics as
reported in [198].
7.2.2. Time characteristics during power flexibility activities in office buildings using
HVAC systems
It is noted that not all components of HVAC system are available for use throughout the
year. For example, availability of cooling system in an office building for power flexibility
activities is constrained to spring and summer times and when it is at ‘ON’ state. Even when
seasonally available, cooling systems cannot be used during heavy cooling demand when
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they are required to rigidly conform to operational requirements as a result of possible breach
of limits in thermal comfort guidelines outlined in [49], [53]. On the other hand, the air
supply fan in the same office building is available for power flexibility activities throughout
the year from 9:00 am to the end of business hours of the day.
Response time and availability period from initial time of resource commitment to the
end of power flexibility activity for HVAC system components varies. As observed in field
experiments, duty cycling operations of the air supply fan yields less than 300 seconds
response time and availability period of up to 120 minutes; this contrasts with fixed schedule
duty cooling duty cycle and cooling set-point temperature reduction strategies which result to
response time of up to 900 seconds and availability period of between 30 to 60 minutes.
Looking at categories of services listed in [13], [14], [139], cooling systems in office
buildings appear well suited for slow and very short term power flexibility activities whereas
fan based components may be committed for relatively fast power flexibility activities period
for a long periods. However, the scope of participation in power flexibility activities can be
improved by intelligent coordination of all HVAC components to improve the response time
and availability period.
Another important aspect of time characteristics in power flexibility activities in office
buildings using HVAC systems is ‘recovery period’. It is noted that recovery periods for both
thermal (such as cooling) fan-based loads in office buildings during power flexibility
activities is approximately half the availability period. However, most importantly for
thermal load with respect to recovery period is influence of occupancy and prevailing
outdoor weather conditions. Therefore, integrated use of dynamic outdoor weather
conditions’ updates (as outlined in [149], [199], [200]) and occupancy information (as
depicted in [198], [201], [202]) is crucial for successful participation in power flexibility
activities by office buildings without significant compromise to the core comfort related role.
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7.2.3. Power characteristics during power flexibility activities in office buildings using
HVAC systems
For the office building in case study experiments, power flexibility capacity of 3.6kW
and 8kW (in terms of demand reduction or delay) is achievable for using duty cycling
operations of the air supply fan and cooling systems respectively. Realized power flexibility
capacity (in terms of demand reduction or delay) appear insignificant compared to minimum
requirements of 0.5MW for power flexibility satisfaction at power grid level indicated in
[86]. Therefore, aggregation of power flexibility activities from multiple office buildings is
recommended along the thinking informing [66]. For example, the Dutch power systems’
guidelines spell out for participation in power grid support services requires potential to
deliver a total of 100 MW, 60 MW, and 300 MW for primary, secondary and tertiary reserve
services respectively[203]. This underlies the fact that an effective power coordination and
aggregation framework for multiple buildings is necessary for participation in DSF schemes.
At the same time, to achieve the DSF potential using the cooling strategy effective
coordination of information on building dynamic (occupancy, comfort conditions and
operational status) is a necessity; this underlines importance of effective coordination
strategy.
Another issue requiring attention is the rebound demand. Duty cycling operation of the
air supply fan has no resultant rebound demand; however, the both fixed schedule cooling
duty and cooling set-point temperature reset strategies investigated for emulated power
flexibility activities result to a maximum resurgent demand of 27 kW that lasts for up to 30
minutes. To avoid rebound effect, duty cycle periods for thermal loads should optimally
balance equipment settings, recovery time, comfort demand, outdoor weather conditions and
occupancy dynamics. Rebound demands are particularly unwanted due to ability to
compromise the power grid conditions [29] especially when cascaded from several buildings
participating in power flexibility activities.
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Also considered important is energy efficiency; even though energy efficiency agenda is
contradictory to power flexibility operation, it remains relevant due to two main reasons.
First, they may lead to cost effectiveness at facility level as highlighted in past studies such
as [204]–[206]. Field results in the study indicated that energy efficient improvements in
terms of installation of demand driven loads still exists with respect to HVAC systems
operations in office building. For example, retrofits to ensure occupancy based demand
control of the air supply fan could lead to restriction on energy use at the facility. Second, it
is possible to integrate energy efficient operations with existing Building Automation
Systems (BAS) in office buildings.
7.2.4. Boundary of operations for power flexibility activities in office buildings using
HVAC systems
Theoretically, the boundaries of participation of office buildings using HVAC systems
should be pegged on the indoor comfort guidelines compromise to the core role of the
building (for office building, the core role is, provision of safe, comfortable and productive
environment). However, it is not straightforward as it seems mainly because of two issues.
First, foundational concepts of indoor comfort guidelines (such as [49], [53], [54]) have been
modified by the drive towards leveraging flexibility derived from diverse individualized
demands in buildings [207] and introduction of new approaches in indoor comfort definition
(such as in [208]). As a result, occupants’ acceptance becomes the defining attribute for
boundary definition when using HVAC systems in office buildings for power flexibility
activities. In the case based field tests using fixed schedule cooling duty cycle and cooling
temperature reset strategies, it was revealed that complaints on thermal comfort intensified
2°C less than the guideline specified 27°C upper boundary.
Second, the boundary of operations for participation of office buildings in power
flexibility activities using HVAC systems should be case specific. The mentioned case
specificity in operational boundary setting allows for considerations of unique occupants
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activities, building installations and characteristics, and prevailing ambient outdoor
conditions. Case specificity in setting the boundary conditions would ensure that differences
in comfort related performance in zones within the same building (as outlined in Table 31
and 32) is addressed on deployment of office building for power flexibility activities. For
example, given the variation in performance experienced across respective zones during case
study tests emulating power flexibility activities, the worst performing space in building
could be identified and used in setting operational boundary during the event using
techniques those applied in [42] for estimation of peak reduction capacity.
7.2.5. Potential for power flexibility activities in office buildings using HVAC systems
Results indicate that for the air supply fan, 30% to 60% reduction in peak power
requirements was achieved continuously for a maximum of 120 minutes without
compromising indoor air quality. Also, resetting zonal cooling set point temperature by 2°C
realized a maximum peak power reduction by up to 25% of the maximum cooling power
demand for up to approximately 20 minutes of continuous operation. Similar range of power
advantage is obtained for fixed schedule cooling duty cycle albeit with more control and
greater availability period possibility (15 to 60 minutes).
Demand reduction potential for the 3 sets of experiments seem promising with respect to
the total installed load in the building (at 3.6 kW reduction potential for air supply fan, 8 kW
reduction potential for fixed schedule duty cooling cycle and cooling set-point temperature
reset). Taken that the grid requirement is in the order of MW or GWh against the realized
actual demand flexibility in the order of kW or kWh for a single office building, it is
important that the potential be harnessed within a framework involving aggregation from
multiple buildings to realize the scale of benefits practicable at power grid level.
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7.3. How does on-site photovoltaic (PV) electricity generator and electrical energy
storage (EES) system impact on the use of office buildings as a power flexibility
resource?
As part of the study, the impact of on-site storage and rooftop photovoltaic generation on
possible use of office buildings for power flexibility activities was evaluated. The evaluation
takes into account time characteristics (such as availability period, response time) and power
performance (in particular net load, demand reduction, flexibility capacity and rebound
effects). Results indicate improvements in time and power characteristics when rooftop PV
electricity generator and onsite EES systems in the case office building are integrated with
operation of HVAC system components for power flexibility activities. Details are discussed
in sections 7.3.1 to 7.3.4.
7.3.1. Impact of PV generation on net building load
The impact of rooftop PV electricity generation system is most significant with respect
to internal load balance facility based costs. Rooftop PV electricity generation is most
impactful on net load of the test building in spring and summertime when it becomes well
matched with cooling demand; the peak PV system self-generation is 16.9 kW compares
very well with hourly average cooling demand of 14 kW. The self–consumption of rooftop
PV production is above 95% and 20% respectively for weekdays and weekends respectively
during spring and summer period.
Coincidence factor is important in evaluating the impact of rooftop PV generation on
power flexibility activities in buildings. A coincidence factor of less than 1 indicates that
individual buildings do not have peak power demands occurring at the same time [209].
Where neighbourhoods have significant rooftop PV generation, coincident factors will be
closer to 1 thereby eliminating the prospect for participation in localized/neighbourhood
based power flexibility activities by the host building.
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Regarding facility based cost effectiveness, flow of electricity from the building to the power
grid as a result of rooftop PV generation is not profitable given the prevailing market
compensation rate. Currently, the buildings are compensated at only a fraction of retail
electricity. In the past, consideration of costs for rooftop PV generation was not an issue
given existing electricity feed in tariffs that supported them [210]. However, with the end of
feed in tariffs upon realization of PV generation grid parity, new measures for profitability
need to be explored at building level [114]. Consequently, self-consumption and internal load
balancing with respect to rooftop PV generation for an office building is therefore an
advisable design strategy considering sunset term limits for electricity feed in-tariffs.
7.3.2. Impact of integrated use of HVAC and EES systems on power flexibility activities
in office buildings
As one of the ways of increasing self- consumption and improving possibilities for
participation in power flexibility activities, integrated use of HVAC and on-site EES systems
is advised [118], [122]. Results from field studies indicate that improvements in time and
power characteristics during integrated use of HVAC system components and on-site
storage. A combination of the following three operational modes of HVAC system
components and two strategies for on-site storage discharge were evaluated in the empirical
tests for the case study:


Test 1-cyclical modulated operation of humidifier using a one hour ‘ON’ and three hours
‘OFF’ time cycle combined with 20 minutes discharge of storage at 10kW AC power
output.



Test 2-continous air supply fan duty cycling between 60% and 80% PID controller
setting for one hour and half an hour respectively in combination with uniform discharge
of on-site storage at 5kW AC power output for one hour.
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Test 3-cyclical modulated operation of cooling system using a one hour ‘ON’ and half
an hour ‘OFF’ time cycle combined with 20 minutes discharge of storage at 10kW AC
power output.



Test 4-cyclical modulated operation of cooling system using a one hour ‘ON’ and half
an hour ‘OFF’ time cycle combined with 90 minutes uniform discharge of storage at
5kW AC power output.
Compared to the case without integration of EES system, Test 1 improves the response

time from a maximum of 300 seconds to less than 10 seconds whilst eliminating rebound
demand by at least 10kW during the emulated power flexibility activity. In test 2 improves,
the response time is improved from over 60 seconds to less than 10 seconds whilst the power
offer/power flexibility capacity is increased by 5kW throughout the test duration. Test 3
improves response time from at least 300 seconds to less than 10 seconds whilst eliminating
rebound demand by up to 10kW. Similarly, Test 4 increases the response time from 300
seconds to 10 seconds, whilst also reducing the rebound demand and power flexibility
capacity each by 5kW. Improvements in response time and availability, allows the building
to participate in a wide range of power flexibility activities such as contingency and
regulation services which require fast response times [91], [211].
In addition, it is established that where, uniform discharge of on-site storage for entire
duration of power flexibility activity improves internal load characteristics of the building by
smoothening variability of participating loads participating thereby improving overall
reliability. Lastly, EES system use improves self-consumption of on-site produced electricity
and by extension contributes to greater facility cost effectiveness as payment for network
charges is eliminated. This is because the surplus rooftop generation is usable in re-charging
of on-site storage. In the process, the building is saved from payment of tax and network
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charges portion billable for the task if mains supply would have been used; taxation and
network charges are at least 30% of the total retail electricity cost [190].

7.4. Generalization of methodology and findings
Two generalizations are possible from field experiments: methodological and findings.
7.4.1. Methodological generalization
The experiments have demonstrated that demand flexibility capacity for an average sized
modern office building is quantifiable empirically in a four steps approach using a 15 rowsperformance metrics. Parameters in the assessment metrics are: operative temperature [°C];
indoor carbon dioxide concentration [ppm]; occupants’ dissatisfaction [%]; availability
period [minutes]; recovery period [minutes]; response time [seconds]; power flexibility
capacity [kW]; power flexibility ramp rate capacity [kWs -1]; energy flexibility capacity
[kWh]; power flexibility ramp duration [minutes]; rebound demand [kW]; rebound duration
[minutes]; frequency of participation in demand flexibility [number]; rebound demand
absorbed by on-site storage discharge [kW] and self-generated energy consumed compared
to gross building demand [%]. Definitions of the parameters are available in chapters 2, 3,
and 5.
The first step entails continuous measurement of primary performance variables for the
test office buildings to obtain one minute resolution data with the building at business as
usual (BAU) settings. BAU settings refer to prevailing operational mode when the building is
not required to offer demand flexibility but is instead required to provide nominal design
intended service to occupants. Primary performance variables in this case are:


Indoor comfort indicators: air temperature [°C]; radiant temperature [°C]; indoor relative
humidity [%]; CO2 concentration [ppm].
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Prevailing outdoor conditions: carbon dioxide concentration [ppm]; relative humidity
[%]; air temperature [°C]; global solar irradiation [Ws-2].



Power flow measurement for all major devices, components and equipment [kW]



Occupants’ dissatisfaction based on response to questionnaire on thermal and indoor air
quality.
In the second step, measurements of primary variables are repeated with the building

operating at using various demand flexibility settings for relevant strategies investigated. For
scenarios of power flexibility requiring the building to lower energy intake from the feeder
line, some relevant strategies are outlined in Table 33.
Table 33: Demand flexibility strategies to reduce energy use from power grid for similar components studied
Building system
Demand flexibility strategy
Cooling systems

Cooling set-point air temperature reset
Fixed operational schedules/ modulated operation
Operation at partial load conditions/ Switching off of some of cooling units
Pre-cooling

Fans

Operation at reduced fan setting/ Operation at partial load conditions/

(air supply & exhaust)

Switching off of some of fans units
Fixed operational schedules/ modulated operation

On-site energy storage /BtMS

Discharge of stored energy to augment building demand

Demand flexibility settings are adjusted from that yielding minimal upwards; relevant
measurements for primary variables are in the meantime taken to for each setting. During the
entire period of experiment, care is taken to ensure that indoor air quality and thermal
comfort remain within allowable boundaries described in chapter one.
Next, primary performance variables are used to populate the assessment metrics for all
demand flexibility settings and combination of strategies tested. The third step results to
relevant demand flexibility performance range. Results from assessment performance metrics
are normalized for different occupancy count, prevailing weather conditions and occupied
floor area of the test building.
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The last step in assessment entails integration of associated unit costs and profitability
analysis to evaluate usefulness or utility of demand activities. This takes into account all
penalties incurred by the test building, monetary compensations advanced and societal
benefits as a result as a result of participation in demand flexibility activities.
7.4.2. Generalization of findings
This study reported a number of findings regarding demand flexibility performance
characteristics and potential of office building for a specific case. However, generalization of
the findings are a challenge given that office buildings have a unique behavioural signature
that is embodied in local climate, activities thereon, existing installations and comprehensive
occupancy. In this case, findings from field experiments can be generalized in terms of five
parameters which are operative temperature, carbon dioxide concentration, power flexibility
capacity, rebound demand avoidance/absorbed and response time. The focus on five
generalization areas is informed by the fact that they remained representative of other
parameters investigated whilst also being valid if similar studies were to be replicated for
other office buildings in the same setting.
1. Operative Temperature
Results show that for an office building constructed in 1992 calendar year for a central
European climate during mild summer period, and a ratio of 40 m 2kW-1, active floor area to
peak cooling power, the following apply:
i.

Operative temperature of 25°C elicits up to 18% of indoor occupants directly
indicating clear dissatisfaction with thermal comfort during demand flexibility
activity.

ii.

It is noted that dissatisfaction with thermal comfort surpasses the minimum
allowable value of 15% when the operative temperature is 2°C lower than the
recommended upper boundary value of 27°C value indicated in Table 1.
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2. Indoor carbon dioxide concentration
For office buildings, with a ratio of 100 m2kW-1, active floor area to peak power of air
supply fan, indoor carbon dioxide reaches up to 600 ppm within 90 minutes of opening the
building; this is with occupancy fraction of approximately 0.6. This agrees with boundary
conditions set in Table 2 which sets the maximum value of indoor carbon dioxide
concentration at 650 ppm above the ambient outdoor value.
3. Power flexibility capacity potential
It is not easy to generalize findings concerning potential for power flexibility capacity
due to the fact that buildings unique in terms of installed equipment types, equipment use and
operational culture, comprehensive occupants’ behaviour, geometrical conformation, and
fabric characteristics. However, for office buildings in central Europe having similar use
characteristics, equipment conformation and usage culture, and comprehensive user
behaviour the following may apply:
i.

Slightly over 50% of peak power installation rating of the fan is deliverable as
actual power flexibility capacity with operations is possible with reduction of air
supply capacity by a third of the maximum operational setting for less than 2 hours
period. This is attainable throughout the year.

ii.

Up to 30% of peak power installation rating of the cooling system can be delivered
as demand flexibility capacity with duty cycling strategies during periods mild and
average summer conditions.

4. Rebound demand avoidance
For the building parameters described in (1) to (3) in this section, installation of a 40
kWh capacity electrical based BtMS ensures up to 100 minutes per day of absorption of
cooling rebound power demand as a result of using cooling system for demand flexibility.
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5. Response time
Response time during demand flexibility of office buildings is improved from 1 to 15
minutes to less than 20 seconds with incorporation of electrical based BtMS.

7.5. Limitations-field experiments
A number of limitations are identified for this study. First, the investigation undertaken
was based empirical case study analysis with focus on an average sized office building in a
Dutch setting; interpretation of the findings must therefore be within the context investigated.
For this study, the important aspects of the context that need to be emphasized are climatic
conditions of the location, associated office culture, building regulations and codes of
practice, and plant installations. The test bed analysed is located at 51.5719° N, longitude of
4.7683° E. Energy use in building for climatic control is influenced by degree cooling days
and degree heating days [212]. The latitude and longitude significantly influence PV
electricity generation.
The Dutch office culture allows for employee flexible work schedule and open plan
office layout; these aspects have a bearing on comprehensive occupancy and hence
participation of office in power flexibility activities [198]. The Dutch code of practice in
building system design encourages energy sustainability aware practices and designs are in
line with ‘2010 Energy Performance of Buildings Directive’ (EPBD) [213], [214] and the
‘Energy Roadmap 2050’[215].
Second, the study did not analyse all the strategies available for use in power flexibility
activities using by office buildings.

Past studies have investigated additional power

flexibility operation strategies involving various HVAC systems components such as precooling, operation of HVAC components at partial load setting and partial switch off where
multiple units are involved [108], [170]. The study mainly focused on duty cycling based
strategies using HVAC systems (specifically, air supply fan, fixed schedule cooling duty and
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cooling set point temperature reset for a rooftop chiller unit). Incorporation of electrical onsite storage and rooftop PV electricity generator with duty cycling operation of HVAC was
also investigated with respect to ability improve load and time characteristics during
participation of buildings in power flexibility activities.
Another significant limitation of this study was that the field experiments did not
undertake detailed investigation of practical control issues related for power flexibility
activities in office buildings. In particular, details on timescale sequencing across respective
systems and interactions involving multiple buildings with electricity supply chain
infrastructure were out of scope of this present study. Also missing in the study were details
concerning costs, cost-effectiveness and business models for power flexibility activities using
office buildings. This is despite the fact that economic viability is a major hindrance to
effective use of installations for power flexibility activities in absence of in feed in tariffs or
associated subsidies for renewable energy systems development as noted in [119], [120]. The
aforementioned details are crucial for effective control and aggregation frameworks needed
for DSF by buildings.
Finally, the scope of this research was limited to the use of office buildings for short
term electrical based power flexibility activities. As such, it ignored the emerging theme of
multiple energy infrastructures associated with integrated operation of buildings and a
combination of energy network infrastructure such as gas, district heating system [216],
[217].
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CHAPTER EIGHT
This chapter presents overall conclusions reached in the study, generalized findings, and
recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSIONS

8.1. Introduction
The aim of this study was to investigate the potential of office buildings as a demand
side power flexibility resource within the context of smart grids development. The study
posits that the use of offices for demand flexibility activities has two main requirements.
First, an in-depth understanding of specific performance characteristics to define associated
operational boundaries without compromise to the core role of buildings (that is, providing
safe, comfortable and productive indoor environment). Second, development of sustainable
framework for coordination of demand-side flexibility activities in the office buildings given
unique performance characteristics and requirements. Towards realization of the set aim, the
following main research questions were answered using a combination of literature review
and field based experiments at a case study building:
1.

What are the characteristics, potential and boundaries of usage of installed HVAC
systems in office buildings as a power flexibility resource? Results for this question are
presented in Chapter 4 of this study.

2.

How does photovoltaic (PV) electricity generator and on-site electrical energy storage
(EES) system and impact on the use of office buildings as a power flexibility resource?
Results for this question are presented in Chapter 5 of the present study.

3.

With respect to the core role of buildings and future energy planning agenda, how can
office buildings be coordinated for optimal delivery of power flexibility? Results relating
to this is presented in Chapter 6.
This chapter presents the overall conclusions reached (presented in section 8.2), and

recommendations for future studies (presented in section 8.3) in relations to the research
questions above.
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8.2. Overall conclusions
With respect to the first research question, critical performance characteristics for
demand flexibility in office buildings have been established duration in a manner that capture
both the traditional core role of provision of safe, comfortable and productive indoor
environments and the emerging role for power systems support. There are three main
implications of conclusive findings in relations to the first question.
First, for average sized buildings as illustrated in the case study, this translates to
relatively low power flexibility capacity compared to overall power systems level
requirements (that is, a comparison of less than 20 kW versus hundreds of thousands of kW
at power systems level). Based on the supply total office floor area of 7.4 million square
metres in the Netherlands (according to [218]) and the fact that the case study represents
approximately 70% of the office space typology, linear interpolation yields the national
aggregated maximum of 69 MW in power reduction potential. However, this estimate needs
to be corrected for spatial limitations during actual demand side flexibility activities,
willingness and context based challenges when participating in demand side flexibility
activities. Evidently, the power flexibility potential is only meaningful when aggregated from
multiple buildings.
Second, time based performance characteristics of HVAC systems in office buildings
(for example response time and availability period) during demand flexibility activities may
at times not meet power systems operational requirements. Once again, aggregation and
innovative coordination are advocated to resolve this challenge.
Finally, deployment of HVAC systems in office buildings for demand flexibility may
hamper ability to perform the core role of provision safe, comfortable and productive indoor
environment. At the same time, rebound power demand may be observed/experienced as a
result of commitment of HVAC systems in office buildings for demand flexibility.
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Subsequently, care must be taken in setting operational boundaries, intelligently
coordinating, and controlling HVAC systems in office buildings during demand flexibility.
Investigation into the second research question has revealed that demand flexibility
performance characteristics for office buildings are improved in three main ways as a result
of incorporating onsite PV electricity generator and EES system. First, the net load
characteristics for office buildings are improved in cases whereby PV electricity generators
are well matched to key power consumption installations. In the case study at hand, the
design of the PV electricity generator was well matched to cooling power requirement. This
strategy ensured that associated on-site power generation was mainly consumed by the
building leading to better net load profiles. The result is improved overall cost effectiveness
at building level as network costs in avoided in power export tariffs during the period of
power flows from the building to the power grid. In addition, PV electricity generation also
reduces the chances of coincidental peak power demand between the building and the feeder
line; this is especially the case for instances whereby PV penetration is low in a locality.
Second, on-site EES systems improve the time characteristics of participating building
during demand flexibility activities. The result is an improvement in ability to participate in a
wide range of demand flexibility activities for cases with onsite EES systems. In relations to
widening of the demand flexibility opportunities, the daily participation frequency potential
is also increased due to the available energy storage capacity.
Third and last, it is also established that use of EES systems improves the power
performance during demand flexibility activities. In particular, two possibilities are open as
regards this:


onsite EES systems smoothens variability of participating loads (especially
where cooling demands are involved) thereby also improving overall reliability.
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onsite EES system may eliminates the rebound demand as a result of high startup loads or delayed comfort requirement after participation in demand
flexibility activities.

Regarding, the third research question, a coordination approach is proposed for use with
office buildings. The proposal ensures that two main requirements that are a consequence of
demand flexibility activities in office buildings. The first requirement is in relation to the fact
that demand flexibility activities in office buildings require optimal value is a derivation by
both the building and the power grids; this is difficult to achieve/implement given that value
is dynamic and contradictory for both buildings and the power grid. In relation to this, the
coordination proposal is based on MAS technology thus allowing for utility based decision
that considers a broad spectrum of performance requirements and negotiated arrangement to
reach optimal value.
Second, the power and time characteristics performance associated with demand
flexibility activities in buildings require innovative coordination. Specifically, derived power
advantages are relatively small in capacity with slow responding systems that are only
available at narrow window of opportunities. The proposed coordination approach takes
advantage of available flexibility in MAS technology that can be built on existing Building
Management Systems.

8.3. Recommendations for further work
In relations to this study, two main recommendations are suggested for further work.
First, extended large scale empirical studies are recommended for Multiple buildings. It is
evident from undertaken field experiments in this study that demand flexibility activities
from office buildings is only useful when aggregated from multiple sources. Despite
associated importance, few empirical studies involving multiple buildings are available as
revealed in the first two chapters of the present study.
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The second recommendation suggested for further work is design and implementation of
extensive practical evaluative testing of the coordination proposal to derive important
performance data for real scale implementation. The coordination framework relies on MAS
technology which has remains largely infant with very few cases of practical and real scale
implementation in building energy management as pointed out in chapter 2.
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APPENDIX A- THERMAL COMFORT AND INDOOR AIR QUALITY MODELS
A1: PMV – PPD Model
Developed by Fanger in 1972, the Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) model rates indoor thermal
comfort in terms of air temperature, radiant temperature, humidity, air velocity, metabolic
rate, and clothing value[49]. It further calculates the percentage building occupants
dissatisfied with them indoor thermal comfort in terms a Predicted Percentage Dissatisfied
(PPD).
The PMV value predicts the mean response of a larger group of people according to the
thermal sensation scale [49], [101]. Thermal sensation values (in terms of PMV values) can
be interpreted as shown in TABLE I.
TABLE I-Thermal sensation in terms of PMV values [22]
PMV Value

+3

+2

+1

0

-1

-2

-3

Interpretation

hot

warm

slightly
warm

neutral

slightly
cool

cool

cold

The association of PMV-PPD illustrated in Figure A1 .

Figure A1-Graphical representation of PMV-PPD model
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It is generally desired that the PMV value stays within the bandwidth of –0.5 and 0.5 for the
office buildings. However, 3 classes of thermal comfort exist as presented in TABLE II
according to EN15251[53].

TABLE II-Thermal sensation in terms of PMV values [53]
Class

Upper PMV

Lower PMV

A

0.2

- 0.2

B

0.5

- 0.5

C

0.7

- 0.7

The equations and equations A1-3 below summarize the PMV-PPD model[155]:

𝑃𝑀𝑉 = (0.303𝑒 −0.036𝑀 + 0.025) ∗ (𝑀 − 𝑊) − 3.05 ∗ 10−3 {5733 − 6.99(𝑀 − 𝑊) −
𝑃𝑎 } − 0.42{(𝑀 − 𝑊) − 58.15} − 1.7 ∗ 10−5 𝑀(5867 − 𝑃𝑎 ) − 0.0014𝑀(34 − 𝑇𝑎 ) − 3.96 ∗
10−8 𝑓𝑐𝑙 {(𝑡𝑐𝑙 + 273)4 } − 𝑓𝑐𝑙 𝐻𝑐 (𝑡𝑐𝑙 − 𝑇𝑎 )

(Equation A-1)

4 -0.2179*PMV2

PPD = 100-95*e-0.03353*PMV

(Equation A-2)

Where:

PMV =Predicted Mean Vote the thermal sensation scale [-]
PPD = Percentage people dissatisfied[%]
M=

Metabolic rate [W/m2]

W=

Effective mechanical power [W/m2]

Pa =

Ambient water vapor pressure [Pa]

Ta =

Ambient air temperature [˚C]
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Fcl =

Clothing area factor[-]

tcl =

Clothing surface temperature [˚C]

H c=

Convective heat transfer coefficient[W/m2/˚C]

Respective values in equations A1-2 are available in [155]. This method is applicable on
groups of persons and not fairly well on local discomfort. The PMV equation is formed by
empirical research done in a climate chamber.
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A2: Indoor Air Quality
Conventionally, indoor air quality is represented using the guidelines in ASHRAE 62.1[54]
and EN15251 [53] as illustrated in Table 2, Chapter 1. The summary of the guidelines are as
follows:
-

ASHRAE 62.1[54] outlines an upper total limit boundary of CO2 concentration of
1000 ppm based on an outdoor CO2 concentration of 350 ppm.

-

EN15251 [53] limits CO2 concentration to 850 ppm inside the building to
eliminate possibility for sick building syndrome.

It is noted that CO2 concentration in buildings is only a surrogate value for prevailing indoor
air quality. Despite that it is accepted as a main indicator of healthy indoor condition hence
the model in equation A3 by Castilla et al. [155].
IAQ = 0.001[(CO2-in) - 0.5]

Equation A3

Where:
- IAQ is the indoor air quality index estimated based on carbon dioxide
concentration and classification in Table III according to EN 13779.
-CO2in: is the optimal concentration inside the building for medium and
moderate band of CO2 sensation value according to Table III; it is the optimal air
quality required to maintain indoor carbon concentration between 500ppm and 600ppm.

Table III- Indoor air quality sensation scale according to EN 13779 2007
IAQ

Sensation

IAQ ≤ 0

High indoor air quality (IDA-1)

0 < IAQ < 0.1

Medium indoor air quality (IDA-1)

0.1 ≤ IAQ < 0.5

Moderate indoor air quality (IDA-1)

0.5 ≤ IAQ < 1

Poor indoor air quality (IDA-1)
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A3: Comfort Feedback Questionnaire
Date:………………….
Introduction
In this survey, we kindly request your assistance by giving us feedback on your satisfaction or
dissatisfaction level with workplace temperature/thermal environment and air quality during the course
of the day. Two feedbacks are requested: in the morning before tests and in the late afternoon after
tests. The tests involve slight adjustments to the indoor comfort settings for short periods in the course
of the day. While giving the feedback please mark in the boxes with smiley faces provided.
In the survey scale, 1 indicates very satisfied whereas, 5 is an indication of very dissatisfied.
The survey is part of research work at Eindhoven University of Technology. The work aims at
improving building control systems in preparation for operations with increasingly smart power grids.
Your response will be treated anonymously and with great confidentiality. We thank you for assisting
in the study. In case of any questions or need for further clarification, kindly reach us using below
telephone and e-mail address:
Contact: Kennedy Aduda
Telephone: 0613328199
E-mail: k.o.aduda@tue.nl
Morning-Before Tests at 8:30 to 9:30 Hours
1.

How satisfied are you with the temperature and thermal environment in your workspace?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied

2.

How satisfied are you with the air quality in your workspace (i.e. stuffy/stale air, cleanliness, odours)?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied

During Tests
Morning-Before Tests at 9:30 to 9:45 Hours
1.

How satisfied are you with the temperature and thermal environment in your workspace?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied

2.

How satisfied are you with the air quality in your workspace (i.e. stuffy/stale air, cleanliness, odours)?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied
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Morning-Before Tests at 9:45 to 10:00 Hours
3.

How satisfied are you with the temperature and thermal environment in your workspace?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied

4.

How satisfied are you with the air quality in your workspace (i.e. stuffy/stale air, cleanliness, odours)?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied

Morning-Before Tests at 10:00 to 10:15 Hours
5.

How satisfied are you with the temperature and thermal environment in your workspace?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied

6.

How satisfied are you with the air quality in your workspace (i.e. stuffy/stale air, cleanliness, odours)?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied

Morning-Before Tests at10:30to 10:45 Hours
1.

How satisfied are you with the temperature and thermal environment in your workspace?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied

2.

How satisfied are you with the air quality in your workspace (i.e. stuffy/stale air, cleanliness, odours)?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied

Morning-Before Tests at10:45 to 11:00 Hours
3.

How satisfied are you with the temperature and thermal environment in your workspace?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied

4.

How satisfied are you with the air quality in your workspace (i.e. stuffy/stale air, cleanliness, odours)?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Morning Tests at 11:00 to 11:15 Hours
During the course of the day how satisfied, were you with the temperature and thermal environment in
your workspace?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied

During the course of the day how satisfied, were you with the air quality in your workspace (i.e.
stuffy/stale air, cleanliness, odours)?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied

Morning Tests at 11:00 to 11:15 Hours
During the course of the day how satisfied, were you with the temperature and thermal environment in
your workspace?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied

During the course of the day how satisfied, were you with the air quality in your workspace (i.e.
stuffy/stale air, cleanliness, odours)?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied

Morning Tests at 11:15 to 11:30 Hours
During the course of the day how satisfied, were you with the temperature and thermal environment in
your workspace?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied

10. During the course of the day how satisfied, were you with the air quality in your workspace (i.e.
stuffy/stale air, cleanliness, odours)?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied

Morning Tests at 11:30 to 11:45 Hours
11. During the course of the day how satisfied, were you with the temperature and thermal environment in
your workspace?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied

12. During the course of the day how satisfied, were you with the air quality in your workspace (i.e.
stuffy/stale air, cleanliness, odours)?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied
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Morning Tests at 11:45 to 12:00 Hours
13. During the course of the day how satisfied, were you with the temperature and thermal environment in
your workspace?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied

14. During the course of the day how satisfied, were you with the air quality in your workspace (i.e.
stuffy/stale air, cleanliness, odours)?
Very Satisfied
1
2
3
4
5
Very Dissatisfied
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APPENDIX B- MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR DEMAND SIDE POWER

FLEXIBILITY AND PRODUCTIVITY

B1: Demand flexibility model
The mathematical model by Morales et al. [87] described in equations B1 –B3 .

pk,w (t) = pk (t) + pdk,w (t)-puk,w (t) ± psj (t)

(equation B. 1)

0 ≤ puk,w (t) ≤ pk (t)-Pkmax (t)

(equation B. 2)

0 ≤ pdk,w (t) ≤ Pkmin (t)-pk (t)

(equation B. 3)

Where:
pk,w (t): Actual load of a flexible demand k during period t and scenario w
pk (t): Scheduled load for flexible demand k during period t.
pdk,w (t): load increase of flexible demand during period t and scenario w for cases of down
regulation
puk,w (t): load reduction of flexible demand during period t and scenario w for cases of up
regulation
Pkmax (t): Maximum load that can be consumed by flexible demand k during time t.
Pkmin (t): Minimum load that can be consumed by flexible demand k during time t.
psj (t): power discharge from the storage to suit scenario j during time t.

B3: Productivity and indoor thermal comfort
The relationship between thermal comfort degradation and productivity is summarized in
Figure-B1 and equations .B1-B3 (from [52]).
.
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Figure B1: Relationship between productivity loss and thermal comfort degradation
involving office like tasks [52]
𝑦 = −60.543𝑥 6 + 198.41𝑥 5 − 183.75𝑥 4 − 8.1178𝑥 3 + 50.24𝑥 2 + 32.123𝑥 + 4.8988
(Equation B1)

𝑦 = 1.5928𝑥 5 − 1.5526𝑥 4 − 10.401𝑥 3 + 19.226𝑥 2 + 13.389𝑥 + 1.8763
(Equation B2)

Where:
x: is the PMV value, and
y: is the loss of productivity, expressed in %.

Equation B1 and B2 represents the productivity loss for a typing and thinking tasks
respectively; these are predominantly the office tasks for the case study building. Equations
B1 and B2 form the foundation of productivity loss relationships applied in Chapter 6
(expressed as equations 8a and 8b).
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B4: Productivity and indoor air quality
Productivity loss is linearly related to dissatisfaction with indoor air quality in office
buildings as illustrated in Figure B3.

Figure B3: Relationship between productivity loss and dissatisfaction with indoor air quality
involving office like tasks[189]

The principal equation in evaluation of indoor air quality comfort utility presented in Chapter
6 (that is, equation 8e), adapted from [94] and [189].
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APPENDIX C: BUILDING SERVICE PLANT DETAILS
C1: Building Layout and Physics
Floor Layout Drawings
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Building Façade Details
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Thermal Properties of the façade
1. Outer wall: Brick cavity wall
Facing bricks – masonry (adjacent outdoor conditions):
Bricks – ρ ≤ 1.600 kg/m3 λ = 0,99 W/mK
Total thickness masonry 8,8 cm
Air layer 1 cm – moderately ventilated
Insulation – attached with wall ties:
λ = 0,034 W/mK
Thickness 6 cm
High-speed building brick – masonry:
Insulating brick: λ = 0,26 W/mK
Total thickness masonry 14 cm
Plastering:
Gypsum - λ = 0,52 W/mk
Thickness 1,5 cm
4. Interior wall 19 cm
High-speed building brick – masonry:
Insulating brick: λ = 0,26 W/mK
Total thickness masonry 19 cm
Gypsum card board of 9,5 mm + 3 cm EPS:
Brand Gyproc type Thermogyp N 9,5/30
R = 0,806 m2K/W
Total thickness 4 cm
6. Storey floor construction
Heavy reinforced concrete:
λ = 1,6 W/mK
Thickness 23cm
Underfloor:
λ = 1,6 W/mK
Thickness 5 cm

8. Roof construction side wing
Heavy reinforced concrete:
λ = 1,6 W/mK
Thickness 19cm
Insulation:
λ = 0,039 W/mK
Thickness 10 cm
Bitumen:
λ = 0,017 W/mK
Thickness 0,003 cm

2. Interior wall 14 cm
High-speed building brick – masonry:
Insulating brick: λ = 0,26 W/mK
Total thickness masonry 14 cm
Gypsum card board of 9,5 mm + 3 cm EPS:
Brand Gyproc type Thermogyp N 9,5/30
R = 0,806 m2K/W
Total thickness 4 cm
3. Ceiling panels
λ = 0,06 W/mK
Thickness 5 cm
5. Ground floor construction
Insulation:
λ = 0,041 W/mK
Thickness 10 cm
Hollow core slab:
λ = 0,13 W/mK
Thickness 23cm
Underfloor:
λ = 1,6 W/mK
Thickness 5 cm
7. Roof construction main building
Hollow core slab:
λ = 0,041 W/mK
Thickness 23cm
Insulation:
λ = 0,039 W/mK
Thickness 10 cm
Bitumen:
λ = 0,017 W/mK
Thickness 0,003 cm
9. Window
Profile – aluminum with thermal break:
U = 2,6 W/m2K
Glass:
U = 1,1 W/m2K
g = 0,61 |LT = 0,78
10. Garage door
Brand Hormann – type LPU 40
U = 1,3 W/m2K

Infiltration rate
Infiltration rate qv;10,for the building complies with the ISSO 53 Dutch Code of Standards for
Buildings; for this case it is assumed to be 0.3 m³/s per m² as required for office buildings
with mechanical ventilation systems.
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C2: HVAC system installation description
Table C-2 summarizes the building service plant/equipment conformation at the case
study building.
Table C2: Summarized properties of HVAC system at the case study
Building
Equipment conformation
Details for main
service
Equipment/Plant installation
Heating

Cooling

Air
handling
unit
(AHU)

-Gas fired HR-boiler
(High efficient Low NOx)Heat is supplied
through a heating coil in the AHU and a
hydrophonic radiator systems that supply
heat in 3 distribution zones.
-Boiler pump.
-Electric, double stage air compression
chiller
Cold is supplied through 3 air-to-water
after coolers (1 per group).
-Central AHU, with the following:
-Heat recovery wheel
-1 supply- and exhaust fan.
-Distribution ducting: distributes 3
Zones.
- 3 no. exhaust fans restrooms
-Humidifier

Power/ Energy rating
for major equipment

-Boiler: Remeha-Gas 210
ECO PRO

-Maximum heating
load: 18- 93 kW at
30°C to 60°C

-Roof top chiller: Carrier
30RBS-060
-500 Litres buffer tank

-Maximum cooling
demand: 30 kW

-Heat recovery wheelHolland heating
-Humidifier - VAPAC VP30
-Air supply fan – centrifugal
fan
-Boiler pump
-Mechanically powered
valves: 3 No.

-Maximum
humidifier demand:
30 kW.

C3: HVAC system operations
When the building is operational, the chiller is switched on, if the ambient temperature is
greater than 18°C for one-hour duration. Once switched on, the chiller stays operational until
the ambient temperature is below 16°C for a period of one hour or whenever there is no more
cooling demand from the coolers. This forms the first-stage of chiller action. If the outdoor
temperature is above 26°C for a period of 30 minutes, the second-stage of the chiller is
switched on; it is switched off whenever the ambient air temperature outside the building is
less than 24°C for a period of 30 minutes. The operational schedule of the cooling system at
the building is synchronized with that of the office (that is, from 7:00 hours to 18:00 hours,
as long as the ambient temperature is greater than 18°C for one hour duration). Between
18:01 hours to 6:59 hours and at all time during weekends and public holidays the chiller
remains un-operational.
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Whenever the supply fan is operational at the building, the intake valve will open
followed by exhaust fan and exhaust valve. A Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID)
controller controls the fans in the air handlings unit. For supply air fan, which is the focus of
our ventilation experiment, the PID controller determines the output based on the desired
pressure (250Pa) and the measured pressure. For continued positive pressure, the PID
controller for air exhaust fan determines the output based on the amount of the supply air
controller with an offset of minus 5%. On weekdays between 22:00 and 05:00 hours, night
ventilation may be used for cooling if the weather and operational conditions allow.
Allowable conditions for night ventilation process are that the building is not occupied,
ambient temperature is 3°C lower than the room temperature, ambient temperature is greater
than 12°C, and room temperature is greater than 21°C. The ventilation system remains
operational whenever there is a requirement for night ventilation and the building is
occupied.
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APPENDIX D-PV ELECTRICITY GENERATOR CHARACTERISTICS
D1: PV installation layout

Figure D1: Line diagram of PV system with detailed specifications

Figure D2: Layout of PV modules on the rooftop of the case study building
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D2: PV module characteristics
The PV module characteristics are summarized in Table D1.
Table D1: Summary of PV modules characteristics [219]
Description:

Value:

Rated maximum Power at STC

260 [W]

Open Circuit Voltage, Voc

37.73 [V]

Maximum Power Voltage, Vmp

8.98 [V]

Short Circuit Current ,Isc

8.91 [A]

Maximum Power Current, Imp

8,45 [A]

Module efficiency

15.90 %

Temperature coefficient of Isc

+0.062 %/°C

Temperature coefficient of Voc

-0.330 %/°C

Temperature coefficient of Pmax

-0.045 %/°C

The PV modules installed on-site have an integrated power-optimizer (P300) whose
performance characteristics are illustrated in Figure D1.

POWER OUTPUT WITH P-300 SERIES MODULE OPTIMIZERS
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200
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Figure D1: Efficiency curve SE-P300 DC/DC optimizers
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300

Efficiency of the inverter at various power outputs for the PV generator is outlined in Figure
D2.

REACTIVE POWER OUTPUT –EFFICIENCY OF THE INVERTER (SE15K)

Figure D2: Efficiency curve of SolarEdge 15 kW inverter
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D3: PV Model

The aim of the PV model is to determine possible load flexibility that can be attained with
installation of an on-site generation plant. The model can be summarized in equation D1-1
below [220] was sufficient for accuracy level demanded. E.



Pgen  G.Vinc .Vinc .Vinc . As .

(Equation D1-1)

electr .system

Where:

Pgen : electricity generated from the solar modules [kW];
G:

average

global

direct

irradiation

derived

from

weather

station

measurements[kW/m2];
Vinc, Vtemp and Vref: refers to loss factors due to inclination angle, prevailing ambient
temperature and reflection on the modules, these were assumed to be have a total
loss effect of 0.73 based on maximum values for spring and summer time.
As = Area of the solar modules; at the time of organization of the article, planned
capacity was 119 m2.



electr .system

: is the total PV generator system efficiency; this was assumed to be

at 70%. It is given by equation 6.



electr .system

 gen .cable .inv .mis

(6)

cable : cable efficiency;

inv : inverter/conversion ;
mis : Mismatch efficiency;
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The sizing used in the model was based on an initial system design size adopted at the test
facility managers for the facility of 16.9kW peak yield. Data for modelling the performance
of on-site PV system was derived from a weather station located approximately10km from
the building. Considerations of the PV model were asPresented in Table D2.

Table D2: Parameters assumed in modelling on-site PV generation (Focus months are April, May, June, July)
Parameter
Vinc

Reference
[165]

Value
0.97

Vtemp

[166]

0.87

Vref

[221]

0.95

[222][223]

cable  0.96



electr .system

Comments
Vinc assumes a Southwest/Southeast orientation and 30°
inclination.
Higher value assumed to related loss in efficiency for summer
time operation as a result of prevailing ambient temperature and
wind velocity.
Reflection at the module surface is assumed to be a maximum at
5%; Vre f = 0.95.
A 2 connections system prevails,

inv  0.92

maximum conversion loss is assumed,

mis  0.90

Maximum mismatch efficiency is assumed.

 gen  0.14

Generation efficiency for polychritalline modules is assumed to
be 14%.
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APPENDIX E-EES SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Information in this section is mainly derived from the battery manufacturer’s information
pamphlets [224], actual information setting and characteristics.

E1-System details
Components of the ESS system are described in Table E1.

Table E1: Main components of on-site EES
Component

Function /comments

Schneider Electric
32 A control box

Control system; connects to the building’s electrical installation infrastructure/meter
box. Also equipped with MCB and energy meter.
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Transformer

Transformer; steps down the voltage from 500-800 VDC to 300-400 VDC.

kVA

KEB F5 23kVA Bidirectional inverter

AC/DC bi-directional inverter; converts DC power from the battery to AC power
output and vice versa.

Eaton PLC Battery
Management Unit

Battery management unit; manages the power quality, charge and discharge
operations.
Relies on Modbus RS-485 connection for communication; this is converted to
TCP/IP port to communicate with the existing Building Management System
(Insiteview BMS).

Battery
units

storage

Also fitted with sensors for monitoring battery voltage, pressure, temperature and
current.
Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH) battery type; 500-800VDC, 42 kWh

This EES system is based on a modular bi-polar Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH) battery’. It is
‘completely’ (99%) recyclable and suitable for a large number of cycles. System nominal
voltages are possible in steps of 12 VDC sizing to any required voltage. One module consist
of 10 cells, of 1.2 VDC, together this is one module. On pack can made of 10modules in
series for larger capacity and higher voltage to 120VDC. When these packs are placed in a
string, the nominal system voltage can be increased. Since the stack is flat, each end—plate
is an electrode pole (bi-polar). Details are in Figure E1.
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Electrically conductive contact modules

Separator
Hard gasket
design

Electrode
End
plate

EPDM
bushing

Picture
Starved
configuration

Bi plate

Controlled
Integrated
stack pressure Isolation temperature
plate
control

Intelligent
end pieces
with
terminals

Figure E1: Nilar modular battery technology[224]

The bi-polar technique has uniquely low internal resistance between the internal cells
due to use of the whole plate surface is used for a uniform current flow. High charge and
discharge rates are possible up to 3C (3 times the battery capacity). The higher the voltage
is, the lower the Ohmic losses are. In this situation the biggest package is chosen, namely the
120VDC pack, stacked with 10 modules. The system diagram illustrating components and
overall installation for EES system is presented in Figure E2.

(a) Line diagram of the EES with specification details

(b) Photographic details of the installed EES
(shelving for storage cells)

(c) Photographic details of the installed EES
(conversion & controls)

Figure E2: Line diagram and photograph of installed EES with specification details
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E2- Battery cycle efficiency
Based on commissioning tests reported in [225], the average charging efficiency details
are presented in Table E2.

Table E2: Charging efficiency at different settings
SoC-interval
Charging time [hh:mm]
Average energy-efficiency
20%-30%
0:00-0:20
92%

Average power loss [kW]
1.3

30%-40%

0:20-0:40

91%

1.4

40%-50%

0:40-1:00

91%

1.4

50%-60%

1:00-1:20

90%

1.5

60%-70%

1:20-1:40

90%

1.6

70%-80%

1:40-2:00

89%

1.7

80%-90%

2:00-2:20

87%

2.1

90%-100%

2:20-2:40

68%

5

The total energy loss when charging based on installation commissioning tests with 0.3C
from SoC: 20% to SoC: 100% is approximately 5.3 kWh. Average full cycle efficiency is
87.3%. During non-operation, the battery loses energy, during the first week quickest from
100 to 90% than from 90% to around 80% in 6 months: see the right figure in the efficiency
Figure E3.

Figure E3: Self-discharge profile during non-operation state according manufacturer’s specification [224]
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E3-Battery Life cycle energy and theoretical cycle costs

Life cycle characteristics for onsite EES are summarized by Figure E3.

Figure E3: Battery cycle characteristics according manufacturer’s specification[224]

Cycle costs are determined by dividing the investment costs by the amount of energy at
a SOC window. The amount of energy available per SOC window (ESOCw) is determined by
equation E1.
𝐸𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑤 =

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑤
100

∗ 𝑁𝑜𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 ∗ ((

𝐵𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑆𝑂𝐶
)
100

(

) ∗ 2)

(Equation E1)

Where the following apply:
SOC: is the state of charge of the storage system,
Nocycles: is the typical number of cycles for corresponding to the state of
charge interval,
SOCw: is the state of charge window,
Bcapacity : is the battery capacity, in this case taken as 42 kWh,
ESOCw is multiplied by 2 to account for both charge and discharge period.
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APPENDIX F-INSTRUMENTATION FOR EXPERIMENTS

F1: Zones, Room description and sensor layout
The following rooms were considered operationally critical in the experiment set up:
1.

Ground Floor: With peak occupancy of 8 persons, the ‘service room’ is the most
densely populated space on the ground floor. It is located at the end of North West
ventilation zone.

2.

First Floor: Two spaces are considered highly critical points for measurements on
the first floor (i.e. the engineering and flexi rooms). Engineering room is the end of
ventilation and thermal zone node for technical zone. It is also the room with the
highest occupants’ population count of 13 at peak usage time. The Flexi-room is at
the endpoint of southwest and northeast thermal zones in the building and provides
flexible workspaces for up to 4 occupants.

3.

Second Floor: Design room on the second floor is located at the uppermost endpoint
of the ventilation node. It has the greatest surface area exposure to solar irradiation
(it is directly covered by the roof) and maximum occupancy count of 6.

Details of the test rooms are as depicted in the Figures F1-A to F1-C. Comfort sensors
for relative humidity, room radiant temperature, room air temperature and are located in
all the test rooms. The comfort sensor based instrumentation were placed at the room
occupants’ working spaces at the test rooms.

The height of the comfort sensor

instrumentation was positioned to be approximately equal to the height of occupants in
the test room when seated.
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Figure F1-A: Ground floor layout of case study building

Figure F1-B: First floor layout of case study building

Figure F1-C: First floor layout of case study building
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Specific details of comfort sensor instrumentation as laid out in the test rooms are as depicted
in Figure F1-D.

Figure F1-D: Instruments for comfort- related measurements at the case study building.
From left to right are measurement positions, black globe temperature for radiant
temperature measurement, CO2 concentration sensor, and temperature and humidity sensor.

F2: Energy systems metering and outdoor weather monitoring instrumentation
Energy metering is done on minute resolution for all major electrical load groups (that is,
cooling, fans and controls, lighting, humidifier, PV generator and on-site EES). Energy
measurements for HVAC components and lighting are undertaken by digital meters at the
electrical meter box in the case study building. Figure F1 outlines measurement set up and
data collection for the field experiments. Detailed description of instruments used at the case
study building are presented in Table F1.
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Figure F1: Measurement set up for the field experiment series
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Table F1: Instruments details-Energy systems metering and outdoor weather monitoring-related instrumentation
System Component
Instrument
Measurement details
{accuracy level/[units]}
PV modules energy metering
SolarEdge
DC Power: 0.00 / [W]
Optimizer Voltage 0.00 / [V]
Panel Voltage 0.00 / [V]
DC Energy (hourly interval) 0.00 / [Wh]
PV Inverter energy metering
Schneider iEM3155
AC-energy / [Wh]
Line Frequency 0.00 / [Hz]
AC-Line 0.00 / [V]
AC-Current 0.00 / [A]
AC-Power 0.00 / [kW]
DC-Voltage 0.00 / [V]
Reactive power 0.000/ [kVAr]
Apparent Power / [kVA]
ESS system energy metering
Siemens QAA24 with State of Charge 0 / [%]
LG-Ni 1000 sensor
Actual DC Current / A / [0.00]
Actual DC Voltage 000.0 / [V]
Actual DC Power 0 / [W]
Actual AC Current 0.0 / [A]
Actual AC Apparent0.0 [C]
Actual AC Voltage /0.0 / [V]
Frequency 0.0 / [Hz
Schneider iEM3155
Line Frequency 0.00 / [Hz]
AC-Line: 0.00 / [V]
AC-Current: 0.00 / [A]
AC-Power: 0.00 / [kW]
DC-Voltage: 0.00 / [V]
Reactive power: 0.000/ [kVAr]
Apparent Power: 0.00 / [kVA]
Cooling system energy metering
Priva-Topcontrol
AC Power: 0.0 / [kW]
Fan and Controls energy
metering
Humidifier energy metering

Priva-Topcontrol

AC Power: 0.0 / [kW]

Priva-Topcontrol

AC Power: 0.0 / [kW]

Lighting energy metering

Priva-Topcontrol

AC Power: 0.0 / [kW]

Weather Station

Wittich & Visser weather
station

Temperature: 1/ [°C]
Relative Humidity: ±0.8 % / [RH]
Global Irradiation: 1.3% / [W/m2]
Wind speed: 0.1 / [m/s]
Wind direction: 1° / [°]

Energy metering for PV generator and on-site EES are done at respective control nodes.
Outdoor weather monitoring at the case study building includes sensors for measurement of
global irradiation, temperature sensors, relative humidity, wind speed and direction. All the
measurements at the case study building are periodically transmitted to the Building
Management System server for archiving. Figure F2 and F3 show photographs of respective
instruments for energy metering and outdoor weather monitoring at the case study building.
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Wittich & Visser Weather
station

Illustrations showing metering at
DC-main bus – Battery
Management cabinet

Illustrations showing metering at DC-main
bus – Battery Management cabinet

Figure F2: Energy metering and weather monitoring instrumentation at the case study building
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APPENDIX G- LITERATURE SURVEY PROTOCOL: PERFROMANCE METRICS
FOR DEMAND FLEXIBILITY IN OFFICE BUILDINGS
The following procedure was followed:
1.

Literature search was conducted on 2 main databases: IEEE Xplorer and Science Direct.

2.

The search used the key words ‘demand power flexibility’.

3.

Inclusion criterion was that the articles were less than 6 years since publication, for IEEE
Xplorer it was required that the authors appear at least 4 times under the search criteria
whereas for Science Direct only articles published in the following journals were
selected: Applied Energy, Buildings and Environment, Energy and Buildings, Energy,
Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews, Sustainable Cities and Society, and The
Electricity Journal.

4.

Additional studies were included in the analysis based on snowballing from the papers
considered to have milestone contributions. All the articles focusing solely on design,
methodological

discussions,

renewable

energy

resources,

policy

issues

and

environmental sustainability were excluded from literature selection.
5.

Literature survey results were analysed according to the following metrics:


Methodology used: This considered whether the methodology framework followed
a review approach (MA); or field experiments (MB) or modelling and simulation
(MC). Articles following ‘MA’ approach included reports on frameworks,
guidelines and scholarly review ones. ‘MB’ based articles were those using data
from actual tests whereas modelling and simulation studies included those using
conceptual numerical analysis, and or ones undertaken on dedicated platforms and
software application packages such as TRNSYS, MATLAB, amongst others.



Whether building installations and their role in power flexibility activities were
clearly identified in the discussions (RA).
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Whether building installations are classified according to control characteristics
(RB).



Whether power flexibility potential is clearly identified as a performance
characteristics or estimated (RC) in the discussions



.

Whether power performance considerations takes into account demand reduction
(RD), demand increase (RE), or rebound effect (RF).



Time characteristics: involved consideration of availability period (RG) or response
time (RH) as key performance characteristics during power flexibility activities.



Whether indoor comfort reduction/increase are identified as key performance
characteristics (RI).



Whether, indoor comfort recovery is reported as important after power flexibility
activity (RJ).



Whether occupants’ feedback/occupants activities during power flexibility
participation is considered an important performance characteristics (RK).



Whether control considerations are reported (RL).

Whether coordination considerations are reported (RM); this included consideration for
aggregation, time response and control characteristics integration.
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